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Abstract
Glanville, Karissa Louise. 2016. “Community Discernment: Discerning the Legitimacy
of a Child’s Revelatory Experience with God.” Fuller Theological Seminary,
School of Intercultural Studies. Degree. 262 pp.
Chris J. Boyatzis asserted the importance of expanding the field of children’s
spirituality by looking at children’s spirituality from various theological and cultural
contexts (2008, 48). This study focuses on the communal discernment processes used to
determine the legitimacy of children’s revelatory experiences with God. The research was
situated within the context of those who assume God is real and the Holy Spirit exists and
is active among adults and children alike.
Research participants included, children’s ministry workers, children, and family
members, all from Christian charismatic nondenominational churches that assumed
children can and do have revelatory experiences with God. The research showed children
participate in the discernment process. To facilitate this, parents and children’s ministry
workers, anticipating that the children could and would have revelatory experiences with
God, taught the children how to discern for themselves ahead of time. They also created a
context and opportunities they believed would be conducive for children to encounter
God. After revelatory experiences, there was also follow-up; space where the children
could share their experiences and be aided in discerning, understanding, and applying
what they experienced. From this research, I created a Child-Community Discernment
Process Model.
Recommendations for revised theology include the following. Teaching in the
more recent non-academic charismatic literature/resources could be enhanced by teaching
that God can speak through study as well as experience and by applying more rigorous
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scriptural accuracy. Robeck’s theology of discernment could benefit from what is
reported and taught in the non-academic charismatic literature/resources and what is
being practiced and experienced in the researched communities by including children in
his understanding of community and seeing children as being able to participate in the
discernment process. Christian academics in the field of children’s spirituality would
benefit from, 1) laying a theological foundation in their understanding of spirituality,
maturation and spiritual development, 2) looking deeply at the process of discerning
children’s experiences with God, 3) examining the role and effect of the Holy Spirit on
the human spirit, and 4) attempting to bring a foundational theological understanding of
the Holy Spirit into the research.

Mentor: David H. Scott, PhD

Word Count: 345
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Introduction

Background
There have been many recent accounts of children believing they have had
various forms of revelatory experiences with God (Lane 1998; Walters 1995; Sprange
2002; Toledo 2012). Also, a number of charismatic, nondenominational ministries and
churches have become particularly proactive in encouraging, training, and facilitating
children regarding experiencing God in revelatory ways (Fischer 2008;
The Daniel Academy 2011; Bethel Church 2011; Toledo 2012; Mapes 2009; La Guardia
2007). At the same time, there is also a push in many fields of research for child
participation (Stephenson et al. 2004; Percy-Smith and Thomas 2010). However, there
has been little to no research on the community discernment process (that includes child
participation) where communities discern whether a child’s revelatory experience is from
God or not.
To begin with, children having revelatory experiences with God are rarely studied
at all. Most research in the field of children’s spirituality assumes that children’s
spirituality is largely limited to developmental capacities and/or is merely the display of
learned behavior, both of which are limited to empirical observation and tend toward
naturalistic explanations (Allen 2008; Benson, Roehlkepartain, and Rude 2003;
Roehlkepartain et al. 2006). Even most academic books and articles written by Christians
about children’s spirituality, though they may address the issue of Christian spiritual
development, and a few recount children’s experiences with God (Stonehouse and May
2010), they do not look deeply at the process of discerning the experiences, nor do they
attempt to examine the role and effect of the Holy Spirit on the human spirit, or attempt
1

to bring a foundational theological understanding of the Holy Spirit into the research.
Children having revelatory experiences with God and the discernment processes of these
experiences are being largely discounted or ignored in research; whether out of ignorance
of the fact that children are claiming to have revelatory experiences within whole
communities that are training these children to hear from God and discern God’s voice,
or simply by ignoring children’s revelatory experiences because there is a lack of
scholarly understanding regarding the phenomena itself and how to research it, or by
holding the belief that God does not interact with people (children or otherwise) in
revelatory ways.
Whereas in mainline Christian denominations, minimizing the contribution of
revelatory or charismatic experiences to personal spirituality might be acceptable, such
cognitivized approaches are significantly at odds with more pentecostal/charismatic
perspectives, which highly value the experiential dimensions of their spirituality and
consider the charismatic gifts of the Holy Spirit (1 Cor 12:8-10) a significant dimension
of their life and worship experience. Chris J. Boyatzis has pointed out it is important to
expand our studies to look at children’s spirituality from various theological and cultural
contexts (2008, 48). In my study, I will be attempting to situate my research within the
context of those who assume God is real and the Holy Spirit exists and is actively
communicating to and through adults and children alike.
I grew up attending charismatic churches with my parents, and throughout my
childhood and teen years—more times than I can count—I believe I’ve had various forms
of revelatory experiences with God, including having God work through me by the gifts
of the Holy Spirit. Discerning whether these experiences were from God or not has been
a large part of this journey. At the age of eighteen, I witnessed a private school in the
midst of what they believed was a season of visitation from God that lasted for months.
At various times, the majority of the students, particularly in grades 2-6 claimed to have
2

encountered God in a variety of seemingly extraordinary ways. Part of my observation
was watching how teachers attempted to discern the legitimacy of the children’s
experiences and taught the children to do so as well. Because of observing and
participating in these kinds of experiences, I am inclined to believe that the skepticism
demonstrated by scholars is unfair to children as well as the Holy Spirit who is working
with and through them. This skepticism negates and/or shuts down a potentially powerful
method that the Holy Spirit has of communicating with the church. Christian scholars are
being counterproductive if they are ignoring the voices of children led by the Holy Spirit
while saying they are straining to hear the voice of God. If the Holy Spirit truly is
speaking to and through and working with and through children, then understanding a
theologically-based community discernment process could be quite helpful to Christian
communities.
This research, therefore, is an effort to not only work against the tide that ignores
or negates the more revelatory experiences with God children are claiming to have, but
primarily to provide helpful insights, to both theologians and practitioners, through the
theological and empirical examination of communities practicing discernment regarding
their children’s experiences with God. This study is about a group of churches that are
dedicated and passionate about raising children who encounter God, listen to the Holy
Spirit, and are empowered by the gifts of the Holy Spirit. These churches see the
experiences these children have with God, and the children’s recounting of them, as
viable sources of revelation and something to be cultivated, understood and worked
through together. Through this study, I hope to show the theological reasonableness of
the whole church’s efforts to expect, nurture, appreciate and discern the interactions of
God with and through their children, as well as the need and viability for this area to be
further studied.
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Problem Statement
This study will consider the ways in which selected present-day charismatic
communities in California address the discernment process of children’s revelatory
experiences with God, in light of the pentecostal/charismatic theology of discernment that
has emerged since 1900.

Subproblems
1. How are children’s spiritual experiences currently studied?
•

Proposition #1: Children’s spiritual experiences are primarily studied from a
psychological, developmental (Boyatzis 2008, 44, 2011, 22-23) and/or noncharismatic viewpoint.

•

Methodology: Literature Review

2. Since 1900, how have pentecostal/charismatic communities historically
practiced, and presently how are pentecostal/charismatic communities teaching on,
discerning children’s revelatory/charismatic experiences?
•

Methodology: Literature Review

3. What are the practices and revealed supporting theologies of present day
charismatic nondenominational communities (adults and children together) for practicing
discernment when it comes to children’s reporting of their revelatory experiences?
•

Proposition #2: A diverse set of practices and expressed theologies will be
evidenced by the churches to be studied.

•

Methodology: Interviews and focus groups including five children at four
different nondenominational, charismatic churches were done to study how
they believe they have positively discerned cases of children experiencing
God in the past.
o Critical reflection on the similarities and differences of the
following approaches of discernment: Robeck’s pentecostal
theology of discernment, the historical and present day
theologies put forth in literature/resources since 1900, and
the practices and expressed supporting theologies of
selected charismatic communities practicing discernment of
children’s revelatory/charismatic experiences.
4

•

Proposition #4: There will be consistencies and inconsistencies between the
various theologies, approaches and practices of the different communities and
Robeck’s theology of discernment.

•

Methodology: Practical theology will be used to complexify and come to new
understandings when comparing Robeck’s theology of discernment (Robeck
1994), to the historical and present day discernment practices and supporting
theologies of selected charismatic communities.

Definitions
Charism – A gift of the Holy Spirit made available by the indwelling of God’s
Holy Spirit; gifts such as prophecy, word of wisdom, word of knowledge, tongues,
miracles, healing, faith, discerning of spirits, etc. in contrast to an innate ability or skill
available without the indwelling of the Holy Spirit (1 Cor 12:8-10).
Charismatic - ‘Charismatic’ will be used synonymously with the term,
‘pentecostal’ and will be used as a general category. As described by Richard Foster,
“The Charismatic Stream of Christian life and faith focuses upon the empowering
charisms of gifts of the [Holy] Spirit and the nurturing fruit of the [Holy] Spirit” (1998,
99). It does not refer to one singular denomination.
Children’s Spirituality, field of – The field of children’s spirituality is a
relatively new field that spans both Christian and non-Christian research and looks at a
wide spectrum of understandings of the spirituality of children and youth, whether inside
or outside the context of religion and the Divine.
Discernment – Cecil M. Robeck Jr. refers to discernment as “the ability to
distinguish between spirits” (1994, 32) and the “assessment of prophetic content” (33). In
the Christian faith tradition where this study takes place, it is believed that not all
seemingly charismatic (Holy Spirit inspired) or revelatory experiences have God as their
source (1 Tim 4:1; 1 John 4:1; Rev 16:14). For the case of this study, discernment will be
considered as the process of deciding whether or not a seemingly charismatic or
5

revelatory experience and thus the resulting content is indeed from God or from another
source such as evil spirits or one’s self (1 Cor 2:14) (29-32).
Discernment Community – In this study, a discernment community will refer to
a portion of the Body of Christ (or church at large), limited to those who were
immediately impacted by a child’s experience and/or those who became a part of the
discernment process regarding a child’s particular experience. As a result, depending on
the experience and the discernment process, the size and makeup of these communities
will fluctuate.
Pentecostal – ‘Pentecostal’ will be used synonymously with the term,
‘charismatic’ and will be used as a general category. As described by Foster, “The
Charismatic Stream of Christian life and faith focuses upon the empowering charisms of
gifts of the Spirit and the nurturing fruit of the Spirit” (1998, 99). It does not refer to one
singular denomination.
Supernatural – For this study, the term “supernatural” will only be used when
quoting or citing someone else using the term. This decision was made based on the
writings of Paul G. Hiebert and Amos Yong who argue that the line between natural and
supernatural can be argued to be arbitrary and a humanly constructed concept. Hiebert
argues that Western civilization has compartmentalized “reality into spirit and matter, and
into supernatural and natural” (1985, 158-160). Yong continues to address this by
pointing out that if the Holy Spirit was part of creating our natural world as well as the
charismatic gifts, who is to say one is natural and the other is supernatural. Both are
brought about by the Spirit of God (2005). It is understood however, that others quoted or
cited in this study do not make this distinction and use the term “supernatural” to refer to
or describe any phenomena which the individual and/or discerning community believes is
the result of a “supernatural” or spiritual source (good or evil). This could include, but is
not limited to, things such as hearing voices audibly or in one’s thoughts that the hearer
6

believes are not from themselves or another human being, seeing someone healed as a
result of prayer, seeing a vision, experiencing unexplainable sensations in the body,
receiving dreams that the dreamer or discerning community believes is from a source
other than themselves, etc.
Charismatic Experiences with God/Experiencing God – For the purposes of
this study, “charismatic experiences with God” or “experiencing God” will be limited to
personal experiences of the charism gifts of the Holy Spirit and/or encountering the
Triune God (as understood by protestant Christianity) in some way. This study will
particularly focus on “revelatory experiences from/with God” as defined and discerned
by the communities that are being studied. For example, it could be what the
communities consider to be a God-inspired dream, hearing God’s voice, encountering a
non-human spirit being, being used by God to give a prophecy to someone, or being used
by God through any revelatory gifts of the Spirit mentioned in 1 Cor 12:8-10 (word of
wisdom, word of knowledge, prophecy, discerning of spirits, interpretation of tongues).
Interviews and case study participants were selected from churches where a Trinitarian
belief is held, thus their experience could be with God the Father, Son or Holy Spirit. I
will also accept in this category (for reasons of research) experiences with messengers of
God (angels, etc.) as a sub category, as they would ultimately be considered as from the
same source.

Delimiters
1. This study focused on five children from four charismatic churches in
California and their communities, which have gone through a process of
positively discerning a child’s revelatory experience with God, where the
child, or someone in the child’s life, originally made a claim that the child
encountered or had been used by God in some charismatic and/or revelatory
way.

7

2.

The children are between the ages of eight and ten.1

3.

The churches used were; Expression 58 in Glendale, CA, Bethel Church in
Redding, CA, Blazing Fire Church in Pleasanton, CA, and Jesus Culture in
Sacramento, CA. Though all of these churches would fit in the wider category
of charismatic churches, they also fit in a narrower category of churches that
are at least loosely related to and/or influenced by Bethel Church in Redding,
CA. These churches were chosen because they believe children can and do
have charismatic/revelatory experiences with God, and they train their
children to expect them. Selecting ones in California made it convenient for
study. A more unified use of terminology and analysis within a similar
worldview will be able to be used because all of these churches are somehow
influenced by and/or associated with Bethel Church. There are other
affiliations of churches and ministries that also believe children can and do
have charismatic/revelatory experiences with God, and train their children to
expect them. However, limiting it to churches affiliated with Bethel Church
allows for an even more unified use of terminology and analysis within a
similar worldview.

Assumptions
1. This study assumes that the Bible contains historical record, is inspired by
God (Yong and Anderson 2014, 332-334) and contains the truth as understood
from an Evangelical point of view.
2.

This study assumes that God is a relational being who desires and actively
seeks relationship/interactions with people thus making “experiences with
God” possible (Wimber and Springer 1991, 52-53).

3.

This study assumes the Holy Spirit is active, can work through, and talk to
people and “that the God of the Bible is at work in a similar kind of way
today” (Cartledge 2012, 25).

4.

This study assumes children can be filled with the same Holy Spirit as adults
(Winger 2004, 1) and can thus have charismatic experiences, experience the
gifts of the Spirit, be discipled into discerning God’s voice (1 Sam 3), trained
how to participate with the Holy Spirit in God’s mission by the power of the
Holy Spirit (Baker 2005) (Joel 2:28-29), and be contributors in the Body of

1 In the initial interviews with the children’s ministry workers and church leaders, I asked them to
recount instances related to children age six to twelve. The ages of six to twelve were chosen because it
corresponded with natural child development stages. Six to twelve is generally seen as school-age, before
adolescent development, and includes children in Piaget’s Concrete Operational stage. The actual ages of
the children who ended up being interviewed for their experiences ranged from eight to ten. One nine year
old boy, one eight year old girl, one nine year old girl and two ten year old girls.
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Christ, not just receivers (Crabtree 2008, 86).
5.

This study assumes experiencing God can be central to the Christian life and
“expect[s] God to reveal his glory in worship, to answer prayer, to perform
miracles, to speak directly by means of dreams and visions and prophecy”
(Cartledge 2012, 25).

6.

This study assumes that the Holy Spirit will not go against Scripture (Robeck
1994, 31,33,39,41,42).

7.

This study assumes the Holy Spirit is the facilitator and agent behind God’s
mission, given to His people to empower them for mission (Luke 24:46-49).

8.

This study assumes that the spiritual lives of children are deep and broad, but
often not tapped, recognized or affirmed (Hay and Nye 2006, 127, 128;
Harper 1999, 3, 4). However, there is a difference between simply the spiritual
lives of children and the spirits of children engaged with the Holy Spirit.

9.

This study assumes that using only a logical and rational, stage-based
understanding of children’s spirituality can lead people to miss what is truly
going on and that spirituality goes beyond the rational (Boyatzis 2008, 46,
47).

Significance
Research in the field of children’s spirituality has become largely dominated by
cognitive and child development theories that seek to understand children’s spiritual
development. To a lesser degree, research has been done to explore the actual
experiences, however even less has been studied about the theology certain groups use to
understand those experiences and particularly in regards to the influence of the Holy
Spirit. In the field of children’s spirituality, it is believed that “it will…be fruitful for
some scholars to approach children’s spirituality from specific faith-based
perspectives…” because “These distinct bodies of knowledge could then be aggregated at
some point to learn of fundamental differences and commonalities” (Boyatzis 2008, 48).
This study aims to provide insight from one specific faith-based perspective.
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Numerous non-academic books have been written from pentecostal/charismatic
perspectives, recording accounts of children encountering God and operating2 in the
revelatory gifts of the Holy Spirit (Toledo 2012; Lane 1998; Walters 1995; Baker
ca.1950; Harper 1999; Mapes 2009; Williams 2009; Fischer 2008). However, these nonacademic accounts have not been able to be taken seriously by the academy. Through my
study, I hope to use my research to document the theology and practices used to discern
children’s supernatural experiences with hopes that these experiences can be studied
more directly in the future.
Discernment as a practice and gift (charism) has been used theologically and
historically among Christians to determine whether or not an experience is of God
(Robeck 1994; Cartledge 2002; Dixon 1994) (1 Cor 2:14; 12:10; 14:24, 29; Heb 5:14).
However, in academic research, discernment theology has not been applied to the study
of children’s revelatory experiences. Discernment has been looked at from other
emphases; such as seeing discernment as imbedded in “pneumatological categories” that
help to distinguish Christianity over and against other religions (Yong 1999), or looking
at discernment from various Christian traditions as the process of figuring out God’s will
when needing to make a decision (Parker 2015; Stutzman 2013; Wolff 2003; Pai 2001),
versus this study that looks at discernment as the discerning of spirits or the discerning
the legitimacy of revelatory experiences themselves as being from God. This study may
help to extend existing research and theological beliefs into different areas by considering
children’s experiences, their roles, and by approaching discernment from the
pentecostal/charismatic perspective of discerning the spirits at the source of revelatory
experiences.

2 “Operating in the gifts of the Holy Spirit” is used to denote a person being empowered by the

Holy Spirit in ways that allow a person to use the gifts of the Holy Spirit (1 Cor 12:8-10) to bless other
people.
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For those who are in Christian communities with children who may claim to have
a revelatory experience, the results of this study may also help members of those
communities examine and strengthen their theological approach to discernment regarding
children’s revelatory experiences.3

3 All quotations from the Bible will be from the New King James Version unless otherwise noted.
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Part I
Theoretical Foundations

Chapter 1
Practical Theology Methodology

Choosing Practical Theology
Studying the spirituality of children, and especially studying anything to do with
revelatory experiences that children describe having, presents unique challenges. As will
be shown in the following chapter, a variety of approaches have been pursued to
understand different facets of children’s spirituality, but none of them have approached
the topic in quite the way this study does.
I have chosen to approach this research from a practical theology perspective that
acknowledges my charismatic background and worldview and applies charismatic
theology to the research process. The methodology of practical theology was chosen
because it allows for reflection on the more empirically observable “human experience of
life with God” as well as theological truth, recognizing the value of both (Swinton and
Mowat 2006, 6). Applying charismatic theology to the research process is important in
this study because this study considers the ways in which selected present-day
charismatic communities in California address the discernment process of children’s
revelatory experiences with God, in light of the pentecostal theology of discernment that
has emerged since 1900.
As I look into understanding the discernment processes of selected communities, I
am not following T.M. Luhrmann and Justin L. Barrett’s approaches that could be called,
“science of religion.” While this approach could give psychological and anthropological
insights, it would not allow for theological critique or reflection (Luhrmann 2012; Barrett

2012). I am also not setting out to discern the children’s experiences myself or to in any
way prove that what the children have said or claimed to experience with God is indeed
from the Holy Spirit. Matthew T. Lee and Amos Yong edited a book that looks at
“methodological perspectives” (2012, second cover) that are beginning to explore
studying the phenomena itself, and “ways to move beyond the limitations of
methodological atheism without compromising scientific objectivity” (3). In addition,
David Hume’s (1993) philosophical approach that shows experience to be at the root of
validating all reality and Thomas S. Kuhn’s (2012) understanding of the influence of
paradigms on the approach to current scientific study might also have been used to help
scientifically or rationally authenticate the children’s experiences. These would have
been wonderful resources at the beginning of my research, and if I had become aware of
this literature then, I might have taken this study more in that direction. As it stands,
however, I did not discover Hume, Kuhn or the literature referenced by Lee and Yong
mentioned above until it was too late in this project. Thus, instead of looking at and
examining the phenomena experienced by the children, this study takes a step back and
considers the ways certain charismatic communities are discerning the children’s
experiences. I will however, be explaining Hume and Kuhn’s concepts in more detail
later in this chapter since it may help to lay a foundation for where I hope research on
children’s spirituality can go in the future.
Practical theology embraces the interaction of seemingly diametrically opposing
approaches to truth. Practical theology allows scientific study and theology to grapple
with each other and provide analysis in a way that a science of religion approach or
theology alone would not be able to provide. In studying community discernment
processes, I can academically explore the discernment processes in
pentecostal/charismatic contexts in a way that includes theological reflection and critique.
I will be drawing from some of Mark J. Cartledge’s ideas in Practical Theology:
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Charismatic and Empirical Perspectives (2012) as well as using a slightly modified
version of John Swinton and Harriet Mowat’s (2006) practical theology model, creating a
hybrid from their methods and ideas. This practical theology study will be a dialectic
between charismatic theology and empirical evidence (garnered through interviews, focus
groups and literature review).

Distinctives of Practical Theology
There are various possible slants to practical theology (Cartledge 2012, 3),
however Cartledge introduces a general approach of practical theology saying it is to
engage both theology and the social sciences, to allow for the “engagement” of “real
people in real social contexts” and still keep “Theoretical and abstract
discussions…essential but,” use them “primarily in relation to empirical and concrete
studies of people” (11). I am combining Cartledge’s general approach with Swinton and
Mowat’s definition that speaks of the end goal of practical theology being: “critical,
theological reflection on the practices of the Church as they interact with the practices of
the world with a view to ensuring faithful participation in the continuing mission of the
triune God” (Swinton and Mowat 2006, 25). The goal is to use theological
reflection/critique and more qualitative or social science methods together for the purpose
of helping the Church become even more theologically aligned, in theory and praxis, in
its participation in the mission of God. This is in contrast to “academic” or “pure
theology” that focuses more on theory alone, though the “demarcation between theory
and practice, no longer is drawn so sharply and definitively” (Anderson 2001, 7-8).
Practical theology actually “links the hermeneutical with the empirical so as to achieve an
integrative theological model that underlies the theological task as a whole” (26).
Biblically, throughout the book of Acts, various experiences caused the leaders of
the church to basically do practical theology as they reflected back on scripture to see
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new insights that resulted in reshaping their theology and practice (Talbert 1997;
Glanville 2016; Gonzalez 2001). Scripture was seen as the standard; however, the
disciples in Acts realized they still had things to learn about its interpretation and
application, as we do today. In Acts 10, there was a seeming breach of protocol, when
Peter is told by the Holy Spirit to go with Gentiles and preach to them. Then the Holy
Spirit comes on the Gentiles, just as the Holy Spirit had come on the Jews who had
believed in Jesus. At an individual/local level, Peter revised his theology along the way
when he saw the Holy Spirit came on the Gentiles, with the process then expanded later
to a wider level at the council of Jerusalem where Scripture was reflected upon anew.
Contrary to former practice and belief, first Peter, and then the church at large after
hearing what was happening and then reflecting theologically, saw no reason not to now
baptize the uncircumcised Gentiles as they had also baptized Jews (Glanville 2016).
Practical theology has biblical precedence.

Charismatic Practical Theology
It is impossible to interpret the Bible without being affected by one’s worldview
(Wright 1992, 62-63), and because interpretation is part of practical theology, it is
impossible to separate one’s worldview from doing practical theology. Cartledge says
practical theology “is a discipline that is deliberately interpretive” and thus it is important
to acknowledge and recognize where one’s hermeneutic comes from (2012, 2). Rather
than try to deny the impact of my background, community, experiences and resulting
mindset, I am embracing and acknowledging it. I am not separating myself from having
spent a large part of my life attending charismatic churches, participating in what would
be considered charismatic experiences and teaching on the same. I have chosen, like
Cartledge, a particularly charismatic practical theology approach. Cartledge describes
this approach as follows:
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The charismatic approach to theology wants to emphasize that God
himself, by his Spirit, is involved and active in the process. The church
thus seeks to draw people into a relationship with the Triune God: Father,
Son and Holy Spirit. The means of such a relationship is by the Spirit of
God…Its contribution to theological truth is the rediscovery that
knowledge of God is holistic. (19)
This type of holistic view of truth or knowledge of God encompasses worship and
beliefs (orthodoxy), and action (orthopraxis), as well as the affective (orthopathy)
(Cartledge 2012, 19, 35; Knight 2003). This means that “specific recommendations for
change…may be at the level of orthodoxy, orthopraxis or orthopathy” (Cartledge 2012,
30).
Cartledge shows how this kind of research process is actually akin to discernment
itself, saying: “This process of research and discernment reflects the spirituality process
of search-encounter-transformation. That is, it begins with a search for the divine, which
is encountered in the experiential reality of human existence” (2012, 30), and
transformation of praxis is the result. The Holy Spirit is not ignored in the research
process, but seen as an active participant to be in dialogue with, in this case, including
investigating where others claim the Holy Spirit is involved in the lives of children in
their community and the discernment process of those children’s experiences.
Choosing to acknowledge and embrace my charismatic worldview will allow me
to speak back into the charismatic academic and practicing communities in ways that
wouldn’t be possible otherwise. Coming from a charismatic theological approach will
allow me “to make a proposal from a particular viewpoint” (Cartledge 2012, 4), and thus
be more relevant to the settings and worldviews of those being researched and the larger
charismatic Christian community. Coming from a charismatic perspective also helps
allow for much of what is listed as the possible significance of this study in the
introduction of this paper. This includes 1) contributing to the field of children’s
spiritualty from the little used charismatic perspective in order to benefit the field as
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Boyatzis says; “it will…be fruitful for some scholars to approach children’s spirituality
from specific faith-based perspectives…” because “These distinct bodies of knowledge
could then be aggregated at some point to learn of fundamental differences and
commonalities” (2008, 48); 2) helping to bridge the gap between the
pentecostal/charismatic studies on discernment and what is being practiced regarding
discerning children’s experiences with God; and 3) helping members of the larger church
and specifically the charismatic community to think through their approach to discerning
children’s experiences with God.
As part of this acknowledgement, I put forward the following assumptions that
are the conviction of many pentecostal/charismatic theologians, and I will therefore not
be questioning them as part of this study. Charismatics believe the Holy Spirit is active,
can work through, and talk to people and “that the God of the Bible is at work in a similar
kind of way today.” Charismatics see experiencing God as central to the Christian life.
According to Cartledge, this experiential focus has been historically tied to the baptism of
the Holy Spirit, but “Later charismatics revitalized this by speaking of more frequent
‘encounters’ with the Holy Spirit as part of the ongoing life of the believer.” Cartledge
continues, pointing out that “charismatics expect God to reveal his glory in worship, to
answer prayer, to perform miracles, to speak directly by means of dreams and visions and
prophecy” (Cartledge 2012, 25). These assumptions are important in my research because
they allow me to take seriously and see as Scriptural, the possibility that children did
indeed have experiences with God, have times when the gifts of the Holy Spirit were in
action through them, and that members of their communities might experience God in
ways that helped discern the legitimacy of the children’s experiences. If I did not believe
this was possible, it would be difficult to have any credibility in speaking back into
charismatic contexts.
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In all of charismatics’ focus on experience however, they also believe the Holy
Spirit will not go against the God-inspired Scriptures (Robeck 1994, 31,33,39,41,42).
Like Cartledge, “I regard Scripture as the normative principle in that hermeneutic, which,
for me, is located within a charismatic spirituality” (2012, 2). I believe the Holy Spirit
continues to carry on a relationship with the church in the present that will never go
against Scripture. The relevance of this for my research is 1) Scripture is used as a
standard and guide in the navigation of understanding experiences, to see whether what
the Holy Spirit appears to be doing in communities can be validated theologically; and 2)
besides the foundation Scripture gives for hermeneutics, it also obviously allows this
study to be included in the broader field of theological research.
I have chosen to follow Cartledge in giving theology precedence. Cartledge
believes that the majority of “inter-disciplinary proponents de facto privilege the social
sciences and undermine the identity of theology,” however Cartledge wants “to affirm the
identity of practical theological discourse by privileging theology a priori” (2012, 34).
James E. Loder, who was an author and professor at Princeton Theological Seminary,
also put forth the importance of making theology a priori (1998, 32-33). Loder pointed
out that the human sciences could only be fully enlightened by a theological foundation
because the purpose of human life could only be understood from the Scriptures. For
Loder, understanding the human spirit and God’s design for it was at the heart of
studying human development (12). Loder boldly declared that “Jesus is the only one who
can give us the meaning of life because he alone has overcome its end point; he alone has
satisfied the drive of the human spirit to claim the last word in the face of death” (29).
However, like in the book of Acts, even though theology is a priori, experience is
not without a voice. The Christians in Acts gave Scripture preeminence within theology,
but did not set the Scriptures so out of reach to the point that the work of the Holy Spirit
through experience could not affect their interpretation. In Acts 10, when the issue of the
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Holy Spirit coming on the Gentiles came to a head in the church at large and was brought
before the council in Jerusalem, the theological discernment process started with Peter
giving “an argument from experience” with Cornelius’s family (Talbert 1997, 139),
continuing with Barnabas and Paul telling of their experiences among the Gentiles.
Among those gathered, there could be seen in Acts 15:12-13 what Justo L. Gonzalez
referred to as “an attitude of attentiveness and reflection” (2001, 173). It was then James
(in Acts 15:16-17) who was able to “connect these experiences with the scriptures in
Amos that tell of how God will restore ‘David’s tent’ so that ‘the rest of mankind may
seek the Lord, even all the Gentiles who bear my name’” (Glanville 2016). Talbert says
two parts of James’s speech in chapter 15 were (1) showing how “scripture agrees with
Peter’s experience” and (2) offering a “prescription for behavior” (1997, 140). As the
Holy Spirit worked among the early church in ways that were unfamiliar, this caused the
disciples to return to the Scriptures and see if what they were experiencing was reflected
there. As they came to new conclusions, they made these conclusions known to the
broader church (Acts 15:19-31). The council of Jerusalem discerned the work of the Holy
Spirit, revised their theology and then sent out people to teach the revised theology so
others could practice it. In other words, the council in Jerusalem did a form of
charismatic practical theology.
Part of Cartledge’s description of the “charismatic dialectic of practical theology”
parallels the process in Acts by asking the following questions:
(1) what is the Holy Spirit doing in this context?; (2) how does this
activity relate to the work of the Holy Spirit revealed in Scripture?; and (3)
what is the Spirit saying to the church (Revelation 2:11)? The process of
research and discernment reflects the spirituality process of searchencounter-transformation. That is, it begins with a search for the divine,
which is encountered in the experiential reality of human existence, often
through the symbols associated with the spirituality. This encounter occurs
within the doxological-missiological community of the church. As a
consequence, the person participates in the divine life of the Triune God,
and is (re)empowered to enter once again into the missio Dei, the mission
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of God in the world. The transformation has a divine purpose. It enables
the person so transformed to serve the work of God through the church for
the sake of the world, so the world may be transformed according to the
purposes of God. (2012, 30)
Practical theology from a charismatic perspective is a discernment process in and
of itself, one where Scripture is given preeminence. Scripture’s preeminence will allow
this study to provide reflection back to the Christian community in a way that honors the
belief of Scriptural authority. The impetus of this study is to see what the Holy Spirit may
be doing in the community discernment processes when children have revelatory
experiences, and by using Scripture/theology as the preeminent guide, seeing what the
resulting conclusions may say to future teachings/theology regarding praxis of the
church. As a result, this study is one of discernment as well as about discernment. This
study, when done according to Cartledge’s understanding of charismatic practical
theology, must employ theological discernment in order to understand specific practices
of theological discernment used by different charismatic communities.
In Elizabeth Glanville’s article on a paradigm shift in the book of Acts, she talks
about the need for sensitivity and obedience to the Holy Spirit as an important part of the
paradigm shift process exemplified by the council in Jerusalem in Acts 15 (2016). I will
be looking to see what the Holy Spirit may be revealing through the praxis of the
churches that, like was seen in Acts, may help point to or reveal a better understanding of
what is in the Scriptures, thus affecting our theology and the future praxis of others.
Consequently, I hope that I can be sensitive and obedient to the Holy Spirit in this
theological process, and I submit this paper for the process of community discernment
within the wider circle of Christian academics.
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Future Casting: Paradigms and the Validity of Claimed Experiences
Seeing that I was unable in this study to focus on the actual experiences of the
children, it is my hope that a brief look at Hume and Kuhn will help to lay a foundation
for others to study children’s spiritual experiences in the future, as well as help to validate
collecting descriptions of children’s experiences with God as part of this study.
From a philosophical viewpoint, according to Hume, and contrary to the
enlightenment scientific perspective, all of science (or “reasonings concerning cause and
effect”) is fundamentally based on experience (1993, 130). This correlates with the type
of empirical evidence garnered in this study through the qualitative methods of interviews
and focus groups that included listening to and recording people’s experiences. Looking
for empirical truth based on experience can be based on Hume’s argument, which flows
as follows.
Hume (1993) asserted that “all reasonings concerning matter of fact are founded
on the relation of cause and effect.”1 Cause and effect is determined by the presence of
repeated patterns of occurrence related to a cause; “like circumstances” (129) always
producing “like effects” (130). The only way to prove anything is by experience, by
seeing the continued cause and effect in occurrence. This can only be used to prove what
was in the past and make suppositions about what will be in the future. The future cannot
be proved for certain ahead of time. There is really no way to prove something for certain
that relates to the future (129-131). The children and adults interviewed for this study
base their claims on their experiences and similarly repeated types of experiences among
their community.
Hume says it is not reason that actually guides us, but “custom” that allows us to
guess at the future based on the past. Unless a person has experienced a cause and affect
situation (or learned of someone else doing so), they would not be able to “reason”
1 All italics in quotations are in the original sources, unless otherwise noted.
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something out from their own innate logic. Logic must be based on experience. For
example, unless a person had experienced gravity and seen (or heard of) its results over
and over, one could not reason out that if they dropped a rock it would fall. We are not
born innately knowing about the cause and effects of gravity. A person’s logic, or what
we might call scientific reason, is all based originally on experiences of seeing a cause
and effect validated through repetition. Hume continues by pointing out that recognizing
something that is custom leads to belief. If someone sees a pattern enough times, they
come to believe it will continue to happen (1993, 131-134).
Much of what is asserted or claimed by those interviewed in this study may seem
irrational or illogical to others. This simply means the experiences of the interviewees
have been different than those of the readers, and/or their paradigms for understanding
their experiences, and thus the questions they ask, have brought them to different
conclusions. In The Structure of Scientific Revolutions Kuhn explains how all of
scientific research is based on the paradigms of the current scientific community and the
questions that result from those current paradigms. All other questions and paradigms are
rejected until other questions, that have become unavoidable and force a shift of
paradigms, lead to the acceptance of new questions (2012).2 With this understanding, the
straightforward idea-telling of research participants can be taken as a significant part of
empirical evidence.

2 The following is an example of a paradigm shift and its affects that Kuhn gives from “the history

of electricity. During the seventeenth century, when their research was guided by one or another effluvium
theory, electricians [those who studied electricity] repeatedly saw chaff particles rebound from, or fall off,
the electrified bodies that had attracted them. At least that is what seventeenth-century observers said they
saw, and we have no more reason to doubt their reports of perception than our own. Placed before the same
apparatus, a modern observer would see electrostatic repulsion (rather than mechanical or gravitational
rebounding), but historically, with one universally ignored exception, electrostatic repulsion was not seen
as such until Hauksbee’s large-scale apparatus had greatly magnified its effects. Repulsion after contact
electrification was, however, only one of many new repulsive effects that Hauksbee saw. Through his
researches, rather as in a gestalt switch, repulsion suddenly became the fundamental manifestation of
electrification, and it was then attraction that needed to be explained” (Kuhn 2012, 117-118).
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Taking into account that the Holy Spirit works with emotions, values and morals,
and Hume said emotions and experience are at the base of all of our understanding of
reality, then the experiences of the children and their communities cannot be deemed
invalid sources outside of science or beyond the scope of reason. Children’s revelatory
encounters and descriptions of encountering the Holy Spirit as well as the processes of
discerning these experiences can be valid parts of building a scientific argument. This is
not to minimize the possibility of developmental issues affecting how the experiences are
told or remembered, which is an issue that will need to be addressed further in future
research. However, I am following the lead of Hay and Nye (2006), Stonehouse and May
(2010) and Robert Coles (1990) in their efforts to allow children’s descriptions of
children’s spiritual experiences to be listened to and taken seriously.
In order to appreciate the significance of what is shared by the research
participants, the field of children’s spirituality needs to be willing to go on a journey and
allow their paradigm to possibly be shifted a bit. Our current methods of understanding
children’s spirituality do not yet fully have the tools for understanding the phenomena
discussed with the children and their communities in this study—though the books, The
Science and Theology of Godly Love (Lee and Yong 2012) and Listening to Children on
the Spiritual Journey (Stonehouse and May 2010) are beginning to head in this
direction. Through future research, new tools will be needed to understand and study
these types of phenomena. This study provides a piece of research designed to lean the
conversation toward the phenomena in the hopes it will help nudge towards a paradigm
shift in researching and understanding the types of phenomena reported by these
communities.
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Application of Methodology
Taking the above epistemology and hermeneutical framework, I will be applying
it within an adaptation of Swinton and Mowat’s model of practical theology (the original
model is seen in Figure 1, and my adaptation in Figure 2). Figure 2 shows how practical
theology will be used in my dialogical process of discovering more of the truth. As can
be seen in Figure 1, Swinton and Mowat originally placed arrows that are bidirectional
indicating “in reality the circle is not followed through step by step. There is movement
in various directions as new insights raise fresh questions and enable us to see things
differently” (Swinton and Mowat 2006, 97). Indeed, as shall be seen, my study did not
follow the circle exactly.

Figure 1: Swinton and Mowat’s Model of Practical Theological
Reflection
(2006, 95)
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Current Praxis
According to Swinton and Mowat, Stage 1 in Figure 1 (“Current praxis”)
addresses more of an initial exploration stage attempting to discern “what appears to be
going on.” This can include looking at “literature” and doing “some provisional historical
and cultural explorations” and it “relates to the discussion of formulating the correct
research question” (2006, 94).
Over the last years thirty years or so, various charismatic, nondenominational
churches have become increasingly open to children hearing3 from and being used by
God in revelatory ways.4 Over the years it has become more common in these types of
churches to train and even expect children to be able to experience God and minister by
the power of the Holy Spirit. My engagement in, discussion with those involved, and
informal reflection on these types of churches over the years has helped to lay the
groundwork for and situate the location of my research. As with Cartledge (2012, 2), my
charismatic worldview and experience was brought into this study.
As with Cartledge’s process of discernment that searches, encounters and is
transformed (2012, 30), my initial research began with searching of what people were
writing about children experiencing God. For this study, stage 1 built upon and added to
my previous searching of reflection and engagement, and included a literature review of
current study in the field of children’s spirituality (Chapter 2), and looking into the nonacademic literature on how discernment in pentecostal/charismatic circles was done

3 The concept of “hearing” from God can refer to receiving any kind of message from God,

whether it’s sensed through human or spiritual senses of any kind (i.e. audible, thought, vision,
imagination, impression or feeling, etc.…). The concept is not limited to words or hearing audible voices.
4 The late 1980s saw a significant increase in the production of various kinds of media on training
children how to hear from God and experience Him on a regular basis.
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regarding children’s experiences with God (Chapter 3). From these readings, I came up
with a few theories and assumptions that then needed to be tested.

Cultural/Contextual
For Swinton and Mowat, stage 2 in Figure 1 (“Cultural/contextual”) is meant to
include diving further into the “understanding of the situation” and creating a more
“disciplined investigation” in order to “enhance and challenge our initial impressions.”
This is the stage where qualitative research is done to see if what was initially thought is
true or not. During this stage “new insights about its nature and structure begin to
emerge. Some of these will confirm our initial intuitive reflections, but others will
challenge and enhance that which we thought we knew” (2006, 96). Qualitative research
plays an essential part in this section. For my study, stage 2 included the case studies I
did at four different churches and the resulting data analysis. This is covered in chapters
5-7. The context (2. Cultural/Contextual) was multiple local churches where children
were already being taught to expect experiences with God and were believed to regularly
experience God in various ways, including many forms of revelatory experiences. In this
context, it was assumed by those interviewed that the Holy Spirit can and does
communicate with children on a regular basis, and that children are capable of operating
in the gifts of the Holy Spirit. I used the qualitative method of interviews to gather
information in order to shed light on the discernment process, and grounded theory to
help tease out the complex factors involved. I then took the initial research and theories
that emerged from the literature review and informal discussions and began to see if they
correlated with what was being practiced in the communities. Indeed, some of my
theories and assumptions were correct and some were not.
As Cartledge brought his charismatic worldview to research, so I came from a
place of believing children could and did encounter God. I also trusted and looked for
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God to lead me through the “encounter” of the interviews, not knowing what
“transformation” would result (2012, 30).

Theological
According to Swinton and Mowat, although stage 3 of Figure 1 (“Theological”) is
the stage that focuses most on reflecting theologically, it is not meant to be the only place
theology is present. This stage is simply where the researcher is to “begin to intentionally
reflect theologically in a more formal manner…to focus more overtly on the theological
significance of the data” of the previous two stages “and how it can be used to develop
our understanding of the situation we are exploring and the practices which emerge from
the various practices we encounter” (2006, 96).
For my study, the theological basis was taken from Cecil M. Robeck Jr.’s
pentecostal theology of discernment. The theological stage actually came into play
multiple times in my study. The first was near the beginning of my research, in concert
with part of stage 1 seen in Chapter 3 where I look at the non-academic charismatic
literature. I compared Robeck’s theology of discernment to my initial findings within the
non-academic charismatic literature. The second time that theological reflection is
engaged more prominently is in Chapter 7, where I compare Robeck’s theology of
discernment to the findings of the case studies.
Like Peter and the council of Jerusalem who were open to discerning the work of
the Holy Spirit and revising their theology because of people’s experiences with God and
resulting theological reflection (Acts 10-15), I reflected on the experiences (qualitative
research) theologically using Robeck’s theology of discernment and was willing to see
what revisions to theology or practice might be suggested. In Cartledge’s “searchencounter-transform” description of practical theology that mirrors the discernment
process, the theological stage would fit into “encounter” leading to “transformation” by
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looking at the questions, “how does this activity relate to the work of the Holy Spirit
revealed in Scripture?” and “what is the Spirit saying to the church…?” (2012, 30).

Formulating Revised Practice/Theology
From Swinton and Mowat’s perspective, stage 4 of Figure 1 (“Formulating
revised practice”) comes back around to the original “situation” where
we draw together the cultural/contextual analysis with the theological
reflection and combine these two dimensions with our original reflections
on the situation. In this way the conversation functions dialectically to
produce new and challenging forms of practice that enable the initial
situation to be transformed into ways which are authentic and faithful.
(2006, 96-97)
Cartledge explains this part of practical theology as the “transformation” part,
where “The transformation has a divine purpose. It enables the person so transformed to
serve the work of God through the church for the sake of the world, so the world may be
transformed according to the purposes of God” (2012, 30). This transformation was seen
in Acts 10-15 where the church was able to change and expand into reaching the Gentiles
in ways they now understood the Holy Spirit to be working (Talbert 1997; Glanville
2016; Gonzalez 2001).
For my study I revised the goal of Swinton and Mowat’s model “Formulating
revised practice” (from stage 4 of Figure 1) to read “Formulating revised theology,” in
Figure 2 (2006, 95). I changed this because my study is more of an appreciative inquiry
similar to what was described above in the book of Acts, where experience with the Holy
Spirit is brought to theology to see if theology needs to change and affect future teaching
and practice for those other than the ones who originally were part of the impetus for the
investigation. Cartledge acknowledges that “renewed understanding at the level of
theological conceptualization…is also integral to the exercise of practical theology” and
“is an important and legitimate outcome” (2012, 31). I changed “practice” to “theology”
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in order to allow the empirical evidence of people’s reported experiences to help shape
theological understanding. This is in line with Hume’s argument that all of scientific
thought is originally based on experience and emotion, as well as Kuhn’s assertion that
new discoveries end up changing paradigms (Hume 1993; Kuhn 2012). Kuhn’s
description of crises (created by unanswered questions or new discoveries) that can lead
to new paradigms (2012, 84), somewhat parallels E. Glanville’s description of theological
change in the book of Acts. E. Glanville asserts that theological reflection upon
experiences accredited to God (that resulted in temporary crises of theological
understanding) was largely how theology grew and developed throughout the book of
Acts. According to E. Glanville, much of the theological development in the book of Acts
came from seeing God at work in their midst in new ways that caused them to re-search
through the scriptures with the result of altering their theology [paradigms] and practice
(2016).
In Chapter 8, I cover the recommendations of revised theology. Through the data
gathered in this study, aspects of discernment surfaced that were not covered in Robeck’s
theology of discernment. There are also aspects of children’s spirituality that are not
addressed in other academic research. Thus, it is important to analyze reflections on
theology in light of empirical study, to see if revisions are necessary in a
charismatic/pentecostal theology of discernment and the theological foundations of the
field of children’s spirituality studied from a Christian perspective. The recommendations
for change in theology may or may not affect those who were initially studied. However,
this revised theology can in turn then be taught about to those who are unaware of it, or to
those who are wrestling with understanding similar issues of discerning children’s
revelatory experiences. This is what was seen in the book of Acts (Acts 15:19-31), as the
Council of Jerusalem discerning the work of the Holy Spirit revised their theology and
sent out people to teach the revised theology so others could practice it.
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Based on the changes to Swinton and Mowat’s model described above, the
adapted model seen in Figure 2 would be a more accurate portrayal of my study. Some of
the arrows are uni-directional and some are bidirectional, and theological reflection
occurs more than just once.

Figure 2: Adapted Swinton and Mowat’s Model of Practical
Theological Reflection
(2006, 95)
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Chapter 2
Review of Children’s Spirituality
This chapter reflects part of stage 1 in the practical theology model I am using
(Figure 2). Through looking at some of the significant writings in the field of children’s
spirituality, I identify current perspectives that relate to researching the community
discernment processes in selected communities. In addition, instead of putting all of my
reflections only at the end of this paper, I have woven in some relevant reflections back
on the literature from the actual case studies. As Swinton and Mowat said that in their
model, “in reality the circle is not followed through step by step,” and I wanted to allow
for “movement in various directions as new insights raise fresh questions and enable us to
see things differently” (2006, 97).

Field of Children’s Spirituality
Non-charismatic studies of children’s spirituality tend to narrow or neglect the
role of the Holy Spirit in understanding spirituality, children’s spiritual development, and
children’s spiritual formation. Part of this is because many scholars see children’s
descriptions of their experiences of God as almost uniformly untrustworthy: the results of
either wishful thinking or mimicry of the adults around them. However, I believe there is
a better way to approach children’s accounts of these experiences. By looking at the ways
charismatic communities that include children in the discernment process, discern the
children’s experiences with God, I hope to create more space for seeing the importance of
those experiences as part of their spiritual development, and therefore open up new
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insights and approaches in the discipline as a whole. In support of this goal, this chapter
first offers a short review of the broader topic of children’s spirituality, and then
considers a variety of perspectives on children’s spiritual growth and formation from a
Christian perspective in order to identify the theories that might be most helpful to the
present study in charismatic practical theology.
The first International Conference on children’s spirituality was in 2000
(International Association for Children’s Spirituality 2016). While this did not represent
the very first time children’s spirituality was entertained as a topic for scholarly study, it
represented a significant shift in the profile of those efforts. Rather than being a topic of
curiosity for isolated projects and individuals, the establishment of this multi-religious
(and non-religious in many ways) group signified an historic shift in the profile of
children’s spirituality as a legitimate scholarly concern. Within that larger umbrella (and
benefitting from that momentum), the first Children’s Spirituality Conference: Christian
Perspectives was held in 2003 (Lawson 2012, xii).
However, even though these two initiatives suggest that the study of children’s
spirituality is relatively young, this field is growing and asserting its voice with a
message that children’s spirituality is important. Perhaps what makes these contemporary
movements feel so new is the degree to which they believe what children have to say
about their spiritual lives is important as a source of evidence. This theme is also central
to my method, and one of the reasons why I have felt encouraged by this community in
my research on the discernment process related of children’s experiences with God.
As will be pointed out in the literature below, some of the recurring themes in
religious and non-religious academic research are: attempting to better understand the
spirituality of children, attempting to determine what spiritual development/formation in
children looks like, and searching how to foster spiritual growth among children. The
majority of the research regarding children’s spirituality (from both religious and non33

religious perspectives) comes more from developmental and psychological approaches
and “is dominated by a cognitive-developmental orientation that examines how children
think about religious topics (e.g., God) and a socialization orientation that focuses on the
family and parent-child dynamics” with “the vast majority of research…focused on how
religion and spirituality are associated with variables that are standard psychological
outcomes (e.g., mental health, academic performance, substance use)” (King and
Boyatzis 2015, 976). Boyatzis points out that the majority of the research has been
quantitative in nature, and that more qualitative/ethnographic research approaches are
needed. Little has been studied about children’s actual spiritual experiences. In fact
Boyatzis says children’s religious and spiritual experiences are the most ignored, least
studied and written about area in children’s spirituality (2014). Even when the idea of
“transcendence” is talked about in research as part of being spiritual, it rarely
encompasses direct, personal experiences of children encountering God, or being
empowered by what their communities believe to be the indwelling Holy Spirit (King and
Boyatzis 2015, 1003-1004). This could be because of the belief held by some researchers
that children cannot actually “have relationships with the supernatural,” but are often
only “raised as if they” can (1011). Thankfully, King and Boyatzis point out this belief
may only be “preliminary, because relatively little empirical data on children’s
relationality with the transcendent is available,” and children are not usually regarded “as
experts or authorities on their own experience” (1012). They also point out that because
of this lack of research, we need new research tools to be able to research children’s
experiences with the divine. Among other things, my study is an attempt to push the
boundaries of the field further into the area of studying children’s spiritual experiences
with God, and hopefully take us one step closer to understanding more about the potential
for children’s transcendent experiences. This study did not focus on directly measuring
the accounts given by the children I interviewed, however I hope the nature of my
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research will help to get these accounts formally documented and thus allow other
scholars to build on this work in the future.
Within the wider field of children’s spirituality, there are generally two sectors of
academic research, religious and non-religious, and each has their own understandings of
what spirituality even means. For those studying non-religious spirituality the unifying
understandings of spirituality relate to “self-transcendence and relationality—that is,
relationship with self, others, the world, and perhaps with the transcendent” (Allen 2008,
7). This idea of relationality was popularized by the work of Hay and Nye (2006) (a more
in-depth look at Hay and Nye’s book will be done further below). For those coming from
a religious perspective, there is also a wide spectrum of definitions, often including
similar vocabulary to that listed above (self-transcendence, relationality, relationships),
but which alters depending not only on the religion held, but also on various theologies
within the same religion. However, at the base of both non-religious and religious
academic research on children’s spirituality is the belief that all human beings, no matter
the age, have a spiritual nature of some sort (Butler 2014, vii; Nye 2014, 9; King and
Boyatzis 2015).
Current research is trending toward a distinct separation between spirituality and
religion (King and Boyatzis 2015, 978). In their chapter, “Religious and Spiritual
Development,” in the Handbook of Child Psychology and Developmental Science,
Socioemotional Processes, King and Boyatzis discuss the proposed differences between
the two. It could be helpful to note that these authors (King and Boyatzis) are both
Christians writing for a general and diverse audience, versus Christians writing
specifically for Christians. King and Boyatzis say religion is seen more and more “as an
organized socio-cultural-historical system,” though it could be institutional and/or
individual (978, 979). In contrast, King and Boyatzis see spirituality “as (a) a propensity;
(b) socialized and shaped by multiple experiences, sometimes within organized religion
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but also outside it in multiple social and natural contexts; and (c) characterized by a sense
of connectedness and relationality to what is beyond the self” (979). In other words,
religion is organized and systemic, whereas spirituality can be a search for meaningmaking and connection with something beyond the “I,” that may or may not relate to an
organized religion and may or may not include the search for the sacred of any kind. It is
understandable that with these definitions or understandings of religion and spirituality
that the current outlook on spiritual development is one that sees spiritual development as
involving “transactions that are characterized by transcendence leading to a clarity and
commitment of beliefs, and resulting in behaviors that contribute to the self and society”
(King, Clardy, and Ramos 2014, 208), though the inclusion of “contribution to the self
and society” aspect is thus far usually used in relation to adolescent spiritual development
more than with children (King and Boyatzis 2015, 978, 979). So, spiritual development
of children from a non-religious or inter-belief perspective at this point is understood to
consist of various kinds of transcendent “transactions” that lead to greater understanding
and devotion toward their own faith and/or beliefs. Yet King and Boyatzis admit “there is
no satisfactory ‘grand theory’ of religious and spiritual development” that can be used as
a foundation upon which to be used for research across the board. There are
developmental science theories King and Boyatzis believe are “helpful to understanding
the nature and function of religion and spirituality in development” (980). These theories
can help us to understand how children: form attachments with God and others, develop
images of God, think about God, develop cognitively related to faith, grow in relating to
others and understand their own identity (980-984). These can all give helpful input in
understanding how children may grow in these areas, but none of these theories consider
a child actually experiencing God, nor do any of these theories consider any theology that
might help give insights into understanding children’s spiritual development. This study
will offer another perspective by considering how communities that believe children can
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truly experience God practice discerning the children’s experiences that were described
by the children and by the results that were observed by the members of the community.
One of the foundational books in the birth of this field is The Spirit of the Child,
by David Hay with Rebecca Nye. This book was written from the perspective that
asserted ‘religion’ of any kind did not need to be part of spirituality—though it could be.
Hay and Nye also separate religion and spirituality, arguing “that children’s spirituality is
rooted in a universal human awareness” (2006, 18). Hay and Nye see a unifying
description of spirituality as heightened awareness, whether one’s definition of
spirituality is “religious devotion; being fully aware of one’s ‘species-being’;” or “being
aesthetically or ethically aware” (21). They say heightened awareness relates to all of
them. They claim,
given the biological understanding of spirituality that I have been
discussing, it ought to be possible to identify other means of expression,
independent of formal religion, that are performing approximately the
same task. (25)
This appears to be a more universalist approach to spirituality. If Blaise Pascal
was right that all people are seeking God whether they know it or not, and that the hole in
people’s lives left by God’s absence is an “infinite abyss [that] can only be filled by an
infinite and immutable object, that is to say, only by God Himself” (2006, 113), then it
would be more accurate for Hay and Nye to say people may be “attempting to
accomplish the same task” (connect with God) versus “performing approximately the
same task,” though people may not understand what the task exactly is that they’re
attempting to accomplish. Hay and Nye’s definition is not a Christian theological
understanding of spirituality, nor does it consider what God might have had in mind as a
goal for the spiritual beings He created. By separating spirituality completely from
religion, theology is not allowed to speak into an understanding of the purpose and thus
the definition of spirituality. A broadly applicable definition may be helpful for some
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goals, but from a Christian charismatic practitioner’s perspective, if the definition of
spirituality does not match with theology, it is difficult to achieve any theologically
informed goals.
Nevertheless, in their research, Hay and Nye have identified an aspect of
spirituality that has become foundational in a general understanding of children’s
spirituality and can be applied across the board, whether religious or non-religious. They
proposed that the “Core of Children’s Spirituality” (2006, 108) is “relational
consciousness.” ‘Relational’ can refer to “not only ‘I-Others’ but also ‘I-Self’, ‘I-World’
and ‘I-God’” and ‘Consciousness’ describes “a distinctively reflective consciousness,
…or ‘meta-cognition” (109). In other words, relational consciousness indicates a metacognition awareness of relationships between the ‘I’ and: others, self, world or God. This
is the type of spirituality, Hay and Nye say, is what needs to be encouraged and fostered
within the education system.
Hay and Nye leave an opening for seeing that there is an ultimate truth beyond
simply a general understanding and application of spirituality in their chapter on the
developments in children’s spirituality since their first edition. In this chapter, Hay and
Nye discuss Andrew Wright’s argument against their “experimental approach to
education.” Wright’s claim that a “refusal…to ask whether a particular religion is
true…is to distort what religion is all about” and that “Quite apart from misrepresenting
believers themselves, detachment as to truth in the classroom does a grave disservice to
the personal search for meaning on the part of one’s students.” Hay and Nye say they
actually completely agree with Wright on this issue, but point out that children in
educational settings “can be introduced in the most elementary way to experiential
exercises demonstrating for themselves a holistic realm (relational consciousness)
potentially available to all human beings” which once experienced, can lead to “a genuine
debate about the truth or falsity of religious belief” (2006, 169). Hay and Nye see
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spiritual experiences fostered in schools as being a gateway into a potentially deeper
journey of seeking for ultimate truth within religion.
While the foundational concept of relational consciousness could be supportive of
the idea of children having a relationship with the Holy Spirit such that the Holy Spirit
would speak with them, the general sense of “relational” is not specific enough to
advance the notion of God’s genuine work in a child’s life. Furthermore, it still seems
very human-centric, and my goal is to frame a project around responses to God’s work in
the discernment processes of church communities.
Though Hay and Nye’s book has become a classic, there are numerous other
authors who have also pursued studying children’s spirituality from non-religious
perspectives. However, because my study is from a Christian, theological perspective,
from this point out, I will turn my attention to covering children’s spirituality literature
that is written more from Christian perspectives.

Christian Perspectives
How are specifically Christian scholars, writing for Christian audiences, looking
at children’s spirituality? As I have mentioned, definitions and understandings of what
spirituality is determines how spiritual development is viewed. Throughout Christian
studies on children’s spirituality there is a range of understandings and ideas, though it is
difficult to find studies on children’s spirituality from a charismatic, theological
perspective.
Catherine Stonehouse, in Joining Children on the Spiritual Journey: Nurturing a
Life of Faith, does not immediately start with a description of spirituality, nor an end goal
for spiritual development. She starts out proposing that to understand children’s spiritual
development, we must integrate “tradition, human experience, social-science research,
and Scripture” in our “search for truth and understanding” (1998, 14). She believes that
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because all truth comes from God, when theology and the sciences are not in agreement,
one of them is in error and Christians should search out which one is in error (15). I agree
with that, and want to clarify that does not mean Scripture is potentially in error, only that
our theology, or understanding of Scripture may be. Stonehouse believes this as well
saying, “Scripture evaluates the other sources and integrates them with biblical insights
into a harmonious understanding. Tradition, reason, and experience help interpret and
point toward the application of scriptural perspectives” (20).
Stonehouse’s focus is on children’s spiritual formation/development/growth, or
“how faith forms” in children, not on “religious instruction” or “Christian education”
(1998, 20), though she does include instruction as part of spiritual formation. As the goal
of spiritual formation, Stonehouse says it “is a maturing faith and a deepening
relationship with Jesus Christ, through which we become more like Christ in the living of
our everyday lives in the world” (21). I can wholeheartedly agree that the goal of spiritual
formation should be “a deepening relationship with Jesus Christ,” with the by product
that “through which we become more like Christ.” These aspects of the goal echo John
17:211 and 2 Cor 3:18.2 By using a lens of charismatic theology, I would interpret “a
deepening relationship with Jesus Christ,” and “through which we become more like
Christ” very differently than Stonehouse. “A deepening relationship with Jesus Christ”
for a charismatic in the context where my research took place would look more like
becoming more aware of God’s presence, hearing from Him more on a regular basis, as
well as getting to know more of what God is like through the Scriptures, revelation and
experiences of various kinds (Wimber and Springer 1991, 26-56, 66-70). Becoming

1 “that they all may be one, as You, Father, are in Me, and I in You; that they also may be one in

Us, that the world may believe that You send Me” (NKJV 1996, c1982).
2 “But we all, with unveiled face, beholding as in a mirror the glory of the Lord, are being
transformed into the same image from glory to glory, just as by the Spirit of the Lord” (NKJV 1996,
c1982).
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“more like Christ” would look like character development that included the fruit of the
Spirit, as well as operating in the gifts and power of the Spirit (140-159).
Stonehouse does not mention the work of the Holy Spirit in her initial mention of
how “the spiritual life is formed” (1998, 21), nor is the Holy Spirit listed as a category in
the Index. However, she does mention the Holy Spirit further on in her book. She points
out that in Jeremiah 31:31-34, God says He “will do something within a person, making
it possible to truly know, love and serve God,” and “Because of the death and
resurrection of Jesus and the coming of the Holy Spirit, a new power is available for
living God’s way.” If there really is a “new power” available to live and become better
people and truly know, love and serve God because of what Jesus did, surely this should
be an important element of study and discussion in the field of children’s spirituality from
Christian perspectives. This is something unique to all Christians, and as Stonehouse
points out, empowering. However, in the next sentence, Stonehouse begins talking about
the church being a “nurturing community” that is needed “to help people grow in the
faith” (33). She mentions the Holy Spirit again about 100 pages later, also within the
context of community and the ways God can use community; when addressing how
parents may not know how to be the “kind of persons their children need them to be,”
Stonehouse encourages, “God is faithful to guide us in our spiritual growth as we respond
and let the Holy Spirit teach and lead us” (137). This is followed by discussing the
benefits of various types of interactions and actions that can be done within the church
community (mentoring, etc.) (137-138). Stonehouse closes the book saying that even
though we may not feel prepared for the journey, we can be comforted by the fact that
God’s Spirit is “with us,” and “will work within us and within those walking with us,
forming and transforming us all” (213). Again, it appears Stonehouse’s view of the Holy
Spirit working among us is seen as largely through Christians’ impact on each other. The
Holy Spirit may indeed lead through the wisdom and experience of others; however, from
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a charismatic perspective, there is a lot more room for exploration in the role of the Holy
Spirit through the more personal experiences of God like the ones looked at in this study,
as well as the gifts and fruit of the Holy Spirit. Likewise, charismatics could benefit from
looking at the wider range of ways the Holy Spirit works among the followers of Christ.
In the middle of her book, Stonehouse says,
As children meet Jesus and are introduced to God at work in Bible stories,
they see love and justice in action. A growing love for Jesus causes them
to want to please him and to be like him. This gives them a reason to be
moral. Children also need the comfort of knowing they can ask God for
the strength to do what is right, even when it is hard. (1998, 123)
Stonehouse is saying God can give strength to do what is right, but can this strength come
from experiences, knowledge, both, and/or some other ways as well? Stonehouse is
pointing out that experiencing God through Bible stories and seeing justice and love lived
out, develops “love for Jesus” and “gives them a reason” for moral living. One of the
young girls I interviewed for this study, Rose, gave an example showing a growing love
for God and desire to live morally can come from experiencing God as well. Rose spoke
of how prior to an experience with God, she knew what was right and wrong and what
the Bible said about obeying her parents, etc., but after an “encounter” with Jesus that
was incredibly real to Rose, she said she now actually wanted to do what was in the
Bible. Indeed, this is what Stonehouse said above about love for Jesus causing children to
want to please God. However, for Rose, the new love for Jesus came through a revelatory
experience (“Rose” 2015). I would like to see research, perhaps along the lines of Godly
Love research (Lee and Yong 2012), that looks into how children’s experiences with God
may increase their love for God and motivate them to live godly lives.
Stonehouse seems to have a somewhat narrower definition of experiencing God
than what many charismatics would think of. She speaks of experiences with the
community that help foster children’s spiritual formation (1998, 19), sensing God’s
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presence and even experiences with God (170). In her chapter “Setting the Stage for
Knowing God,” Stonehouse touches on experiences with God saying 1) there is a need to
have a support system for children who may experience God that includes teaching them
religious language so they can make sense of their experiences, and 2) Jerome
Berryman’s model of Godly Play3 offers opportunities for children to experience God
(169-192). That chapter turns out to be a foreshadowing of a book she and Scottie May
would write twelve years later to look deeper at the experiences of children who had
participated in Godly Play (Stonehouse and May 2010). Regarding Stonehouse’s
assertion that children who experience God need a support system, the communities in
my case studies all showed evidence of providing follow-up or a support system for
children who had experiences with God, to help the children process their experiences
and discern them if necessary.
Stonehouse brought up the issue and importance of community support of various
kinds throughout her book (Stonehouse 1998, 65, 143, 185, 191, 195). She wrote of the
importance for children of building trust, building community through friendship, as well
as studying, serving, and healing through small groups (65). She encouraged readers to
“bless children” in their communities “by taking seriously what God is saying to them
and believing that God is at work in their lives,” to befriend them and listen to their
questions and encourage their relationships with God (143). Many of Stonehouse’s
suggestions regarding community showed up as key aspects in my case studies, such as;
trusting friendships/relationships built through church—with peers and inter-generational,
and children having opportunities to serve in their communities. Stonehouse observed
that not many churches go beyond instruction and offer opportunities for children to

3Godly Play, by Jerome W. Berryman, was first published in 1991 and is a type of worship
experience for children that is based largely on the Montessori style that allows children to explore through
their imagination and by asking questions related to the Scripture story (Berryman 1991).
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really worship and have a place to meet with God like Godly Play does (175). However,
the communities in my case studies were very intentional about creating opportunities for
children to engage in worship and seek to hear from God.
Could it be that personal experiences with God and resulting emotional
connection or devotion could be helpful in creating a desire for moral living among
children as it was with Rose in my research? Stonehouse looked at developmental issues
to try to “understand why children act as they do and to how to help them to develop
morally…to understand the way in which they think about moral questions at each stage”
(1998, 94). But after looking at various developmental theories, she concludes along with
Robert Coles’ regarding children’s moral maturity, that “We can be guided by insights
from Erikson, Piaget, and Kohlberg on ways in which parents and teachers can facilitate
the development of children. However, we must never assume that we control the
process. There is mystery in each child’s becoming…” (125). Perhaps the “mystery”
mentioned here can be at least partially credited to the Holy Spirit. Further research could
help to determine better if/how this happens, and make it less of a mystery.
In my study, Rose’s change of heart was not so much about what stage she was at
developmentally, rather the change in her life came instantaneously because of an
experience with God. Development may be helpful in understanding some aspects, but it
cannot be assumed to hold the only answers. King and Boyatzis point out that even
“psychologists of religion have criticized stage theory for failing to capture the diversity
of faith at any one age, especially the unevenness and nonlinear nature of faith
progression” (2015, 982). Stonehouse’s work is significant, but also points to the need for
more research needed in the area of the power and impact of children’s personal
experiences with God.
Twelve years after Stonehouse’s book was published, Stonehouse wrote the book
with May referenced above, Listening to Children on the Spiritual Journey: Guidance for
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Those Who Teach and Nurture (2010). This book focused on the results of research done
with children, and their communities, who had been involved with Godly Play. This book
mentioned the role of the Holy Spirit much more significantly than Stonehouse’s book
reviewed above (1998). Stonehouse and May clearly state, “As adults our role is to set
the stage so that young learners and worshipers can enter the story, be open to God’s
word, and listen for what the Spirit will reveal…we must never doubt the formative
power of Scripture or forget that the Holy Spirit is the only one who can ultimately make
truth clear and transforming” (2010, 87). Regarding the struggle children have to become
more “compassionate in a materialistic culture,” Stonehouse and May encourage the
reader that the Holy Spirit is the one who provides the fruit of the Spirit (Gal 5:22-23)
and that “as we follow, God’s Spirit will guide us in learning how to live a life of
compassion (Gal 5:25)” (122). Though they highlighted some of the benefits of the Holy
Spirit, they chose not to particularly address or highlight the difference the indwelling
work of the Holy Spirit could make between spiritual growth of Christians and nonChristians.
Stonehouse and May focused much more than Stonehouse’s earlier book (1998)
on looking at the experiences children had with God and the findings that resulted from
listening to the children. Stonehouse and May’s findings did not result in a new “theory
of childhood spirituality or even a definition of it,” but rather insight into the “spiritual
potential” of children and seeing how “interactions with adults helped or hindered” this
spiritual potential (2010, 6). Stonehouse and May said Godly Play allowed children to
have times of “Reflective Engagement” where children could “listen to God, talk to God,
meet and come to know God in the biblical story. When they do that, God’s presence will
be real and the Spirit will be the teacher, revealing to each child what he or she most
needs to hear from God” (7). Though the communities Stonehouse and May studied used
different exercises and teaching techniques than those used in the communities where I
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did my research, both were creating a context for children to experience God. The
children Stonehouse and May studied sometimes experienced God in similar and
sometimes in different ways than those that I studied. This may have had to do with the
variation in training and expectations regarding experiencing God.
Stonehouse and May point out that Biblically, “Parents played a significant role,
and the family’s involvement in the church community was also important to the
children” (2010, 102). Stonehouse and May had a number of recommendations for
parents that came from their research. They encourage parents to 1) help their children
know that Jesus loves them and wants to have a relationship with them, 2) As per
Deuteronomy 6, have conversations as a family about the Christian faith on a regular
basis, and 3) have “practices in the home” that “will nurture the faith of the family” such
as: “Bible reading, prayer, and words of blessing,” life-giving traditions, and practices
within the larger community such as: encourage peer friendships, participate in worship
with the entire community, “study the Bible, learn about living the Christian life…affirm
their faith, experiencing God’s presence together” (104-105). These types of suggestions
align with some of the practices I found among the families and communities that I
interviewed. In all of the communities there was adult-child dialogue/coaching related to
growing in their relationship with God and learning to hear from God. There was a focus
in general on creating and cultivating a context conducive to children growing in their
faith. The communities and families I interviewed also significantly had follow-up and
nurturing practices to continue to help the children to grow as they experienced God and
reflected back on their experiences (see Appendices A and C).
The perceptions adults have of the children around them affects what the adults
hear the children say (Stonehouse and May 2010, 11). I would propose that adult
expectations also have an effect on what the children learn. In my research, there was an
expectation amongst all the communities that children could hear from, experience and
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be used by God. The children were taught how to hear from God and how to operate in
the gifts of the Holy Spirit. A common belief among the communities where I did my
research is that there is no Jr. Holy Spirit, rather, the same Holy Spirit who is in Jesus can
be in His followers, no matter their age (“Rachel” 2015). Thus, children in my study were
assumed and perceived to be able to operate in the gifts of the Holy Spirit like Jesus
Himself or any other followers of Jesus.
Like the communities I researched, Stonehouse and May also provided
opportunities for the children to encounter God. In Stonehouse and May’s communities,
these opportunities to encounter God were given in the church context (2010, 2-6). Some
of the expectations of encounters were a bit different than what was expected in the
communities I researched. In my research, the opportunities were given in the churches,
by the parents in the home, and sometimes outside of the church or home as part of
ministry opportunities to others, and included expectations that operating in the gifts of
the Spirit and experiencing what might be considered more “dramatic” personal spiritual
experiences, were somewhat normal for children.
The issue of discernment was also mentioned briefly by Stonehouse and May. For
about one page, they wrote of children learning to hear from God and discerning whether
what they heard, sensed or felt was from God. Stonehouse and May did not go into detail
regarding any teaching the children may have received specifically related to
discernment; instead, they focused on listening to the children’s voices as the children
worked through the discernment process. They gave an example of a child who was
learning to tell which voice was from God and which was from Satan based on whether
something was good or right. They also gave examples of children using words like
“think,” “heard,” “felt,” “know,” and “sense” to talk about the ways they heard from or
thought what they heard was from God (2010, 46-47). ‘Insight/knowing’ and ‘feeling like
it was from God’ were referenced, either directly or indirectly, as tests of discernment
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used by all of the children I interviewed, as well as in many of the examples described in
the non-academic literature covered in the next chapter (see Appendix D).
Stonehouse and May’s book showed an encouraging development in research
regarding children’s spiritual experiences. It does not come from a charismatic
theological perspective; however, it does validate children’s experiences and show the
importance of listening to children as well as creating a nurturing environment for
children to thrive in their growing faith.
Joyce Ann Mercer wrote Welcoming Children: A Practical Theology of
Childhood, partially in order to “search for a child-affirming Christian theology,” and to
look for good “practices of education with children” that would “invite and welcome
children’s participation together with adults in [Christian] communities,” in the midst of a
contrary, “dominant consumerist” culture (2005, 3). In some ways, she was looking for
similar things as I am in this study (a practical theology that includes child participation
in Christian community), however she admittedly approached it purely from a “North
American mainline” theological perspective, and she looked at the particular challenge of
counteracting consumerism (6). She used a “feminist practical theology” approach that
started small, meaning she first looked at the children and situations around her that she
was familiar with, and also looked at what “the church’s participation with God in what
God is doing on behalf of the emancipation of children” (6, 9-10).
Mercer’s theological conclusions were obviously impacted by the theological
perspectives she started from. Mercer concludes that children are to be seen as gifts from
God. No matter what the children do or do not do, they are to be seen as having their
identity as children of God. Mercer points out that this is in opposition to a commercial
perspective where children could be seen more as “merely another consumptive choice
by which parents achieve identity.” Mercer also says it’s important to look at how God
sees the child, which I agree with, but she focuses only on the issues of righteousness (as
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sinner justified by the grace of God), seeing them “already blessed, chosen, and beloved”
(2005, 246). I would add the word, “empowered” to this list. As mentioned previously, it
is a common belief among the communities where I did my research that there is no Jr.
Holy Spirit. If the children are to be seen as God sees them, a charismatic theology could
add that the charismatic gifts and participation in Spirit-empowered ministry apply to the
children as much as to the adults.
Mercer talks about the need to accept children in their messiness and not demand
“idealistic behaviors” or continual happiness from them (2005, 247-248). She gave as a
negative example, the scenario of “marching a group of children up into the chancel
during worship and asking them questions while thrusting microphones in their faces”
(248). I concur with this perspective, but draw a distinction between the kind of forced
performance Mercer is criticizing, and the kind of open invitations to participate from the
“platform” that are frequent occurrences in the churches I studied. Nevertheless, Mercer’s
concern for allowing children to be real people in church and in life, just as we allow
adults to be, seems like an important consideration.
Mercer also encourages intergenerational ministry. She wrote that “congregations
can form intergenerational mission groups” and mentor children in this process (2005,
250). However, Mercer’s understanding of ministry did not include the charismatic
understanding of ministry. I agree with Mercer’s underlying argument however, that,
“children from their beginnings are already fully significant persons,” and even if they
are developmentally different than adults, that does not make them “lesser” (251). From a
charismatic theological perspective, they have the same Holy Spirit, they can be as much
a child of God as any adult can, and they can participate in the community of Christians
and be gifts to the community in a wide variety of ways, including using the gifts of the
Spirit.
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John H. Westerhoff III, in his book, Will Our Children Have Faith? (2012) wrote
of the importance of many different kinds of intergenerational interactions in order to
pass on faith. Westerhoff wrote the book to address a problem he believes is the defective
paradigm at the foundation of church “educational ministry” (5). This defective paradigm
is “a schooling-instructional paradigm” that follows the models and theories gained from
research related to school-type instruction, and thus limits the approaches the church
takes to pass on their faith to the next generation (6-7). Westerhoff believes Christians
“have permitted the behavioral sciences to give” them “a source of false optimism” (17).
In contrast to a schooling approach, Westerhoff points towards Plato’s idea that “it is the
community that educates, by which [Plato] meant the multiplicity of formal and informal
forces which influence persons” (Westerhoff 2012, 6). Westerhoff believes that
previously, the U.S. had a good grasp on the various forces that meant “six institutions
intentionally worked together to produce an effective educational ecology,” (the local
“community,” “family,” “schools,” “church,” “religious periodicals,” and “Sunday
school”) (12-13). Yet now, Westerhoff believes, Christians are presently relying solely on
the church’s education system to fulfill the roles of the previous six combined (14).
Westerhoff says children need the benefit of a “religious socialization” paradigm
that uses both formal and informal means of passing on beliefs and ways of living. He
believes “Education correctly understood is not identical with schooling. It is an aspect of
socialization involving all deliberate, systematic and sustained efforts to transmit or
evoke knowledge, attitudes, values, behaviors, or sensibilities” (2012, 14-15). Beyond
even “socialization” which can put more emphasis on “how the environment,
experiences, and actions of others influence us” (82), Westerhoff prefers the term
enculturation and calls his “new understanding of religious education,” “a community of
faith-enculturation paradigm.” Westerhoff chose to use the term “enculturation” because
it involves two-way interactions between people of all ages (46, 82). In edits to his third
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edition, Westerhoff says he now has a better understanding of what a context of
“Christian nurture” looks like. Nurturing Christian communities would; 1) have a
“common” “biblical story” that shapes their life as a community, 2) “a common
authority,” 3) “common rituals,” 4) be “more like a familial community than an
institution,” 5) “lives for an end beyond itself” rather than just for the comfort of being
with people they like, and 6) “values diversity” (75-76). As will be seen in the methods
chapter, a community-oriented perspective on faith enculturation held by the charismatic
communities I researched, heavily influenced my research methodology that reflected a
charismatic practical theological approach.
Westerhoff ended his book on a hopeful note, believing that “the next generation
may have faith but only if the present generation in the church is faithful in living that life
of faith with them,” which he believes will happen because he says, “God is present and
active in human life and that the Holy Spirit will continue to inspire and empower a
faithful remnant in the church” (2012, 143). Though Westerhoff does not come from a
charismatic perspective, he too believes the Holy Spirit is key in empowering the spiritual
growth of future generations. Though his vision of what the Holy Spirit’s empowerment
looks like will vary from those of the communities I interviewed, there is some
agreement. As far as the importance of the “present generation” living out their faith, the
majority of adults I interviewed, at each of the communities where I did my research, also
voiced the importance of living out their faith as a significant aspect of passing on their
faith to their children.

Conclusion
Through looking at the literature above, it becomes clear that though there are
forays into listening to children recalling their experiences, examining the experiences
children have with God and mentioning the work of the Holy Spirit, both of these areas
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leave a lot of room for further study and beg for new methods of research and the
consideration of different perspectives.
Relationality is seen as a central part of spirituality (Hay and Nye 2006), yet it can
be broadened to include a broader role of the Holy Spirit and a wider range of relational
experiences with God. Developmentally based research can be appreciated, however it
cannot be assumed to hold all the answers. Rose’s example of a dramatic shift in desire to
live in a way pleasing to God after an experience with God shows the need to look further
into the potential of experiencing God (“Rose” 2015). Stonehouse (1998), Stonehouse
and May (2010), Mercer (2005) and Westerhoff (2012) all spoke of the importance of
community support to encourage spiritual development. It is clear children need
relational support and examples of living out their faith from their community, family and
friends. It is also clear that children need support to process any experiences with God
they may have, including being given language to express and understand the experiences
(Stonehouse 1998, 169-192). Community relational support, examples of faith lived out,
and processing support were all aspects of the communities where I researched. My
research will expand on the understandings on community support shared by the above
authors.
Through my research, by looking at the ways specific charismatic communities
discerned the children’s experiences with God, I hope to expand the understanding of the
importance of those experiences and the community’s involvement as part of children’s
spiritual development, and therefore open up new insights and approaches in the
discipline of children’s spirituality as a whole.
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Chapter 3
Pentecostal/Charismatic Discernment
In reference to the adapted Swinton and Mowat model of practical theology
(Figure 2), this chapter continues further with the first stage by bringing in yet more
literature and resources to discover current praxis. This chapter also begins the dialogue
and reflection with theology (stage 3). Stages 1 and 3 are actually somewhat integrated in
this chapter through, 1) continuing to explore current praxis by looking at various nonacademic charismatic literature and resources that speak on training children to hear from
and experience God and be empowered by the Holy Spirit, and 2) reflecting on these
resources theologically based on Robeck’s theology of discernment as well as a few other
relevant theological sources from 1900-1980’s.
Discernment will be overviewed and introduced first, and then Robeck’s theology
of discernment will be summarized. Further in this chapter, Robeck’s theology and
related literature from other sources will be compared to the non-academic
charismatic/pentecostal Christian literature/resources (since the 1980’s) that have come
from churches, individuals and ministries in the same vein of charismatic,
nondenominational Christianity as the churches participating in this study. Reviewing
these non-academic resources provides a basis of understanding that which has been
recently published and taught, or at least available to the churches (or similar churches)
where this study takes place. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 will address the case study methods,
data and data analysis. In Chapter 7, the findings of this chapter (Chapter 3) will be
reflected upon in light of Chapters 4, 5 and 6. Chapter 8 will offer recommendations.
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Overview of Discernment
As noted throughout Chapter 2, academic studies with charismatic perspectives
and on charismatic experiences have been lacking in the field of children’s spirituality.
Thus academically studying any aspect of charismatic experiences of children may be
considered foundational in the field of children’s spirituality. This black hole of research
is a difficult area to chart a way across. In general, scholars have been afraid to study
revelatory experiences in order to avoid asserting as facts what others consider irrational
or unbelievable experiences and ideas. Indeed, it is challenging to directly study or
measure the work of the Holy Spirit in a child’s life. There are no scientifically
established ways to measure, validate or quantify the work of the Holy Spirit, though
theories seen in studies on Godly Love are moving in that direction (Lee and Yong 2012).
In general, there has not been much taste for it in the academic world (Parker 2015, 1).
There is some growing exploration of attempts to understand the work of the Spirit
through psychological means (Howard 2000; Parker 2008), however analyzing spiritual
experiences from a psychological perspective and/or trying to validate or quantify the
work of the Holy Spirit is not the purpose of this study.
Instead, this study is focusing on the discernment process of the selected
communities. Discernment is a widespread, though varyingly described, practice in
pentecostal/charismatic churches. There are communities of charismatic Christians who
regularly determine for themselves experiences they believe have come from God or not.
Some communities see discernment more as relating to the actual process of hearing God
in order to make a particular decision (Parker 2015), however that particular view of
discernment is not what I will be examining. I will be focusing on how children’s
revelatory experiences, as defined by the communities, are discerned by their
communities, to be from God or not. Because academic research cannot validate the
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phenomena itself through present given scientific measures, this study takes a step back
to study those who believe they can validate the phenomena themselves.1
Discernment, from either a pentecostal or non-pentecostal perspective, is also an
area of limited study and understanding (Parker 2015, 4). In the Evangelical Dictionary
of Theology, each of the spiritual gifts is given at least a paragraph of description, except
for “discernment.” The section on discernment consists of one sentence (Elwell 2001,
1137). Likewise, when examining the process used for discerning the canonicity of
Scripture, the Evangelical Dictionary of Theology admits that the process of canonization
is not even completely known (156), though it is commonly accepted that it was a process
inspired by the Holy Spirit. The Bible is something the Christian faith depends on, and
yet there is very little conclusively known about how the canon was arrived at.
Where discernment has been referenced or studied, it has been looked at using
different definitions and approaches depending on the various sectors of Christianity
and/or the time in history. Evan Howard gives a brief overview of “the wide variety of
horizons associated with” discernment saying discernment has been “used to refer to: the
identification of demonic or divine ‘spirits’ and their influence upon
individuals…selection of appropriate ascetical strategy in Christian growth…the process
of personal or corporate decision making…evaluation of cultural or religious trends,” or
“expressions within the gathered community of believers…the selection of appropriate
strategies for social or political action…the means of making authentic ethical

1 To be clear, the phenomena referred to here is not to be confused as being identical to what

would be called “charismatic manifestations” in more traditional pentecostal settings. The more traditional
manifestations would be limited to speaking in tongues, interpreting tongues, prophesying, and various
external manifestations that could include things such as “‘shouting’, ‘dancing’, and other forms of ‘getting
happy’ or blessed’…Shouting is often accompanied by bodily movements best characterized as ‘jerks’ or
‘shakings’. A more pronounced bodily movement is ‘dancing in the Spirit’…something one simply yields
to. Charismatic manifestations sometimes accompany the sense of things feeling right or good” (Parker
2015, 28-29). For a description of the types of phenomena that will be looked at and considered in this
study, see the definitions of “Supernatural” and “Charismatic Experiences with God/Experiencing God” in
the Introduction.
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decisions…a faculty of spiritual perception,” and “the overall virtue of prudence or
moderation” (2000, 7). Semantically, there are also challenges in that many different
words have been used throughout various streams and/or times of Christianity to
represent discernment. A few of them are “judgment,” “making decisions,” “testing,”
“finding” or “doing” God’s will, and “hearing God’s voice” (8). The definition of
“identification of demonic or divine ‘spirits’ and their influence upon individuals,” and
the term, “testing” would be the definition and term that relate closest to what is being
examined in this study. Howard also gives a helpful broad foundational definition of
discernment drawn from Ignatian discernment and Jonathan Edwards’ writings as “the
affectively-rich process and act of coming to identify and know in a given situation, in the
light of one’s Christian faith tradition, that which is significantly related to God (or
significantly not related to God)” (11). This definition relates to the process of
discernment examined in this study in that the goal is the same. Howard’s definition
focuses primarily on the affective aspect, but also considers the more rational side of
one’s “faith tradition” (132). He claims that, “careful observation, attentive to affective
experience and informed by biblically-grounded criteria, can lead the discerner to a
reasonable judgment of that which is from God. This judgment, however, is not merely of
a matter of reason, but a felt intuitive judgment” (138). These descriptions help to
reinforce both the rational and trans-rational aspects of discernment that will be covered
later in Robeck’s theology. However, Howard’s overall study is a more psychological
and philosophical study on discernment versus theological, thus it will not be my primary
source of understanding discernment.
Stephen Parker’s study on pentecostal discernment and decision making discuses
three sources that inspiration can come from—”Holy Spirit, oneself, or diabolical
influence,” as well as looks at the affective, rational and Scriptural aspects of discernment
(2015, 31). Parker’s approach and definition of discernment have more to do with
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“making decisions” and how the members were ‘led by the Spirit’ in their decision
making, or discernment as the experience vs. discerning the experience. It also focuses
primarily on an International Holiness Pentecostal Church in Antioch, North Carolina,
which is a more traditional type of pentecostalism than what is found in the churches
where my study took place (72-73).
In Amos Yong’s dissertation, Discerning the Spirit(s): A Pentecostal-Charismatic
Contribution to Christian Theology of Religions, he discusses “pneumatological
guidelines by which to distinguish the presence, activity, and absence of the Spirit in the
world of religions.” Yong says, “The criterion for testing the Spirits urged upon the
Johannine community is fundamentally christological” (1999, 165). His study is
primarily directed at the intersection of inter-faith discussion and discernment. He comes
from a pentecostal background and points out that although the primary significance of
discernment is a Christological matter, it can be “held at bay although never discarded”
while pneumatologically assessing other faiths or assertions (248). Among others, Yong
draws upon Hiebert’s chapter, “Discerning the Work of God,”	
  that was part of a book
edited by Robeck. Hiebert’s chapter draws on and includes assertions from some of
Robeck’s earlier works,2 thus it is not surprising to find close similarities in their lists and
descriptions of tests of discernment (1985, 150-160).
I chose to go with Robeck’s writing on discernment over Hiebert’s because
Robeck’s writing on discernment has the combination of being a more recent
pentecostal/charismatic, theological approach that addresses discernment within the
church life setting and stresses the context of discernment done within community.
Robeck also addresses what is involved in the aspect of discerning the source of an
experience. Robeck approaches discernment with the understanding that “Discerning

2 Hiebert’s chapter was published in 1985 and draws from Robeck’s previous work. Robeck’s

chapter on discernment that I will be drawing from in particular was published in 1994.
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Claims of Inspiration” (1994, 35) can include looking directly at the claimed source (3637), looking at the form or how it is produced “the form in which the alleged inspiration
is manifested” (37), and assessing the “prophetic content” (1 Cor 14:29; 1 Thes 5:19-22).
There is a relationship between the source, the way content is produced (form), and the
content itself. The source can sometimes be seen clearly if a child claims their experience
was from something or someone other than God. However, if the source is not directly
identifiable, the source can be determined by looking at the form and/or content. Robeck
also believes the concept of discernment could be legitimately, scripturally broadened, to
cover “ethical, moral, and doctrinal choices” (Deu 30:19; Jer 21:8; Ps 1:6) (33), however
that aspect will not be looked at in this study.
The main question asked of the interviewees in this study was, ‘What made you
believe the experience was from God?’ This question focused on the source, and because
the different aspects of discernment are all intertwined, their answers often involved
looking at the form and content. Even though within the studies of discernment, there is
next to nothing written about children’s involvement in the discernment process or the
discernment of children’s revelatory experiences, Robeck’s theological background,
approach and applications of discernment are the closest fit for this study and was
selected as the main theology of discernment to use for theological reflection.
In the Christian faith tradition where this study takes place, it is believed that not
all seemingly charismatic or revelatory experiences have God as their source (1 Tim 4:1;
1 John 4:1; Rev 16:14). For the case of this study, discernment will be considered as the
process of deciding whether or not a seemingly charismatic or revelatory experience is
indeed from God or not (1 Cor 2:14) (Robeck 1994, 29-32).
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Robeck’s Pentecostal Theology of Discernment
I have used Robeck’s theology of discernment in this study as a fairly
comprehensive pentecostal theology on discernment in the Body of Christ. His theology
is taken from his chapter, “Discerning the Spirit in the Life of the Church,” in The
Church in the Movement of the Spirit (1994). Robeck’s chapter was written in the context
of attempting to answer the question, “How do we discern what is within and what is
outside of the church when we meet a movement, denomination, or even a congregation
that claims to be inspired by the Spirit?” (31). His answers can be applied to the smaller
setting within a congregation or part of a Christian community with the assumption that if
the theology can be applied at a larger level, it should also be applicable to a microcosm
of the same. Thus, his answers will be applied to looking at how to discern what is within
or outside of the Body of Christ when the community has a child who has a seemingly
charismatic experience and wonders if it was truly inspired by the Holy Spirit.
The following is a summary of Robeck’s theology on the various aspects of
discernment. According to 1 Cor 12:10-11, the Holy Spirit gives the capacity to discern
spirits. The ability to do so is seen as a gift of the Holy Spirit and is often linked with the
gift of prophecy and being able to discern, or test, whether a prophecy is of God or not
(1994, 32). Robeck talks about the various gifts of the Spirit being given by God to the
various members of His Church, “given for the common good” (36) from a position of
assuming the gifts of the Spirit are at work in the church. Robeck believes “Discernment
is accomplished in reliance upon God through the work of God’s Spirit. It is to be
undertaken within the context of the koinonia [fellowship] as a gift which serves the
needs of the entire body of Christ (1 Cor 12:7). Like all gifts, its use is to be
accomplished in love (1 Cor 13:1-14:1)” (34). He treats discernment both as a distinct
gift held by certain individuals and used to discern the source or the Spirit/spirit behind
something (1 Cor 12:10), as well as a form of testing that all Christians can do or be a
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part of within the community of believers (1 Thes 5:19-22). He says “Discernment is a
gift which is given to the whole church… to enable the church to recognize claims of
authenticity,” it “involves the whole church, even though some may be more gifted in this
and may give leadership to the community in its discernment” (46-47).
Robeck asserts that there are a number of Biblical criteria that can help in the
discernment process, but he does not necessarily make a distinction between who uses the
various criteria—someone with the gift of discernment or any Christian within the
community. Robeck does make a distinction between what he calls “rational” ways of
discerning versus discernment done by “intuition, …trans-rationality, or the experience of
assurance” (1994, 43) Discernment is not a simplistic, one-size-fits-all process. Various
combinations and applications of the criteria below can be successfully used by groups
within the community or the entire community as part of a process to discern whether
God is the source of an experience or not. Determining the source is the goal, with clues
to the ultimate source found in a variety of ways.
1.

A direct mention of a source other than God.
a. If a source of the experience is mentioned as other than God or one of His
messengers, discernment can be fairly clear and simple.

2.

The words used can be examined.
a. However, words often have more than one way they can be interpreted or
applied and interpretation may be dependent upon revelation of the Holy
Spirit. Nevertheless, “Those claims that counter the direct and clear
teaching of the Christian canon, Scripture, may safely be ignored” (40-41)
(see #3 below).

3. The fruit of a person’s life and/or words spoken can be examined. Jesus said
the source of something could be seen in its fruit (Mat 7:16-18) This would include the
aspect of “form in which the alleged inspiration is manifested.”
a. The fruit of the Holy Spirit should be evident in the person’s life. How the
supposed revelation is shared with others, and the results of what they
have done or said should be looked for (37).
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b. God’s peace will be evident (1 Cor 14:33) as well as edification,
encouragement and comfort (1 Cor 14:3; 26, 31) (37-38).
c. There is however, room for immature and mature expression as well as
variety and unpredictability as the community learns, grows and follows
the Holy Spirit, however God’s work will not cause confusion,
destruction, chaos or the like (38).
d. If the person, their message or the fruit “call attention to themselves in
such a way as to detract from the centrality, the uniqueness, or the
importance of Jesus Christ, whether through arrogance, triumphalism,
deceit, or confusion…” this is obviously not the fruit of the Spirit. Nor is
the refusal to submit themselves and their words to a discernment process
(39).
4. The content can be examined by comparing it to Scripture and tradition.
a. Scripture is preeminent
b. Secondary standards would be traditions, creeds, fruit, reason/the rational
mind, etc.
c. These need to be balanced with being sensitive to how the Holy Spirit
might lead regarding interpretation
d. One of the ways Scripture can be used is based on 1 John 4:1-6, “Those
who do not confess Jesus Christ as come in the flesh are judged as being
‘not of God’” (33). Thus if, for example, a person claiming to have heard
from God something that contradicts a confession of Christ, it can be
assumed it is not of God.
5. The Holy Spirit can be experienced, thus bearing witness to what is said or
experienced.
a. This is believed true since the Bible says Christians are children of God
and God’s Spirit within them can bear witness (Rom 8:16).
b. This may include “intuition…trans-rationality, or the experience of
assurance,” there may be “a flash of insight, a sudden impulse of
recognition, or a divine revelation even independent of rationality or
conceptual processes. It may be a deep-seated sense of feeling which
validates the claim” (43).
c. As much as the Spirit is believed to speak to Christians through their
feelings, they must also be aware that “Feelings alone, even warm and
nurturing feelings, are not necessarily trustworthy manifestations of the
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Spirit. Nor do they always enable those who experience them to
understand their meaning or source” (43-45, emphasis in original).
Examining the fruit and content (numbers 3 and 4) may in particular depend more
on rationality. Robeck believes at times discernment “may be accomplished through
rational means alone, while on other occasions it may include trans-rational or ‘intuitive’
means,” and that “The effectiveness of discernment may be improved through the use of
both together,” and by involving the whole church community. Robeck elaborates on this
by drawing in Samuel Terrien’s idea that people experience God in a variety of ways,
thus “there must from the outset be some flexibility in the forms in which we discern and
celebrate God’s presence” (1994, 47). Discernment can be more complete when done as a
community, as opposed to if it were done individually (46-48).
In all of the discernment process, Scripture takes ultimate precedence and is the
primary standard. Yet Robeck says it must be balanced with interpretation and
understanding that is led by the Holy Spirit. Secondary standards such as traditions,
creeds, fruit, reason/the rational mind and experience can help “determine whether they
[the claims] are legitimate or not legitimate, and thus of the Spirit” (1994, 39). Yet
tradition, etc. must also be balanced with the realization that “the Spirit’s work is as
unpredictable as the wind…” which is on the other hand, balanced by the normative life
of Jesus Christ (39-40).
In summary, according to Robeck (1994), discernment is done to test the source
of inspiration by looking at the claimed source, form, fruit, content, and confirming
experiences of the Holy Spirit. It may be done more effectively as a community working
together in love. In testing an experience or message, Scripture and the centrality of
Christ are preeminent, followed by the trans-rational intuition of the Holy Spirit and
reason or the rational mind, the consideration of fruit, peace, character, motivation,
tradition and submission, all while leaving room for interpretation and immaturity. These
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methods of testing may be done in different ways at different times or in varying
combinations.

Anticipations of the Model
Taking Robeck’s pentecostal theology of discernment, I could then use it, along
with other pentecostal/charismatic theology and literature, to reflect upon the nonacademic literature/resources that have come from churches, individuals and ministries in
the same vein of charismatic, nondenominational Christianity as the churches
participating in this study. These resources include records of children believed to have
encountered God and been empowered by the Holy Spirit, as well as teachings on how to
help children come to experience God. As my research commenced, and I anticipated
what I would ultimately find practiced in the communities where I interviewed, I believed
I would find various theological and non-theological ways adults practiced “discernment”
and declared validity one way or another regarding a child’s experience. I anticipated that
some of the practices and methods of those interviewed would correspond with Robeck’s
theology and some would be different.
My preconceived idea of the general practice of discernment I would find within
the researched communities (and thus reflected in the non-academic literature/resources)
could be described as a series of concentric circles as seen in Figure 3. I anticipated that
after a child had a supposed revelatory experience with God of some kind, they would tell
their parents (or in some cases their children’s ministry leader first), who would then do
their best to validate and/or discern whether the experience was actually from God or not.
I did not consider the issue of whether much weight would be given to the child’s
opinion. If the parents were unsure in their discernment, I expected they might talk with
others from their church with whom they had closer relationships (fellow members or
leaders they knew personally). If the source of the experience still could not be
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determined to the parents’ satisfaction, and the possible implications of the experience
seemed significant enough to the parents, I anticipated them reaching out more
specifically to leaders within the church.

Figure 3: Anticipated Model of Discernment

As Figure 3 shows, I anticipated the relationship between the child and parents to
tend towards being hierarchical, with the child relating the experience and the parent(s)
passing judgment (two one-way arrows). I anticipated the interaction between the parents
and the family friends as more equal and dialogical (represented by a two-way arrow). If
the leadership of the church was brought in, I anticipated that too would tend to be more
hierarchical (two one-way arrows), with the parents as the liaison between leaders and the
child. As seen through the discussion of literature/resources below, my anticipated model
was challenged fairly quickly.
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Critique of Resources since 1980 against Present Theology and Literature 1900-1980
Taking Robeck’s pentecostal theology of discernment, I now turn to using it,
along with other pentecostal/charismatic theology and literature from 1900-1980 to
reflect upon the non-academic literature/resources (since the 1980’s) that have come from
churches, individuals and ministries in the same vein of charismatic, nondenominational
Christianity as the churches participating in this study. These resources include records of
children believed to have encountered God and been empowered by the Holy Spirit, as
well as teachings on how to help children come to experience God.
I reflected upon the charismatic non-academic resources specifically since the
1980’s, using Robeck’s theology and other pentecostal/charismatic theology and
literature specifically from 1900-1980. I chose to limit the non-academic
literature/resources to what has been published since the 1980s, because the late 1980s
saw a significant increase in the number of books, training materials and audio recordings
released within this branch of Christianity: on training children how to hear from God
and experience Him on a regular basis. These resources seem to represent what continues
to be published and taught, or at least currently available, as relevant theology within the
circles of the church settings I am studying. Two, it was in the late 1980s when a
significant increase was seen in the number of books, training materials and audio
recordings released within this branch of Christianity on training children how to hear
from God and experience Him on a regular basis.
It is beyond the scope of this study to discover why this increase took place. It
appears to coincide with the teachings of two men (Bob Jones and Paul Cain) in the late
1980s/early 1990s, who were considered to be prophets by those in the Vineyard
movement, Kansas City Fellowship and MorningStar Ministries (among others). During
this time, they began to talk about a “generation of the righteous,” a “nameless and
faceless generation” to come who would usher in a worldwide Christian revival and see
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unprecedented miracles around the world. Bob Jones believed this generation consisted
of those who were born from the time abortion was made legal in the U.S., which made
the oldest of them around 17 in 1990 (Davies 1998).3
As a result of this teaching, more and more parents and church workers could
have been spurred on to figure out how to train and disciple this generation that would
supposedly be empowered by the Holy Spirit in incredible ways on a regular basis. A
vision had been planted and now pioneers were looking to see how they could facilitate
it. David Walters, an itinerant minister who is known for his books and “weekend ‘Holy
Spirit Revival Encounters’ for the whole family,” encourages Christians to raise their
“children in God’s Kingdom and prepare them for the coming revival. Have youngsters
become powerful in evangelism and see them operating in spiritual gifts” (Walters 2014).
In contrast, the books and resources on children experiencing God from 19001980 are more sporadic in their descriptions of children encountering and experiencing
God directly, and only a few records of those who emphasized training children to
experience God regularly. The rise of documentation from the 1980’s onward could also
have been partially brought about by the rise of the internet and the growing ease of
documenting and circulating stories. Then too, around 1990 the area of childhood studies
3 The following is a quote from Davies’ record of Cain and Jones’ prophetic words,

At the “Prophecy II Conference”, held at the Anaheim Vineyard in 1989, Paul Cain shared a
revelation the Lord had given him from the King James’ translation of Psalm 14:5 “The Lord is in
the Generation of the Righteous”. The Lord explained to Paul the significance of the Generation of
the Righteous, as an end-time generation of people who get the Double-portion - which Paul Cain
explained as “the Spirit without any limits”. He went on to say that God deliberately limited the
power available to the 1st Century Apostles, as He was saving the best till last, and that God had
kept the best of every bloodline for these days.
Bob Jones has also had several revelations concerning the Generation of the Righteous, most
memorably (1990) that they were those the Lord had “rescued” from Abortion - Satan’s response
to the anointed seed of God going forth has always been to kill the babies. Bob said at the time he
believed it was those aged 17 and under, taking the date from the Roe vs Wade decision in
1973…. (Davies 1998)
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and sociology of childhood was just emerging. The seminal work in this field,
Constructing and Reconstructing Childhood, recorded scholars asserting this shift, and
asserting as one of their key tenets that children were worthy of study in their own right
(James and Prout 2015, xi).
Whatever the causes, previous to the 80’s and 90’s the accounts of children’s
charismatic/revelatory experiences with God are depicted more commonly as one-time
events or seasons of experiences during periods of intense revival, versus something that
is pursued as normal, or something children can be discipled into (Baker ca.1950;
Welchel 2008; Sprange 2002).
Mel Tari and Cliff Dudley’s book first published in 1971 about a revival in
Indonesia was a forerunner in its time. Though they were seemingly reporting a seasonal
series of experiences, one of their main motivations for writing the book was to
encourage other Christians that the kind of charismatic gift-filled life that was
experienced by adults and children alike in the Indonesian revival should be normal to all
Christians around the world if they would simply believe what God says in the Bible
(2013, 19, 61).
From the 80s onward, many more training materials showed a growing shift
toward expecting children to regularly encounter God. In contrast with Tari and Dudley’s
book, the majority of the books written from the 80s onward were not written about
specific one-time revivals. Instead, the more recent books and resources are primarily
about preparing and helping facilitate children into these experiences as a lifestyle.
Because the emphasis is on training children to live a lifestyle of experiencing God, the
process of—and approach to—discernment is quite different than if they were expected
to only encounter God once or twice in their childhood, if at all.
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An Unexpected Perspective
Regarding my Anticipated Model of Discernment (Figure 3), as will be discussed
more thoroughly below, what emerged from the literature/resources was an entirely
different approach and perspective. There were definitely similarities to various aspects
of Robeck’s theology, perhaps even more than I expected, but instead of the more topdown approach that I anticipated finding when children were involved, I found a
perspective that approached the situation from a completely different angle, one more
from the bottom up. Instead of believing children could not be trusted to participate in the
discernment process, the resources examined reflected the opinion that children could be
taught how to hear from God and discern themselves, together in the context of
community.
The awareness of this perspective was initially sparked by an email from Becky
Fischer (2014b), founder of Kids in Ministry International, Inc. and subject of the
documentary, Jesus Camp. I emailed her asking,
In doing my research, I’m looking for places in curriculum that touch on
the process of discernment – either on teaching kids how to discern if an
encounter is of God or not, or how parents/children’s workers/pastors/etc.
can discern if what their kids are encountering is of God. That kind of
thing. Do you touch on that in any of your curriculum anywhere?
Her reply was enlightening,
To answer your question, my curriculum Hearing God’s Voice would
address this in general by default. We teach the children how to recognize
God’s voice and how to spot counterfeits. There is one specific lesson on
counterfeit voices and spiritual activity. But we have always felt by
teaching them the real voice of God, and constantly encouraging them to
read their Bibles, pray, etc., that they will learn to spot the counterfeit.
Subsequently, one of my goals in reviewing the resources became an attempt to
see how pervasive Fischer’s preemptive perspective of training children to hear and
recognize God was among all the non-academic literature/resources to be reviewed.
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Agreement with Fischer’s Assertions to Focus on the Real vs. Counterfeit
As my next step, I analyzed the remaining non-academic literature and resources
to see if Fischer’s preemptive perspective of training children to hear and recognize
God’s voice as a main approach to discernment was an accurate reflection of the entire
body of literature. This perspective was indeed found throughout the literature/resources
and is demonstrated through the following examples.
Fischer described this approach as focusing more on the “real,” thus making it
easier to spot the counterfeit. Patricia and Greg Mapes use this analogy as well. They
encourage parents that they won’t have to be afraid of their children being deceived by
evil, “Because if they have relationship with God, they will know His voice” quoting
from “John 10:4-5: ‘They follow him because they know his voice. They won’t follow a
stranger; they will run from him because they don’t know his voice.’” They believe that
being able to differentiate between themselves, God or other sources “comes as much
through relationship as deliberate revelatory training.” They use the “counterfeit” analogy
of training bankers to recognize and become so familiar with the real that they can spot
the imitation immediately, even if they are not sure what is different about it (2009, 101).
Jennifer Toledo too argues that as children build a relationship with God through talking
with Him, praying and reading the Bible, it helps them learn the “real” of what God is
like and thus grow in discernment (2007, 14). Lauren Caldwell, in her book, “There’s No
Junior Holy Spirit: A Supernatural Training Manual for Youth” also approaches
discernment from the same point of view that bankers use; that it is better to spend more
time knowing the authentic versus the counterfeit. Caldwell points out that, though “We
don’t ignore the dark side…our focus stays on God,” and Christians should “know Holy
Spirit so well that anything not like Him is obvious to us” (2011, 82).
As I realized the general consensus on this approach, I began looking closer for
other assumptions, beliefs and the applied practices related to this perspective. I then
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sought out historical (since 1900), theological and historical critiques that might address
this perspective. 1900 was set as a general demarcation starting year because
Pentecostalism emerged as a movement during “the first decade of the twentieth century”
(Shults and Hollingsworth 2008, 68). The assumptions, beliefs and applied practices seen
throughout the literature/resources are covered and reflected upon below using Robeck’s
theology and the more historical (1900-1980) resources. They are addressed in a more
topical manner, rather than by author, in order to easily show where there is agreement
and differences between the more recent (since 1980’s) resources on the one side, and
Robeck’s theology and the older resources on the other. What I found was that most of
the more recent resources were geared toward teaching adults how to teach children to
hear God’s voice and/or operate in the prophetic gifting versus having more dramatic
encounters with God. However, the more dramatic encounters with God are accepted as
possible and to be expected as well. Whichever the teaching is geared towards, there are
reports of both included, and there are lessons on discernment that can be applied across
the board to the topic of discerning children’s revelatory encounters with God.

Assumptions and Beliefs
There were a number of repeated assumptions and beliefs that surfaced from the
literature. The categories of assumptions and beliefs covered below overlap quite a bit
with each other. However, I have separated them in order to highlight the most
distinguishing aspects of each category. The assumptions and beliefs give a broad picture
of the types of communities the authors are (consciously or not) encouraging Christians
to foster and create in order for the children to have a conducive setting for hearing from
and being empowered by God.
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Foundational Expectations
A common thread throughout the resources was the foundational belief and
expectation that it should be normal for Christians of all ages to regularly have revelatory
experiences with God. They see regular communication with God as a part of living a
normal Kingdom4 lifestyle. This helps explain why they emphasize training the children
accordingly. Over and over, the theme of expectation is repeated; that children should be
expected to regularly experience God and operate in the gifts of the Spirit. This is not
portrayed in a way that is demanding or shaming children into an experience, but rather a
perspective that is seen as conducive to children experiencing God. Price said that not
expecting children to experience God as a normal part of Christian life was actually more
commonplace and was a main reason Christian children were not experiencing God
(1996, 22-23).
David Walters speaks directly to the importance of needing to have faith and
expectation in order to see children operating in and experiencing the Holy Spirit. In the
introduction to Kids in Combat he states, “The Holy Spirit can move in a remarkable way
through the children and young people. But we must acknowledge that God can do this
and make room for them…When we minister, we expect – and see – children age six or
younger receive the Holy Spirit and begin to exercise gifts of the Spirit.” He warns by
example saying that after he leaves a church where the children have experienced God
during his visit and ministry there, Walters often hears back that the children did not
continue operating in the gifts of the Holy Spirit. Walters says “Unless the leaders
encourage the whole church – including the youngsters – in their spiritual potential and
make a way for them to participate in the meetings, it will not generally happen” (1992,
16).
4 Kingdom references the idea of the Kingdom of God or the Kingdom of Heaven and describes

the rule of God through Christ (Elwell 2001, 657), thus a Kingdom lifestyle would be a life that reflects
being ruled by God through Christ.
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Fischer said “It should be the goal in every service to bring the children into the
presence of God, allowing them time to respond to Him in prayer, worship, listening for
His voice, or simply basking in His presence.” She believes experiencing God on a
regular basis should be the norm, that children “need to know Him, not just information
about Him” (2014a, 12).
Fischer goes beyond the expectation that children should experience God
regularly to the belief that children can be a part of all the various aspects of ministry
within the Body of Christ (preaching, prophetic and ministry teams, leading worship,
intercession, helps, etc.).5 Under Fischer’s “What We Believe” section of her “Hearing
God’s Voice” curriculum, Fischer states that her ministry, Kids in Ministry International,
Inc.,
desires to bring awareness to children and adults of how God views boys
and girls as His partners in ministry and functioning members of the body
of Christ…we feel it is imperative for us to teach, train, and equip adults
to minister to children, instructing them how to mentor and activate kids in
the things of the Spirit…evangelism, missions, the gifts of the Spirit,
worship, prayer, healing the sick, and much more (Luke 4:18).
…the ‘great commission’ of preaching the gospel to all nations,
laying hands on the sick, raising the dead, speaking in tongues, and other
areas of the believer’s ministry fully applies to born again children as well
as adults (Mat 28:19-20; Mark 16:15-16; Acts 2:16-17). (2014a, 7)

5 Fischer’s ministry has been highly controversial in the media at large, due to the wide exposure
of her documentary, Jesus Camp. It is not my intention in this study to defend or critique the movie or her
ministry. However, one of the objections highlighted by critics about her ministry is that she seems to
coerce children into what seems like forced prayer and weeping over the U.S. or other nations. Many have
gone so far as to call this child abuse (Metzger 2011; Asa 2006). I briefly wanted to note that accounts of
what some children have experienced in her meetings correspond to a report in 1971, by Tari and Dudley
noting a similar occurrence in Indonesia. In Indonesia, S/spirit-inspired experiences were much more
acceptable in the culture as a whole. In talking about children at their church, he says,
From about 4:00 to 6:00 every afternoon, Monday through Friday, these children, instead of
playing like most little kids, would get together in prayer meetings. They would kneel, and put
their hands together and pray—not only for others right around them, but for the whole world.
And they would be so concerned that they would weep. Then the Lord would give them perhaps a
word of prophecy, or instructions, or reveal something special to them. (Tari and Dudley 2013, 51)
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If children are to be a part of various parts of ministry and operating in the gifts of
the Spirit, then by default, they would themselves, become part of the discernment
processes, and learning to discern for themselves in the context of the community.
Fischer argues children experiencing God should not be an expectation related only to
particularly “gifted” or “called” children. From her experience, “There does not seem to
be any particular ‘type’ of child that is given to this sensitivity” of being able to hear
from God. She believes, “Almost any youngster can be taught to hear and see
prophetically with patience, and understanding of what to do” (2014a, 173). Elsewhere in
this chapter are further explanations of how she believes that can be done.
Seth Dahl, the children’s pastor at Bethel Church in Redding, CA and author of
the curriculum, The ABCD’s of Prophecy set out as the goal of this curriculm as
not only [to] activate the children in the gift of prophecy, but to help them
begin a lifestyle of listening to the Lord…Here at Bethel, children are
constantly telling us what God is showing them, saying to them, or the
angels they are seeing in the room. We have also had times of pastoring
children through seeing or hearing things that aren’t from God. This is
how culture is cultivated, and a culture where your children are interacting
with God and His kingdom is our prayer for you as well. (2013, x)
At Bethel Church, they are attempting to create a culture where children are expected to
experience God on a regular basis, realizing that it takes expectation, training and
pastoring in the area of discernment. They see this as a normal part of being a member of
God’s Kingdom.
Lenny La Guardia is the Executive Director at the Children’s Equipping Center in
Missouri. He says, “We have got to break the mindset of being adult focused and see the
children as part of the Kingdom of God.” Children can pray, intercede, feed the
poor…they are meant to be a part of the Kingdom of God as well. La Guardia says that
religion (when seen as rules, regulations, and tradition without relationship) can be the
biggest obstacle to introducing children to Jesus. Jesus said to let the little children come
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to Him (Mat 19:14). La Guardia believes this passage shows Jesus wants children to have
first-hand experiences with Him. La Guardia teaches that it is the same Holy Spirit
reaching adults that needs to also be introduced to the children, and that the church needs
to introduce the Kingdom of God to the children (2004).
Toledo is an itinerant minister, the Associate Director of The Justice Group, a
Senior Pastor along with her husband at Expression 58 (one of the churches where I did
research) and mother of three. A number of years ago, she had a vision she believes was
from God. In the vision, she saw a bride who had one side of her body atrophied. As she
prayed and asked God what this meant, she believes God showed her that this bride
represented the Bride of Christ6 (the Church) that is only half functioning. Children make
up about half of the numbers within the Church but they have not been taught how to be a
fully functioning part of the Church (or Body of Christ). She says, “We have to begin to
truly train the children to function within the Body on every level,” how to see God,
prophesy, be involved in helps ministry…working in every area with the adults, then the
Bride will be fully functioning. “We have to truly begin to teach them to exercise and
work within the Body, function within the Body together…Then the Bride is strong and
[can]…do what she’s called to do.” She connected this with Mal 4:6 and turning the
hearts of the fathers to the children, and the children to the fathers; that the generations
within the church are to work together (ca.2007).
Part of the rationale for expecting that children can have revelatory experiences
with God is the foundational belief of these individuals and ministries that encounters
with God should be a regular occurrence for all ages. Donna Johnson (2011), who
traveled with a tent revivalist as a child in the 60’s, wrote of her contrasting experiences.
Even though everyone was expected to experience the Holy Spirit, and she was

6 The Body of Christ and Bride of Christ are both metaphors used in the Bible to refer to the entire

Christian Church, in heaven and on earth (1 Cor 12:27, Eph 4:12, 2 Cor 11:2, Rev 21:9; 22:17).
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surrounded by a culture where many claimed to experience God on a regular basis, the
adults did not value the children’s perspectives or the kind of give-and-take dialogue that
is mentioned in the more current resources. Johnson claims she was forced to
“experience” God at times, and the value of taking time to specifically disciple and train
children as significant members of the Church was not there. Johnson tells of a time she
had to go to the bathroom during an alter call for youth. She was not allowed to request to
go to the bathroom, but was told to go to the front instead. She was not going of her own
desire. At the front however, she began to experience something, though she wasn’t sure
if it was God or not. She believes the adults around her misinterpreted what she was
experiencing, and then coerced her into acting and reacting in an “acceptable” way that
made them think she was “getting the Holy Ghost” (raising her arms, telling her what to
say so she could start speaking in tongues, etc.). She knew the actions expected of her
and the quicker she went through them, the sooner she’d be able to go to the bathroom, so
she played along. After she had snuck away to use the bathroom and came back to find
that she was no longer the focus of attention, she began to intentionally fake experiencing
the Holy Spirit in order to draw attention to herself. One of the adults was able to tell she
was faking it then, and gave her a warning, but there was no further follow-up of
instruction or discussion.
It is evident that the authors of the more recent materials value relationship and
dialogue with the children more than was seen in Johnson’s account. The more recent
authors value including children in the discernment process even as they work with them
to grow and learn. In comparison, Johnson was left confused at the end of the evening,
unsure if any of her experience was from God or not. She didn’t have anyone to talk
through the situation with, or perhaps even anyone who would have taken her questioning
seriously. From that point on, she wrestled with condemnation and confusion regarding
her relationship with God (2011, 179-183).
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Robeck’s theology does not specifically address including children in any part of
the discernment process. Thus, an underlying expectation for children to participate is not
evident. He does however emphasize that optimally, discernment should be done in
community, and in consideration of individuals growing in maturity (1994, 34, 35, 39).
Though most likely not written with children in mind, the aspect of community and
allowing for immaturity could be applied to involving children in the discernment
process.

Children Need to Be Trained
Building upon the foundational expectation that children can be expected to
experience God, there is also general agreement that children need to be taught how to
hear from God for themselves and what God is like. This cultivates a mentoring context.
They do not expect children to teach themselves how to hear from or recognize God, or
automatically know when it supposedly is God—though they wouldn’t be surprised if a
child somehow “knew” they’d heard from God at any age or with any level of training.
Fischer exhorts, “Remember, as with anything else, children need to be trained how to
enter into His presence. It is not automatic with them, and many times, depending on
their church experience, they need encouragement” (2014a, 12).
For training children to participate in ministering7 to others, Toledo believes there
should be a progression of training: initiate relationship with the child (if not already
existing), demonstrate ministry, do it with them, then release them to do it on their own
and allow them to make mistakes. She likens it to giving them shoes that are just a tad
bigger than they can fit into so they can grow into them. The emphasis is on working
together, in unity and community, learning to participate with and be empowered by the
Holy Spirit in ministry (ca.2007).
7 Through prophecy, prayer for healing, preaching, operating in the gifts of the Spirit, etc.
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There is no mention in any of the resources of children needing to be a certain age
before they can start being taught to hear from, discern, experience or be used by God. In
fact it is just the opposite. A number of the resources encourage starting as early as
possible. In Children and the Supernatural, Toledo goes so far as to encourage teaching
children from birth.
What if, from their birth, we taught our children how to continue to live
out of their spirits? What if we nurtured their spiritual sensitivity and
equipped them to never lose their discernment? What if we refused to
belittle what they saw and experienced by calling it ‘imagination’ and
instead raised them to think seeing and experiencing things in the spirit
was ‘normal’? As Matthew 5:8 says, ‘Blessed are the pure in heart, for
they will see God.’8 (2007, 33)
Fischer agrees and claims, “children are very intuitive, which is simply another
way of saying, ‘prophetic.’ They are already hearing, sensing, and seeing things, but they
don’t know it’s coming from our Heavenly Father because no one has taught them.”
Fischer points out the example of Eli, the high priest who explained to Samuel how he
was hearing from God, and that Samuel was “only a preschooler” (2014a, 9).
Montgomery is in agreement with Toledo and Fischer in believing children can
sense God from infancy, however she believes that humans also have discernment at birth
(though she gives no backing to that claim). She believes people lose their ability because
of the environment and sin, and thus have to recapture it through deepening relationship
with God (2006, 74).
Again, Robeck does not specifically address the inclusion of children in the
discernment process directly or speak of the importance of training children to learn to
discern God’s voice, however he states, “The church, after all, is a community of
believers, whose members are bound in relationship to all others (1 John 1:3, 6-7)” (1994,
47). The members of a church community are interdependent upon one another. Input
8 Later in this chapter is an example of Toledo’s daughter reportedly having had an experience

from God at age 14 months.
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from all of the members is important. It would thus behoove a community to train and
prepare their children to participate in the discernment process. For these communities,
training children for participating in discernment is (intentionally or not) encouraged.

Learning from the Example of Older Generations
In a number of the teachings there were exhortations to teachers and parents to
live out what they are teaching. Bethel Children’s Department says in the intro to their
lesson plans, not to buy their lessons unless “you desire to live a supernatural lifestyle in
front of the children you minister to” because one of their core values is to “not practice
what we preach” but to “preach what we practice” (2013, 2). This goes with their desire
to cultivate a culture where the “children are interacting with God and His kingdom” and
“In order for this to happen, we highly suggest that anyone teaching this curriculum have
some experience and knowledge of the prophetic” (Dahl 2013, x)
Fischer believes the home environment is important as well as what is taught at
church,
As we all know, that is a lifetime project even for adults to get accurate.
Much is going to depend on their home environment, and how much they
mess around with magic and witchcraft, and things of that nature. It’s not
a “lesson” that can be taught once or twice. Like character building, it’s
something the parent needs to deal with daily. So this means the parent
grasps the need to hear God’s voice and actively pursues discerning. The
kids probably won’t grow in this beyond their parents’ active
involvement.” (2014b)
And again, in the back of her lesson plan book on Hearing God’s Voice, Fischer
has a section entitled “Hearing God’s Voice Training Manual” that is the foundation for
all of her lessons. In this section, she asserts, “you cannot operate in any of the nine gifts
without knowing how to be led by the Spirit of God! The principles are all the same…It
should go without saying, you cannot teach your students something you have not
experienced yourself” (2014a, 172).
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There are a few sides to this argument. Lack of experience does not need to affect
what can be taught as true and possible. Tari and Dudley argue,
“When you are talking about the things concerning God, use your heart
and just believe them. Take them as they are and let God perform His
Word in you and experience it.” The main difference between science and
Christianity is this: science we must experience to believe; Christianity we
must believe to experience. (2013, 61)
Tari and Dudley believed someone did not have to have experienced something before
believing it is possible (belief and faith are covered in more depth further in this chapter).
There is Biblical support for Tari and Dudley’s position as well. Samuel was able
to be taught to hear and listen to God’s voice even in the context of a culture that was not
following God with their whole hearts and where “the word of the LORD was rare” (1
Sam 2 &3). Ilnisky, in her book on training children to be intercessors, goes so far as to
say that children may actually spur on their parents and mentors;
You don’t need to be a serious prayer warrior to encourage and release
your children in prayer, but I can guarantee you, encouraging and
releasing your children in prayer will be a great impetus to your own
prayer life! Experiencing the prayers of children who believe God with
simple faith and who trust Him to do mighty things has the power to spark
faith in us. (2012, 65)
On the other hand, the publisher of Tari and Dudley’s books asserts that aspects
of the surrounding culture can make experiencing God much easier. He makes an
interesting observation in the introduction, quoting “A local Methodist pastor in Bandung
[Indonesia], Rev. A.J.B. Thomas, [who] said, ‘These people… They always have lived in
the spirit world, and they readily understand the conflict between good and evil spirits.
With their childlike faith, miracles are not a problem for them’” (2013, 9). Thomas
believed a worldview that expected spiritual realities actually helped the people in
Indonesia to be particularly open to experiencing God in more charismatic ways once
they became Christians.
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Thus, creating a church/community culture where experiencing God is normal
among the adults would supposedly make it easier for children to enter into the same
lifestyle. However, that does not have to limit children from experiencing God more than
the adults. In fact, Gani Wiyono believes it was the lack of the generations working
together that helped bring the Indonesian revival of 1965 to an end. The interactions of
the younger “inexperienced laymen blessed with the spiritual gifts and power” with the
older church leaders who were not operating in the power and gifts, resulted in the older
leaders feeling threatened, criticized and challenged. In response, the older blocked the
younger from operating in their churches (2001, 288). Peters claims that the Gospel was
not preached holistically by the younger generation, and focused primarily on the
negative message of needing to forsake their evil ways, without sharing the good news of
the Gospel. He claims this ultimately resulted in many converts returning to paganism,
and that it was the authoritarian message of the revivalists that led those in authority to
resist them (1973, 101-102).
These arguments assert that the church in Indonesia could have been more
effective or fruitful if the generations would have learned to work together and learned
from each other, whether they were operating in the gifts or not, and if the younger could
have been taught to be more grounded in the Scripture (more on this below), the churches
would have grown stronger and perhaps the revival continued longer.
Yet again, Robeck’s theology does not address the issue of children or
specifically training children to discern God’s voice, thus it also does not touch on
whether the adults should be living and experiencing what they are teaching the children
in their communities. He does however, say that “Discernment is a gift which is given to
the whole church” and that “This judgment involves the whole church, even though some
may be more gifted in this and may give leadership to the community in its discernment”
(1994, 46, 47). If Robeck’s definition of community is taken to include children, his
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theology would then be in agreement in seeing the importance of the generations to work
together and learning from each other, even in varying levels of maturity.

Maturity Through Growing in Relationship
A point that these individuals and ministries made over and over again in varying
ways is that even if a child may have a revelatory experience, if they do not have a
relationship with Christ, it will be difficult for them to interpret or understand. They
believe that the child’s discernment matures through growing in relationship with Christ
and community. By relationship with Christ, the Mapes, when addressing the mentoring
of children particularly gifted with revelatory giftings, do not just mean that the children
have accepted Christ as their Savior, but also are coming “to know Him, know about
Him, and understand His ways.” The Mapes encourage parents to help the child “focus
more on relationship with God than on the revelatory gifts themselves,” saying that
“Intimacy with Him causes our giftings to grow, and so as their relationship with Him
increases, so will their understanding of their own unique giftings and how to operate in
them” (2009, 100).
Like the Mapes and others, Montgomery believes children having a relationship
with God is key. She says, “Discernment is an ability that we develop through an everdeepening intimacy with God,” and when people engage in a relationship with the Holy
Spirit, the Holy Spirit offers people the gift of intimacy, which further results in the
ability to discern. In this intimate relationship, one’s children build trust, becoming sure
of God’s promises, and begin to live out this relationship through faith (2006, 74).
Regarding interpreting and discerning what God is saying, Toledo stresses,
It is VERY important that you teach your child to lean on the Holy Spirit
for interpretation instead of just asking you. If your child sees or hears
something they don’t understand, have them go back and ask more
questions. It’s good at times to share your interpretation with them, but the
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idea is to get them dependent on the Holy Spirit for interpretation. (2007,
19)
For Toledo, children are to be allowed to practice as they are drawing closer to
God, learning more in relationship with Him, even as they use their parents as a “safety
net.” Toledo believes they need a safe place to practice and make mistakes, that
discernment is not a one time learning event, it is a muscle to be trained (2007, 22).
Toledo encourages parents that “Even if you’re having a hard time making sense of what
they are hearing…don’t give up!” To help the child grow in discernment, Toledo says
even if “you doubt the origin of what they heard, don’t discourage them. Talk to them
about just giving back what they heard to Jesus and if it is His will, He will make it
happen and even bring them more confirmation.” In this way, Toledo believes they are
helping the children test the experience and press in themselves, to see if it is really from
God rather than simply relying on someone else to tell them. Toledo also encourages the
parent and/or child to keep a record of what the child hears so that it can be looked back
at later and seen if it proved to be true, and thus of God (28). Toledo believes that as
children build a relationship with God and know more of His Word, it will help them to
grow in discernment (13).
No matter the age children are, the Bethel Children’s Department encourages the
teachers to keep an encouraging environment that gives room for growing in maturity.
“know that it’s ok to get it wrong. Sometimes you’ll get it wrong, and you’ll find a lot of
times you’ll get it right, and you’ll just get better as you practice. It will be key to keep an
encouraging environment for the kids…as they practice” (2013, 8).
When there was what some called a revival in Pensacola, Florida at the
Brownsville Assembly of God the children were said to be affected along with the adults,
with many children experiencing various “manifestations” of the Holy Spirit such as
shaking, falling on the ground. Lane, the children’s pastor at the time (1995), believed
that not all of the manifestations of the children were necessarily from God. He pointed
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out that in the process of maturing some children might fake experiences with God for
various reasons, such as out of zeal or to draw attention to themselves, such as Johnson
did (2011, 179-183). Lane and his wife prayed and asked for guidance and discernment if
they were unsure of the source of the manifestations. However, if they realized or sensed
that the child was only playing as they would “play house” or “play school” with their
peers, imitating the adults, they saw this as harmless and natural, a part of growing up
(1998, 91-93).
Leach makes an interesting point to remember even in the midst of maturing, that
for anyone to share a revelation from God with 100% accuracy is pretty close to
impossible. As Leach puts it, “Rarely is it like reading a script that God has inspired
verbatim: most of the time an idea or impression needs to be clothed in words or drawn
out by a human being, who will put the stamp of their own personality on it.” This
human/divine mixture “means that a pure one hundred degree proof prophecy is a very
rare if not non-existent thing. Most of the time there will be a mixture of what is from
God and what is from us (and it will not necessarily be bad for that)” (2001, 92). Thus,
humility is an important component to be taught to children, as well as the wisdom of
encouraging children to check with those the child has prophesied to. As Toledo says,
children are bound to make mistakes at some point or another and one needs to be able to
admit mistakes, and also realize it’s okay to make mistakes (2007, 38). As part of
growing in discernment through relationship with community, Toledo encourages that the
children should ask those they give words to9 for feedback – whether they felt
encouraged by God, if the message made sense, did the recipient think it was from God,
etc. (41).

9 Among charismatic, nondenominational churches, it is common to use the term “word” or “word
from God” to describe any kind of revelatory message perceived to be from God. It is usually used in
reference to a perceived revelation that is to be shared for the benefit of someone else, i.e. “That child
received a word for her friend.”
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Mentioned earlier, discernment is something that can be practiced by all in the
church, but there are some that are particularly gifted in this area (Robeck 1994, 46-47).
According to Robeck, “since gifts come as a manifestation of grace, they often come in
fresh ways in the mature and the immature alike. They come irrespective of personal
claims of sanctification or of piety” (38). I do not believe this excludes the claims made
by the authors and speakers above who say that maturity and a greater ability to discern
comes largely through developing a relationship with God. Robeck’s assertion simply
means that people (and by association children) can have and use the gift of discernment
even if they are immature.

Summary
The assumptions and beliefs of the authors/speakers above are very different than
the assumption I expected to find; that these authors/speakers would believe children
needed the adults to do all the discerning for them. These authors and ministers generally
agree that within a Christian community:
•

A foundational expectation is needed that children can hear from God

•

Children need to be trained to hear from and experience God

•

What the older generations say and practice in their own lives is an important
part of training children to hear from and experience God

•

Children will grow in discernment as they grow in relationship with God in
the context of the wider community.

Robeck’s theology does not specifically address including children in any part of
the discernment process. However his stress on involving the whole community and
leaving room for the immature to be involved does not exclude children and can in fact
leave room for including them in the whole discernment process (1994, 34, 35, 39, 4647). Because Robeck does not mention children, he thus does not mention the need to
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expect children to be able to hear from God, train them to discern, be an example to them,
or that it is important for them to grow in relationship with God in order to grow in
discernment. However the fact that Robeck states, “The church, after all, is a community
of believers, whose members are bound in relationship to all others (1 John 1:3, 6-7)”
(1994, 47), shows his theology would be open to and could potentially embrace the need
for the adults to at least be an example to the children and train children to participate in
discernment.
In addition, all of these assumptions and beliefs looked at so far hint at correlating
aspects of the discernment process described by Robeck that overlap with the applied
practices to be looked at next. These correlating aspects of the discernment process are:
the importance of character, motivation, fruit and submission, Scriptural integrity, the
centrality of Christ, and all within the context of community.

Applied Practices: How and What Children Can Supposedly Be Taught
This next section looks at how the authors/speakers of the more recent resources
show their assumptions and beliefs applied. As with the assumptions and beliefs, the
applied practice category divisions are also somewhat artificial, with themes of some of
them also overlapping each other. The main themes that surfaced are:
•

Teaching children to expect God to speak10 to them

•

Teaching children what God is like by learning about:
o His character is seen in the Bible and evidenced through fruit
o The ways He is seen to operate and speak in the Bible
o The general content of the Bible

•

The supremacy of the Bible

10 Throughout this paper, the concept of God “speaking” to someone can refer to the delivery of

any kind of message in any form (i.e., through words, impressions, parables, messengers, circumstances,
etc).
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•

The centrality of Christ

All of discernment discussed revolves around learning about God and growing in
relationship to Him, based on an understanding that God’s intention is to speak to His
people, give good gifts, and can be trusted, as based on Luke 11:13.

Faith and Expectation Are Key
Multiple times, many of the recent resources speak of the importance of teaching
children, without reservation, to expect God to answer their requests for Him to speak to
them. This topic of faith and expectation came through as one of the strongest themes in
the more recent resources. Simple childlike belief and faith was also a repeated and
emphasized theme in Tari and Dudley’s book about the 1965 revival in Indonesia (2013,
9,61,77).
In Dahl’s curriculum, before having the children listen for God’s voice the first
time, the teacher is instructed to say, “Because prophecy is a gift, it is not a reward, that
means you don’t have to do anything special to get it. All you do is ask God for it. So
let’s ask Him!” (2013, 11).
The children are to be told all they have to do is ask for the gift of prophecy and
they will receive it. Foundational to this expectation is the belief that God is a loving
Father who gives good gifts to those who ask (as per Mat 7:7-11).11 The children are
taught not to doubt that God will answer their prayers to hear His voice because He is a
good Father. Through this teaching, they are supposedly learning more about God’s
character as well. One of Dahl’s initial exercises is to have the children “ask God for

11 “Ask, and it will be given to you; seek, and you will find; knock, and it will be opened to you.
For everyone who asks receives, and he who seeks finds, and to him who knocks it will be opened. Or what
man is there among you who, if his son asks for bread, will give him a stone? Or if he asks for a fish, will
he give him a serpent? If you then, being evil, know how to give good gifts to your children, how much
more will your Father who is in heaven give good things to those who ask Him!” (NKJV 1996, c1982).
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three words about themselves that will Build Them Up, Cheer Them Up, or Draw Them
Near.” After they have their words, the teacher is told,
Do not ask them “Did any of you hear a word from God?” Instead, ask
them “What word did you hear?” This is a very important question to
know. If you ask them “Did any of you hear,” you give them room to
question whether they heard or not. The other question shows that you are
expecting God has spoken to them, and that they heard him.
Another good way to ask is, “What was the first word you thought
of or that came to your mind?” A good rule to follow and tell the children
is, “If you ask God to talk to you, when you hear something you aren’t
allowed to think you made it up.” (2013, 12)
These writers and speakers believe the children may indeed hear from other
sources or may need to be mentored/pastored through various hindrances (they talk about
this elsewhere), but they are reinforcing a core lesson that God does want to speak to
them and will. They believe it helps when children come from an attitude of faith versus
fear. These writers and ministers believe God is more likely to speak to the children than
the children are likely to hear from another source.
Indeed, Dahl continues on, saying that if,
a child is having trouble seeing, hearing, or feeling God, one thing that
could be happening is they are thinking they are making it up…
Another thing that often happens is they may be trying too hard.
Pray for the child again, and ask them what the first thing that comes to
them is. For example, pray, “What’s the first thing that came to your
mind?” This will help them to simply recognize what they are seeing, and
it won’t let them work too hard for it. (2013, 23)
Fischer agrees that faith and expectancy is an important aspect of what will help
children start to hear from God. She says three keys are:
1) Teaching them God wants to and will speak to them, and how He will
do it,
2) As the teacher, believing they can and will hear, and
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3) Simply providing an opportunity for them to spread their wings and try.
(2014a, 173)
Fischer also echoes Dahl’s instructions to teachers of the need to teach the kids with
confidence that God will answer,
When you are preaching or teaching, always talk as confidently about
them hearing His voice—as you are confident the sun will come up in the
morning. Don’t say, “It might happen,” or “We hope it happens,” but
rather, “It will happen, and when it does, here’s what you do.”…One of
the greatest keys we can give you in this manual about developing a
listening ear in your children is simply believe it’s going to happen! Every
time you step into your classroom and begin teaching, just assume God is
going to move in your service that day! If you believe it, your kids will
believe it. They will take their cues from you. If you are doubtful, they
will be the first ones to pick up on that and they will immediately be
doubtful as well. (174)
Montgomery also has faith that God will speak to children saying, “Because he
[God] is faithful, our children will learn to hear his voice and to distinguish it from their
own, and from the misleading words of the enemy”12 (2006, 73). And Price has the
following to say about expectation and discernment when calling the children to respond
to Jesus regarding giving Him their lives in greater ways, whatever way that may be,
First, whenever the Gospel message is proclaimed, I expect the Holy Spirit
to be at work. On most occasions where it is appropriate, I seek to give an
opportunity for my audience to respond. I am learning to trust the integrity
of children, encouraging them to discern whether or not God is asking
something of them, listening to the voice of the Spirit within. (1996, 100)
In other words, Price trusts that God will encounter the children when the Gospel
is proclaimed, and that children will recognize God’s promptings.
In Eyes that See and Ears that Hear, Toledo aims to teach parents how to help
their children hear from God and how to discern whether it is God or not. Like others
above, she starts by talking about the importance of beginning in a place of faith and
expectation, believing that “If we call out to God and ask him to speak to us, he will be
12 In charismatic circles, “enemy” is a general reference to Satan/the Devil or any of his demonic

forces (as a singular entity, group, or in toto).
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faithful to answer us and tell us great and unsearchable (hidden) things that we could
never have known!” (based on Jeremiah 33:3) (2007, 10). She expects God to answer,
and teaches the children to do likewise. She returns to the importance of faith throughout
the book, going so far as to say that “if you don’t believe that you’re going to hear from
God, you probably won’t.” And like Fischer and Dahl, Toledo admonishes,
After you’ve prayed and asked God to speak to you and something pops
into your mind, you are NOT ALLOWED TO THINK YOU MADE IT
UP! You must trust that God is speaking to you! You must have faith and
believe that God is speaking to you even if it sounds silly or doesn’t make
any sense. (15)
After asking God, she encourages children to “pay attention to all the different
ways God can speak. Pay attention to what you’re feeling, sensing, seeing, hearing, etc.”
(2007, 17). However, if something seems obviously evil, “you just throw that junk out,
and ask God to cleanse you and protect you from the lies of the enemy, and jump right
back in there” (15).
As a whole, Toledo’s main teaching on discernment in this book seems to be to
ask God to speak, and then trust that He will, and is answering. When a child
experiences, hears or sees something, as long as it’s not bad, is not against what’s in the
Bible, and shows the fruit of God’s character, then she says it can be assumed it is God
because He is faithful and a loving Father who wants to talk to people and will always
speak to them if they ask (2007). Toledo reinforces that the Bible teaches Christians are
His sheep and His sheep hear and know His voice, so if a person is a Christian, they can
all hear His voice, they just have to tune in to hear. She says that He’s always speaking,
He’s the Word and that a person needs to have faith first (ca.2007).
Walters, in Kids in Combat, repeatedly talks about sharing with children, praying
for them to be baptized in the Holy Spirit and then waiting in expectation, believing that
God would show up. Sometimes they have waited up to twenty minutes in faith,
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believing God would encounter the children. So when children start to weep, confess
their sins, fall down seemingly under the power of God’s Spirit, laughing, and see
visions, etc., they believe it’s God answering their prayers. They have an expectation and
claim to see results, giving fruit of healings, changed lives and validated revelation as
confirmation that these children truly did experience God (1992, 55, 57, 96-97). In
Walters’ concluding summary of this book, he comes back to the issue of faith,
confirming, “This has been a book about faith.” He believes that childlike faith is key
(101).
As has been shown, the authors/speakers of these more recent resources point to
faith being the foundation of how hearing from God should be taught to children. Once
that is laid, more teaching can be built upon it.
Looking back further in history, just as Dahl referenced Mat 7:7-11 that talks
about God being a good Father who gives good gifts, H.A. Baker references Luke’s
parallel passage when discussing the issue of discernment during what they saw as an
outpouring of God’s Spirit13 on their children’s home in China in the 1920’s;
From the very beginning the manifestations of the Spirit, the visions, and
the revelations carried everything into the supernatural realm so far
beyond our own limited knowledge or experience of supernatural matters
that Mrs. Baker and I confessed to each other that these things had already
passed to the place where the only resource we had was to believe that
God was bigger than the devil. We took refuge behind the promise of God
that we had before found safe, the promise that those who sought the
Father for bread would not get a stone; those who sought a fish would not
get a serpent; those who sought an egg would not get a scorpion; those
who with pure motives, like these children, sought the Holy Spirit would
not get evil things or demons, but would get exactly what they sought, the
Holy Spirit. (Lu. 11:13)

13 The term, “outpouring of God’s Spirit,” is used by charismatics and pentecostals to refer to a
specific time and place where they believe God has given an increased portion of His Spirit to a group of
individuals. The seminal “outpouring” being the day of Pentecost in the book of Acts. It is marked by an
increased measure of what is believed to be God’s presence and actions among and through His people.
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In all the succeeding weeks God proved that promise true. Since
He had proven that promise to us before, it set us free from anxiety as we
saw and heard the wonderful things of God that took place…. (ca.1950,
14)
When there were manifestations we did not understand we kept
praying and trusting the Lord, but decided not to interfere unless we
clearly saw something that was harmful or sinful. After eight weeks of
wonderful manifestations of the Holy Spirit we were most thankful that
we had allowed such liberty among the children. We saw how
marvelously the Lord had led them, and things we did not understand at
first proved to be part of the Lord’s plan in giving us some of the most
wonderful and precious revelations. (64-65)
The experiences of the children were beyond the adults’ and children’s personal
experiences, beyond logic and their ability to reason, they believed they had to lean fully
on God and trust in His goodness and greatness. They claimed they were free not to live
in a place of anxiety or fear, but in a blessed and joyful place of wonder as they enjoyed
all that God was doing.
Though faith and expectation are believed to be foundational keys, the more
recent resources also talk about the need to check the revelatory experiences against
God’s Word and His character, but that does not exclude coming to God and starting
from a position of faith. This will be spelled out more below but is explained somewhat
in the documentary Holy Ghost, by Darren Wilson. In this film, a number of pastors and
ministers talk about the process of taking risks and learning to hear the voice of the Holy
Spirit. The following are some applicable comments made in the film:
When you begin to hear the Holy Spirit, there’s all these questions going
on…is that really the Holy Spirit…and really, it’s the fruit of it. Is the fruit
revealing that you did listen to Holy Spirit? He says to Moses, He says,
‘Come out to worship me on this mountain, and when you come out to
worship me on this mountain, then you will know that I have spoken to
you.’ It’s after the fact. So you do what God tells you. You listen to the
Voice, and when there’s fruit there, you realize, Yes, I did hear Holy Spirit
[-Jamie Galloway, Pastor of East Gate Church, Philadelphia, PA]. (2014)
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Will Hart, of Hart Ministries emphasizes that people have to grow in hearing the
Holy Spirit and growing comes from risk taking. He says, “You have to miss it, so you
actually know what it sounds like when He is speaking.” And Heidi Baker
(granddaughter-in-law of H.A. Baker and co-founder of Iris Ministries) likens learning to
hear the Holy Spirit to learning a new language. She says, “Think about how you learn a
language, the way you learn a language is you become childlike. You listen. You’re not
afraid to make mistakes. If you’re arrogant, and you’re proud, you can’t learn a language
well. Because you’re too afraid to make a mistake” (Wilson 2014). These sources are
saying it is not before a person hears that they will know; it is after they hear and test it.
They say a person must take the risk and hear something before they can test it.
Once the foundation of faith and expectation in God’s desire to talk with the
children has been established, the more recent authors/speakers continue on with other
applied practices of how and what they believe children should be taught in order to
encounter God and discern the resulting experience. They are discussed in the sections
just below.
As mentioned before, Robeck’s theology does not specifically address teaching
children. However, his pentecostal theology assumes that people can hear from God and
discern by the Holy Spirit (1994, 4). Thus, in that way, both Robeck’s theology and the
recent authors/speakers agree in their underlying assumptions that God can speak to
people and enable them to discern by the Holy Spirit.

Three Sources of Perceived Revelation
The more recent authors/speakers since 1980 talk about the importance of
teaching children about three potential sources from which they might “hear.” Generally
speaking, the three categories are God, “the enemy” (anything demonic or seen as
coming from the devil), and ourselves. They believe that by teaching children how to
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identify these sources, children will be better able to discern for themselves if their
experience is from God or a different source.
This teaching aligns with Robeck’s view of discernment being a testing of the
source (1994, 36, 37). Each of the authors/speakers talks about it slightly differently. One
of the ways Fischer instructs people to teach discernment is by doing exercises that help
kids distinguish between statements that speak to the mind (head), emotions (chest/heart),
or spirit (gut/stomach) (2014a, 178). The scriptural bases of these category divisions is
not clear, and in this instance, she does not mention the demonic as a possible source,
though she does discuss that elsewhere.
Price mentions the potential of an evil source as one of the main “three sources of
revelation: the human spirit, the Holy Spirit and unclean spirits,” (1996, 127). Toledo
also talks about the three sources of “voices” within a person’s head as being “God’s
Voice,” “Satan’s Voice,” and “Our Voice” (2007, 12). God’s voice line’s up with the
Word of God and is not confusing. Satan’s makes people fearful, and is lying,
demanding, and makes people feel bad or unsafe. The human voice is very much about
one’s self; self-protecting (ca.2007).
Besides knowing and learning about the sources, Caldwell instructs children on
how to test the source, or potential spirits/Spirit behind what they hear in a way that
seems to be based on 1 John 4:1-3. She points out testing the spirits is important because
Satan likes to imitate God and try to confuse or trick people. To make sure a person is not
being tricked, she says they,
can also test to see if what you are encountering is from the Holy Spirit.
Say something like the following: “To the spirit who just told me that, do
you worship and obey Jesus Christ as your Lord and Savior and worship
Him and Him alone? Tell me now, in Jesus’ name.” If you hear a definite
“yes,” it is from Holy Spirit. Or you may hear nothing definite but feel a
sense of peace. That is most likely Holy Spirit, too. Other times, when you
ask the question you might get something freaky or an instant bad feeling.
That should tell you where it’s coming from. Using this question will
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usually help you figure out whether what you experience is from Jesus or
the other side. (2011, 121)
There is a definite lack of attention to theological accuracy in Caldwell’s
instructions when she encourages them to “Say something like the following: …do you
worship and obey Jesus Christ as your Lord and Savior and worship Him and Him
alone?” (2011, 121) and expects the Holy Spirit to say yes. The test in 1 John 4:1-3 is
whether or not the spirit “confesses that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh” (NKJV 1996,
c1982) and she will not find verses to back up a claim that spirits, Holy Spirit or
otherwise will claim Jesus as their Savior, which may be explanation as to why she
senses only peace versus an outright, “yes,” from the Holy Spirit who knows what her
intentions are. Nevertheless, her point is taken. It also leads in to the next aspect of
discernment that is given importance by the more recent authors, the centrality of Christ.

Ways to Hear from God and What He “Sounds”14 Like
Expanding on the teaching about the three sources, and coinciding with the value
of training kids with a strong emphasis on the “genuine” versus “the false,” the more
recent resources focus a lot of attention on understanding how God speaks and what it
“sounds” like to hear from God. Even though the focus is on the genuine, they do look
deeply at the importance of children learning characteristics of God and how they
contrast to the “enemy’s” characteristics. The belief is that the more the children know
what God is like and how He “speaks,” and how His voice contrasts to the enemy’s in
various ways, the easier it will be for children to recognize when God is supposedly
speaking to them.
Fischer says, “Most of the time He [God] simply speaks through feelings, or
subtle ideas and thoughts in our hearts” (2014a, 42). She extrapolates upon this way of
14 The word “sounds” does not refer specifically to what is heard audibly, but rather what

identifying characteristics of an experience are that would identify something as being from God or not.
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hearing or discerning by encouraging kids to test whether they “felt the red light (guilty
conscience, knot in stomach, or tornado), the green light (peace, calm, good, warm
feelings), or the yellow light (confusion) in regards to decisions they made or actions they
took sometime in their lives” —all of this should be sensed in their spirit (vs. the mind,
etc.). In another lesson, Fischer talks specifically about peace using Isa 55:12, saying
peace “is repeatedly set before us as a standard and an earmark of God’s presence and
will for our lives…one of the clear signs of God’s guidance in our lives” (2014a, 52-53).
This would relate to discernment talked about in Col 3:15 “And let the peace (soul
harmony which comes) from the Christ rule (act as umpire continually) in your hearts—
deciding and settling with finality all questions that arise in your minds—[in that peaceful
state] to which [as members of Christ’s] one body you were also called [to live]. And be
thankful—appreciative, giving praise to God always” (AMP 1980, c1965),
Robeck’s theology includes the fruit of peace as a determining factor (1994, 3738) which could be considered akin to his concept of trans-rational knowing as well. He
cites 1 Cor 14:33, “God is not a God of confusion but of peace.” Though he seems to
mention this more in the context of how revelation is given from one person or group to
another person or group, and the impact it has upon the recipient(s), (1994, 38) it can be
carried over to children hearing the revelation for themselves as well.
In teaching kids to discern, Fischer also points out that God’s voice will never be
one that pressures a person like a bully. It is the enemy who would try to move a person
by fear, confusion and doubts (2014a, 32). God may lead them through what she calls a
“magnetic pull of the Spirit” towards someone in their hearts (180). Or God may speak to
them through scriptures that have the “green light” feel to them for a specific situation
(181). Fischer says the Bible can be used to help interpret dreams and visions (182-183),
and though it’s not meant to be used for specific directional words in the moment, it can
be a guideline for all discernment (76).
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Leach, who oversaw a church children’s ministry and is an itinerant minister
training other children’s ministry leaders, is from a charismatic Anglican tradition in the
U.K. In training kids to hear from God, she mentions the need to teach on the “variety of
ways in which God spoke to people in Bible times. Visions, dreams, angels, trances,
audible voices and even on one occasion a donkey’s voice” (2001, 90).
To help them in being able to discern if they are receiving revelation from God,
Leach teaches the children that revelation can come in five different ways that she
(…learned from John Wimber’s ministry): you see it (a mental picture),
you hear it (in your mind or even audibly), you feel it (a sensation or pain
in a particular part of your own body which may help identify a need for
healing in someone else, or sometimes a sense of what God feels about a
particular situation), you know it (just an overwhelming certainty about
something), or you say it (it comes out of your mouth before your brain
has had time to intervene and tell you you’re making it up). (2001, 91)
Another aspect of discernment that Leach talks about is that when a picture or
image is not understood or doesn’t seem complete—and thus is not being verified or
cannot be verified by anyone—the child can ask God for more information, which then,
Leach has seen, provides a more complete picture on a situation in need of prayer or
ministry. This then helps discern that it was God speaking to the child. Leach has seen
this work numerous times (2001, 92-93). Leach’s instruction matches with Toledo’s
encouragement to have children ask God for more information when the picture or idea is
not complete enough to verify or understand (Toledo 2007, 14, 19).
In describing how God talks to people, Toledo talks about the “image center,” or
imagination, as one of the places God speaks to people. She encourages the children that
the cleaner they keep their “image center” the easier it will be for them to hear from God.
She teaches that Satan “has tried to trick many people by telling them that their
imagination is just ‘silly,’ ‘not real,’ ‘foolish,’ etc., but the reality is that our imagination
is a gift from God that can be used for God’s glory” (2007, 16). She explains that they
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may see into the spirit realm with their natural eyes or in their “image center” (like a
dream, vision or picture that pops into a person’s head) (44). She encourages parents to
just focus on the “Kingdom of Light” and “talk very little about the kingdom of darkness
unless your child is seeing in that realm,” and if they are seeing in that realm, she
provides guidelines for helping the child deal with that (45).
Toledo also talks about knowing the wide variety of ways God speaks so the
children can learn to recognize Him speaking to them. “Audible Voice,” “Inner Audible
Voice,” “Whisper,” “Spontaneous Thought,” “Feelings or Impressions,” “Knowing,”
“Scripture,” “Other People,” “Signs,” “Pictures,” “Nature,” and “Art,” but she goes
beyond all of them and admits that “The reality is that God can speak in so many ways;
He’s even spoken through a donkey before! Each of us hears in a unique way, too! God
wants us to learn to hear Him in all the ways that He speaks and to always be listening for
Him” (2007, 11). She also talks about how God will talk to people in symbolically unique
ways to each person, for instance, “If you like super heroes, God can speak to you
through a vision of Superman. If you like sports, God can speak to you in sports lingo…”
etc. (15).
Toledo tells what God’s voice is like using scripture and putting it into
terminology children can understand. She summarizes Ps 29:4; Heb 4:12; Ps 12:6; Ps
119:103, 130, 160 in the following ways.
When God speaks, it is awesome! His voice is powerful…When He talks,
it is not just sounds, but substance…all kinds of cool things stuck to them
like life, and joy, and health…There is absolutely no evil, no deception in
his voice…His words give light and understanding; that means that God is
not confusing or tricky. He is clear and easy to understand. Everything He
says is true—he will never ever lie to you or be mean or hurt you. His
voice is so peaceful and kind, and you can always trust what He says.
(2007, 15)
In Toledo’s chapter on “The Gift of Seeing,” Toledo provides more teaching on
how to discern what is of God and what is of the enemy by comparing the characteristics
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of the “Kingdom of Light and the kingdom of darkness.” She shares that “The Kingdom
of Light is God’s Kingdom, and it is full of love, joy, peace, healing, angels, knowledge,
wisdom…In a similar way, the kingdom of darkness is active in the spirit realm around
us as well. The kingdom of darkness is Satan’s kingdom and is full of sin, anger, sadness,
sickness, demons, and many other awful things” (2007, 43).
Many of the authors/speakers looked at in this chapter, in some way or another,
base their guidelines on knowing if revelation is from God or not on the guidelines on
prophecy that are found in 1 Cor 14. This would be included under Robeck’s aspects of
determining the source by looking at the form, fruit and content to see if it is Biblical, and
has character and fruit that are evident of God’s nature (1994, 33,37-38).
In her chapter on “Hearing God for Others,” Toledo talks about the character of
God that will always be present in anything God gives someone to tell another person.
Referencing Paul’s encouragement to “Follow the way of love” in 1 Cor 14:1, she says
“True prophecy is always rooted and grounded in love…” (2007, 37). She believes that
when a child understands this, it can help them discern whether something they are
seeing or hearing is truly from God. From 1 Cor 14:315 she tells more about what
prophecy should look like, characteristics that will help the child to discern if what they
are hearing or seeing is from God – prophecy is to “strengthen,” “encourage” and
“comfort” (38).
In the Dahls’ lessons from The ABCD’s of Prophecy, Lesson 1 focuses on “how
to recognize when it is God talking” (2013, 1). As Toledo did, they also use 1 Cor 14:3 as
a guideline to know if something is from God or not. The Dahls’ definitions for the
children are as follows, emphasizing that prophecy will always do one or one or more of
them:

15 “But he who prophesies speaks edification and exhortation and comfort to men” (NKJV 1996,

c1982).
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Edification— “To Build-Up”
Exhortation— “To Cheer-Up”
Comfort— “To Draw-Near.” (3)
In another lesson, the Dahls expand on what prophecy can do, saying it sets
people free to be who God has made them to be. As an example, Dahl uses the story of
Saul prophesied over and anointed as king by Samuel, after which, Saul’s heart was
changed (2013, 32).
Fischer contrasts the two “sides” to show the difference between God and Satan’s
work. She has a lesson on “The Enemy’s Counterfeit.” It focuses on mainly being able to
tell the difference between God and Satan’s work when it is very obvious, i.e., “Satan
tries to find people to help him bring hurt, pain, destruction, and death through
counterfeit strength. But God, through power in the name of Jesus, will use us to bring
love, joy, peace, and life to others if we let Him!” (2014a, 147-157).
Leach teaches children that the “Enemy” doesn’t want the children to speak God’s
words and encourage other people so he will try to discourage them and convince them
they are only making up what they think they’re hearing from God. This can help
children discern the “Enemy” discouraging them and they learn to ignore those thoughts
(2001, 93).
Caldwell has a chapter on the “Seven Spirits of God” in her training manual for
kids. Though it is not overtly stated in the chapter, based on what is said in her chapter
about knowing the enemy it is her intention to help youth know more of what God is like
so they can recognize Him at work. In the chapter on the Seven Spirits, Caldwell covers
the Seven Spirits of God referred to in the book of Revelation and Isa 11:2 and gives
descriptions “of what it is like to walk under the empowerment or anointing of each one”
of the Seven Spirits (2011, 127).
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So far in this discussion on applied practices, numerous aspects of discernment
can be seen often combined and applied in various ways and in different situations. There
is no “one formula” of discernment given by any of the sources, including Robeck. As
does Robeck, the recent resources weave together learning what God is like through the
Scriptures (the supremacy of the Scriptures), looking at fruit that correlates with the
Scriptural descriptions, the litmus tests of edification, encouragement and comfort (1 Cor
14:3), being led by God’s peace and learning together in community. Both also speak of
learning greater discernment through their own experiences with God, or growing in
relationship with God. Robeck’s references to “experience” are two-fold and correlate
with the recent resources. One can use one’s own experience or relationship with God as
a reference (Robeck 1994, 47), and one can have an experience or sense of assurance, or
what Caldwell would call, “just a knowing in your gut” (2011, 83).16
It is believed that there is no one formula because discernment is the process of
identifying the work or words of some One, and supposedly the more a child knows God
through relationship with God, Scripture and the wisdom passed on from those ahead in
maturity, the easier it will be for the children to identify God in action and voice.

Scripture
The importance of Scripture weaves through all of the discernment methods,
whether it is learning of the centrality of Christ, used as a reference for what God is like
or how discernment should and can be done in the first place. Scripture can be used not
just to test what was said, but to test how it was said and what the results or fruit are. The
importance of Scripture is an undisputed aspect of discernment across the Body of Christ,
16 Robeck describes the role of the trans-rational intuition as “intuition,…trans-rationality, or the
experience of assurance,…a flash of insight, a sudden impulse of recognition, or a divine revelation even
independent of rationality or conceptual process,” or even “a deep-seated sense of feeling which validates
the claim” (Robeck 1994, 43).
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and the different authors and ministers studied talk about various ways the Bible is to be
used. At the core of it however, is the belief that God will never go against His Word, the
Bible (Robeck 1994, 31). When teaching children to prophecy, Price teaches them that
Scripture “is the measure by which to judge if something is true or false. If someone has a
‘message’ from God now, the first test to see if it is true is to see if it goes against what
the Bible says” (1996, 124).
Fischer makes it clear that the Bible is meant to be used as a guideline for all
discernment. She says they “need to learn from the beginning to weigh what they are
seeing and hearing against truths they have learned in the Bible, which is a lifetime
process” (2014a, 76). Fischer also states that the Bible can be used to help interpret
dreams and visions (and that parents and adults can help them learn to interpret) (182183). As mentioned previously, Fischer believes that “by teaching them the real voice of
God, and constantly encouraging them to read their Bibles, pray, etc, that they will [l]earn
to spot the counterfeit” (2014b). In Caldwell’s chapter on “Intimacy with Christ,” she
talks about the importance of a person knowing the Bible so they can “compare anything
that happens to you with what happened in the Bible” (2011, 121).
Toledo also teaches that the Bible can be used as a guideline because God would
never go against it. Like Fischer, Toledo talks of the importance of garnering the help of
adults they trust who are more mature in knowing the Bible and character of God in order
to help them discern what they are hearing or experiencing (2007, 14). Working together
to learn and discern with people of greater maturity relates to Robeck’s discussion about
leaving room for immaturity as well as to the Biblical quality of working together as a
community to discern (1994, 34-35,38).
Leach speaks of the importance of Scripture and how the community can work
together to help the child grow in their discernment. She says, “The Bible is very clear
that anything claiming to be a so-called prophetic revelation should be tested,
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and…children should be taught the importance of this…to look to it as their final
authority” (2001, 97). She talks about the importance of the adults around the children,
coaching and encouraging them along their journey of knowing God and understanding
His heart. She encourages discussing the experiences the children have in the context of
what is written in the Bible, helping to recognize when it has been God that has spoken to
them (91, 97).
Referring to her evangelical upbringing, Leach points back to the Bible when
looking at how to teach children how God may speak to them. She also talks of the need
for facilitating an atmosphere where the children can practice hearing from God in the
ways they are taught about. She says she was
often told that prayer was a two-way thing, and that they should listen to
God as well as speak to him. But few of us were ever given any idea about
how this might happen, other than the possibility of Bible verses jumping
out and hitting us. It is curious that with such a high degree of emphasis
placed on the Bible, we failed to notice the sheer variety of ways in which
God spoke to people in Bible times. Visions, dreams, angels, trances,
audible voices and even on one occasion a donkey’s voice: all these were
used by God to speak to his people. So why the limit? Teaching on God
speaking, and the ways in which we might hear him, needs to be built into
the curriculum of the children’s ministry, and it needs to be backed up
with workshop-style sessions where the children can begin to experience
for themselves what they’re learning about. (2001, 90-91)
Roberts Liardon, who recorded his childhood journey to heaven, saw citing
numerous scriptures as important to back up various parts of his experience (1983,
5,9,10,22). Historically, it is also not surprising to find the importance of scripture used in
the earlier part of the 20th century as well. H.A. Baker backs up the very idea of having
God-given visions and revelations with scriptural precedence. Baker says that,
The true Church, begun in this manner, exists to the present day because
just such supernatural manifestations formed the cradle in which it was
born and nursed into vigorous life…These trances, visions, revelations,
and supernatural manifestations are normal experiences in the
supernaturally founded, supernaturally filled, and supernaturally directed
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Church of the New Testament, the only Church the Bible tells or foretells
anything about. (ca.1950, 4, 8, emphasis in original)
He gives scriptures about Paul and John’s visions and revelations of heaven to validate
the various visions of heaven the children had (51).
In a number of the earlier records I looked at, when the aspect of scripture was
lacking, there was a balance that was lost, and those having seemingly charismatic
experiences were more susceptible to destructive error (some of this I have mentioned
earlier in the “Surrounding Culture” section). Some of Knox’s criticisms of “enthusiasm”
in the late 19th and early 20th century were accurately pointed toward those who upheld
personal experiences over Scriptural truth (1959, 577). Peters notes that though “It is
neither scientific nor theological to discount the significance of dreams and visions”
(Peters believes they can be used by God at least among “primitive people”), “Visions
and dreams often have misguided people and led to serious disruptions in the church. The
church in Timor has suffered from visionaries and dreamers, and the church at large must
realize that its sure guide is the written Word of God” (1973, 27-28).
However, Scripture is used or interpreted, it is widely agreed upon by the authors
of the more recent resources examined, and by Robeck, that teaching and supremacy the
Scripture is crucial to discernment.

Centrality of Christ
The centrality of Christ is a scriptural concept and thus intimately relates to the
supremacy of Scripture. As demonstrated in Caldwell’s example of testing the source
based on 1 John 4, Christ is theologically central to discerning whether an experience is
potentially from God or something/one else. When testing the spirits, Jesus is the ultimate
litmus test.
Robeck cites 1 John 4:1-6 in his theology as well. However, instead of using it as
a script for dealing directly with spirits, he views it as a way to test the person who tells
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what they believe they heard from God. He says, “Those who do not confess Jesus Christ
as come in the flesh are judged as being ‘not of God’” (1994, 33). Elsewhere, he says that
one’s actions and character can also point to the presence or lack of the centrality of
Christ in one’s life, “But those who would call attention to themselves in such a way as to
detract from the centrality, the uniqueness, or the importance of Jesus Christ, whether
through arrogance, triumphalism, deceit, or confusion, clearly do not bear the fruit of the
presence of the Spirit whom they claim to possess” (39). This is balanced of course, by
the aspect of growth and maturity (38), realizing a child can still be growing in their
understanding, or that God may even choose to reveal Himself to a child before they
completely understand the Gospel. Whatever He reveals to them, however, will not go
against the centrality or preeminence of Jesus.
In the more recent resources examined, Caldwell is the one who emphasizes the
crucial centrality of Jesus more specifically than the others. However the importance of
Jesus is mentioned or implied throughout the materials of the others as well (Walters
1995, 21; Caldwell 2011, 121; Fischer 2014a, 7; Price 1996, 100, 131; Toledo 2007, 28,
39-40, 53-57, 2012, 81-83), so it is obvious that Jesus is central to their theology and that
His involvement is important enough for them to point out.
When writing in 1950, H.A. Baker was sure to mention that Jesus was
“Preeminent in all Things in Heaven” in the children’s visions. He said, “No matter how
amazed were the children at the wonders of the golden city, no matter how happy in the
pleasures of Paradise, no matter how joyful in the presence of angels, Jesus was never
forgotten. His name was mentioned in all the conversation; his praise was mingled in all
the enjoyments; he was always magnified everywhere, in everything, and in everybody
there” (ca.1950, 42).
These assumptions, beliefs and applied practices mentioned so far highlight how
far off my anticipated model of discernment was from what is being taught in the more
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recent resources. Rather than a top down discernment process, the children are trained to
grow into and be a part of the discernment process. It is believed that the children can
learn to discern for themselves. Even before the children may have a supposed experience
with God, there is a whole foundation the authors/speakers speak of laying in the lives of
the children. The authors/speakers talk of the need to create an atmosphere of expectation
and that it is important to teach children how to hear from God and how to discern for
themselves. They also highlight the importance of teaching children the supremacy of
Scripture. These assumptions, beliefs, and applied practices focus on the inward journey
of developing a relationship with God and learning about His Word and character as well
as the counterfeit, and the outward journey of learning how to express and apply what
God has spoken to them. They encourage training children how to participate in
ministering to others through the gifts of the Holy Spirit. It is claimed that the children’s
discernment in both the inward and outward journeys will grow as they are trained,
mentored and get practice in the safe context of their community.
Once the children have a perceived revelatory experience, the authors/speakers
talk about the need to mentor the children through both the testing and possible
applications or implications of the experience as the children learn, grow and mature.
According to these resources, discernment is not a one-time event, but a process that
involves the entire community, requires the laying of a foundation, offers opportunities to
practice and follows through with mentoring the children regarding the validity,
implications, and applications of their experiences. Robeck’s theology of discernment
strongly highlights the aspect of community. Though not a one-for-one agreement in
definition of community (children and cultivating a context that is supposedly conducive
to children experiencing God are not mentioned by Robeck), these recent resources have
taken the concept of communal discernment to a more elaborate level.
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Figure 4: First Attempt at a Community Discernment Model

Figure 4 is an attempt at an emerging model that shows what is encouraged as
practice through the more recent resources. Figure 4 shows a cyclical and continual
process that involves both cultivating a context for children to supposedly learn to hear
from God, and the aspect of follow-up. Cultivating the context consists of teaching
children how to hear from God and what He “sounds” like, encouraging them to expect to
hear from God, understanding the supremacy of Scripture, and opportunities created for
children to attempt to experience God for themselves and in a context of ministry to
others. Follow-up consists of creating an encouraging a mentoring setting where children
can continue to learn and be coached through continued discernment, application and
their relationship with God, as they start to encounter Him for themselves and for others.
All of this is to take place within their family and church community. I chose the infinity
or lemniscate symbol to express the continual nature of the process, with the child
experiencing support on both “sides” of (and sometimes during) their supposed
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experiences. It also suggests a focusing of the community on the experience of an
individual child.

Further Methods of Discernment
In the setting of a cultivated context and mentoring follow-up, there were yet
more aspects of discernment discussed in the more recent and/or historic
literature/resources besides the preeminent categories of Scripture and the centrality of
Christ. Robeck did not directly mention some of them, though most of them can be at
least loosely related to his theology. None of them outright contradicted Robeck’s
theology.

Sensing God’s Presence
A repeated concept in Toledo’s materials was that of sensing God’s presence,
whether it was what she believed helped her know it was God at work, or was simply
observed as part of an experience. For her, sensing God’s presence is a way of discerning
or validating that an experience is truly from God (revealing the source), as well as an
actual way that God “speaks.”
Toledo shares what happened one time with her 14 month-old daughter, Malaika.
Malaika seemed to be watching something intently near the ceiling. By watching
Malaika’s gaze, whatever Malaika saw seemed to dart around and then was still for about
fifteen minutes. Toledo didn’t see anything. Toledo says, however, she sensed the
presence of God in the room, so she asked Malaika to show her what God and the angels
were doing. Malaika proceeded to put her hand on her mother’s head and pray for her at
which point Toledo experienced an increase of the presence of God and began to weep.
There was no question in Toledo’s mind that she was experiencing God. Then as if
continuing to follow the example of something Toledo could not see, Malaika led her
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mother to kneel down on the ground with her and worship God, with the presence of God
continuing to increase throughout the thirty minute or so experience. Further fruit
(another test of discernment) was seen afterward.
In the months to follow Malaika would pray for people she met all the
time. She would lay her hands on people in the grocery store, walking
down the street…One time, at the age of three, she convinced a woman in
an airport to get down on her knees, and the woman wept as Malaika
prayed over her…Every time she prayed for people, they would
experience God, often through tears as they were enveloped in His
presence. (2007, 33-35)
More examples of God’s presence are touched on below when looking at multiple
aspects of discernment working together.
As for the earlier part of the 20th century, H.A. Baker recounts that the beginning
of the outpouring of God on the children at their school was marked by everyone feeling
“the presence of the Holy Spirit,” which also happened to be accompanied by “a mighty
conviction of sin…with tears streaming from…[the children’s] eyes and arms uplifted
they cried unto the Lord for forgiveness…One after another went down under the mighty
power of the Holy Spirit…” (ca.1950, 9). Sensing the Holy Spirit’s presence was one of
the reasons the adults did not question the experiences the children were having.
H.A. Baker mentions a time when a child prophesied. He says,
No one present at the time has ever doubted that the Lord spoke to us by
direct inspiration in the first days of the outpouring of the Spirit when He
spoke through one of the smallest and humblest of the children. There was
something about the voice, the penetrating power of those words, a heartgripping power that cannot be described. We had never heard such a
gripping voice from God in any sermon in all our days. We all knew we
were hearing directly from the Lord. (ca.1950, 23-24)
And when a boy preached prophetically,
When a boy in his teens was preaching with real power his eyes suddenly
closed and he began to Prophesy like an Old Testament Prophet under
direct inspiration of the Holy Spirit in pure prophecy…the address
changed to the first person…The penetrating words, the sense of having
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been ushered into the presence of God, I cannot describe. (29, emphasis in
original)
This method of testing relates to Robeck’s criterion of looking at how the Spirit is
experienced. He discusses the “trans-rational intuition of the Spirit,” sensing peace,
and/or looking for good fruit. The presence of God is also a scriptural concept seen
throughout the Old and New Testaments. It is a blessing (Jdg 18:6), something to be
sought after (Ex 33:15) and being cut off from it was a form of judgment (Lev 22:3; Jer
52:3). The Scriptures speak of some of the effects of God’s presence. The Psalms say,
“…In Your presence is fullness of joy; At Your right hand are pleasures forever more”
(16:11) and, “…You have made him exceedingly glad with Your presence” (21:6)
(NKJV 1996, c1982). And on the flip side, His presence can also bring fear and
destruction or judgment (Ezk 38:20, Nah 1:5). Thus, according to Scripture, God’s
presence and how it is experienced can act as a type of good fruit resulting from God
being the source, and providing a possible key in the discernment process. This would
also easily fit in Robeck’s category of experiencing the Holy Spirit trans-rationally. He
mentions the presence of the Spirit in his discussion, however it is more in reference to
discerning whether the Holy Spirit is actually present or not, versus the actual act of
feeling the Spirit’s presence (1994, 38-40, 45-47).

Fruit of the Experience
The test of fruit was seen in numerous ways as part of the discernment process.
Fruit can describe what is seen in the person’s life before or as they have the experience
(character of the fruit of the Holy Spirit), it could be the immediately sensed fruit of the
experience (how the experience felt or made the recipient feel), as well as the fruit of the
word or experience seen later in the life of the recipient and/or in one(s) to whom the
message was relayed through a ministry experience of some kind. Robeck describes the
different ways of discerning by fruit saying,
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There is a relationship between what is produced, that is, what may
ultimately be observed, and the genuineness or authenticity of the one who
produces it. There is also a relationship between what is produced and the
way one goes about producing…The Christian character of those involved
becomes part of the mix. (1994, 37)
Robeck also talks of the “ultimate fruit” that is the result of the experience (1994,
38). Robeck quotes Mat 7:16-18 when claiming the type of tree determines the fruit, and
the fruit reveals the source (Mat 7:16-18) (1994, 37). The fruit is not always obvious or
available at first and thus cannot be used as the only determinant in every situation.
Toledo encourages parents and/or children to keep a record of what the child believes
God said to them. These records can be used later to look back and see if there was any
good fruit that came of them or if they came true (if they were prophetic in nature) (2007,
28).
Caldwell quotes Mat 7:19-20 verifying that Christians will know if something is
from God by its fruit. She believes that helping youth be able to not just recognize what is
Godly, but also “recognize the fruit or evidence of the enemy at work,” allows them to
“know what’s going on in the spiritual realm by little hints…through actions, physical
expressions, words, or just a knowing in your gut” (2011, 83). Lane looked particularly at
what the children “do after the experience. What has happened to the children
themselves? What changes have occurred in their lifestyles?” (1998, 101).
The following are samplings from the recent materials of instance where fruit was
mentioned and implied to be used when discerning children’s experiences.
One of the Mapes’ sons was particularly revelatory even as a child. The Mapes
mention how people would come to them at church and tell them how God “had spoken
to them through” their son. In those cases, the people who were ministered to bore
witness or validated that what the child was saying was from God. Detail is not given as
to how the people were able to discern this was from God, only that there was the fruit of
the recipients’ good testimonies (2009, 103). Price writes of being able to see the instant
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fruit of healing among people that children prayed for (1996, 3), and how parents
validated that their children were ministering to them (the parents) on the church ministry
team the way they had only expected adults to do (10).
Mentioned earlier under the section of Sensing God’s Presence, Toledo said her
daughter began to produce more fruit in ministering to others after a seemingly
significant revelatory encounter (2007, 33-35). In another example, Toledo recounts a
time when she and her husband prayed for all of the children in a meeting and basically
said, “Holy Spirit to do anything You’d like to do.” Toledo said many of the children
began having visions or became overwhelmed by God’s goodness and love. To discern if
they were experiencing God or not, Toledo
quietly went around the room, knelt down next to each child who was
experiencing something, and whispered in his or her ear, ‘Are you doing
OK? Are you crying because you’re experiencing God or because you’re
scared?’
Every time the response was the same. They were just
overwhelmed by God’s goodness and love. (37)
This would appear to be testing for fruit by looking for the character of God in the fruit
and allowing the children to participate in discerning.
On that same occasion, there was a seven-year-old girl present who seemed to
encounter God quite dramatically. She was
on the ground, shaking under the power of God, weeping at times and
laughing at times. She was having the most profound
encounter…completely in another world…the other children had left, and
the girl’s parents were sitting next to me, praying over her…After about
two and a half hours…It was as though she was glowing—you could just
see God all over her. She began to tell us a very long, detailed account of
what had taken place. It was so detailed and intricate, and she was so
visibly touched, there is no way a child could ever make up something like
that. (Toledo 2007, 38)
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Of another occasion, Toledo tells of a conference where they had trained the kids
to hear from God and minister to others through what some call prophetic art17 and
treasure hunts.18 Toledo had them ask God for an idea of a picture to draw to give to
other people. They then drew the pictures for people they believed God would lead them
to encounter at various places of outreach in the city. One boy said God showed him a
picture of a man with tattoos, dressed a certain way, that he would be at the grocery store,
and that God wanted this man to know He loved him and his tattoos. So, the boy made a
card that said, “God loves you and your tattoos!” Sure enough, there was a man at the
grocery store who matched the boy’s description and had felt rejected by the church
because of his tattoos. He didn’t after that. That was an instance of a child’s word being
validated by two types of fruit, by what he foresaw actually happening, and a person
feeling encouraged as a result of the word (2012, 123-125).
In Liardon’s book recording his journey to heaven, he acknowledges the
importance of the fruit of character as validation by including a pastoral testimony in the
forward of his book. The pastor says Liardon has “matured spiritually far beyond his
years,” and “provided a consistent model of Christian character. He has been respected
by students, teachers, and administrators” (1983, 2).
Walters mentions the fruit in the children’s lives seen by parents as validation that
the children had encountered God, “Parents at later times testified of the changes wrought
in their children’s behavior after being touched by God” (1995, 12). Walters tells the
story of a boy who believed God put it on his heart to share the gospel with the kids in his
17 Anna describes prophetic art experience as “the kids will ask the Lord, even before the people
come to them, to give them a picture, so they start drawing the picture and the person will sit in front of
them. And then they’ll explain the picture and say, ‘Hey, this is what God thinks about you’” (“Anna”
2015). Prophetic art can also be done in conjunction with a “treasure hunt” format.
18 A “treasure hunt” is when a person asks God ahead of time to tell them something for or about
someone and to give them a clue about the person (i.e. A person wearing a red polka-dot dress needs to
know God forgave them). Then they go to a certain place (pre-chosen ahead of time or gained through
hearing from God) and look for the person they believe God told them about so they can give them the
message or pray for them, etc. This is a commonly understood practice among the churches of this study.
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area and that eventually he would be a missionary in other countries. His parents verified
two years later that over one hundred children had come to the Lord through the boy
sharing about Jesus (212).
The following is an example where fruit was seen in the child’s life, the child’s
family’s life, and the level of information she was sharing was beyond what was normal
(see the section on Reason and Logic below). Megan, a five year old, heard about
spending time with Jesus like having a “date,” so she cleaned her room, got all dressed
up, set up a table with fake food and an unlit candle, asked her family not to disturb her
for a while…and then she waited for Jesus to show up. She later reported that He did just
that. He knocked on her door, sat with her at the table, talked about heaven, listened to
her talking about earth and then took her on a journey to see various places and things
before returning her home. The mother reported that since then, Megan had been less shy
around strangers, shared her faith more openly with her peers, and that her “whole family
was provoked by the encounter and the dramatic changes they saw in her.” The mother
and father had been “shocked by the level of revelation their daughter showed as she
explained some of the things Jesus told her. Their five-year-old was using words they had
never heard her say before, and she was explaining complex spiritual concepts to them
that they knew she had never in her life been exposed to or heard.” Toledo gives a hint to
one of her measures for discernment when she says, “When you encounter God in a real
and personal way, in a way that goes past mere intellectual consent, you will be forever
changed” (2007, 53-57). She is looking for naturally unexplainable fruit.
Toledo goes on to tell more about Megan, who at the time of writing the book was
then thirteen and has continued to have encounters with God. Toledo tells of how more
recently, Megan realized that everything in an encounter “was centered around His love
for her…Everything that happened was about Him saying, ‘I love you.’” Toledo could
also see “how confident she is in the love God has for her. This wasn’t just head
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knowledge. This was a true, living experience. She knows the love of God. It has marked
her. It has made her who she is, and the way she lives is evidence of that…it now defines
her” (2007, 57-63).
Megan’s mother told Toledo “that many times unexpectedly, in random
situations, something deep and powerful would just come out of Megan’s mouth. People
would be shocked and speechless when these ‘truth bombs’ went off,” the mother claims
this is a result of Megan having a genuine relationship with God (2007, 65-66).
Megan’s story shows fruit of what those around her claim to be a transformed life
full of love; the character of Christ evidenced in her life. The child initially discerned her
own experience, the parents agreed based on the fruit, and the experience was confirmed
by a spiritual leader and family friend (Toledo 2007, 67).
Historically, H.A. Baker used scriptural aspects of fruit as validation for what was
occurring among their children. He states quite blatantly, “That this outpouring of the
Holy Spirit is from God can be clearly seen in that it exactly fulfills the prophecies in the
Bible that foretell what results will follow outpourings of the Holy Spirit” (ca.1950, 21,
emphasis in origninal). The aspects he was referring to were an assurance of salvation,
becoming born again, speaking in tongues, prophesying, visions, wanting to study the
Bible, praying and praising, “Preaching in the Power of the Holy Spirit,” and casting out
demons (21-31). He also tells about the great amount of joy by the Holy Spirit that was
evident and a stronger belief and assurance of “the reality of heaven and the Kingdom of
God and the reality of hell and the Kingdom of the devil” (39, 78-79).
Wiyono tells of a time during the Indonesian revival when the fruit of the Holy
Spirit was claimed to be evident through the miraculous results from the prayers of “an
illiterate girl, called Anna…One day she entered a house and met a blind woman. After
Anna had shown her the way of the Lord, the Spirit commanded her to pour some water
into the woman’s eyes that she might see. Anna followed this instruction. The result was
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that the woman received her sight” (2001, 285). Another account told by Wiyono is of a
number of students, who along with their teachers, were supposedly given places to go
for doing ministry over the summer. The results of the ministry teams were “tremendous.
Many were set free from the powers of witchcraft, superstition and spiritism” (278).
Fruit is a generally recognizable method of discernment seen in the recent and
historic resources as well as in Robeck’s theology.

Historical Precedence (Tradition)
Historical precedence is when a present day experience is validated by the
presumed validity of a previous experience or belief. A number of the materials I
reviewed gave historical examples as validation for similar present day instances. This
category would most likely fit into Robeck’s categories of content/tradition and
experience, which Robeck says play a secondary role to that of Scripture. Robeck defines
the aspect of tradition as:
the formulation of regulae fidei, creeds, or rules of faith which are
believed to be consistent with and/or derived from the “apostolic faith” as
it has been delivered in Scripture, as well as definitions of apostolicity,
reason, and experience, may be viewed as playing secondary roles. (1994,
39)
As a secondary aspect of discernment, it is grounded in, and subject to, Scripture.
In the book, Children Aflame, the entire book is filled with Walters comparing
present day accounts of children supposedly experiencing God to 18th century accounts of
children believed to have experienced God during the Wesleyan revival.19 One of his
major methods of discernment, at least in his apologetic form of writing, seems to be
historical precedence or tradition. It is not clear, however, if that was his main method of

19“The Wesleyan Revival swept England in the 18th century and brought the message of

salvation by faith. Englishmen began returning to church and the Bible, inspired by George Whitefield and
John and Charles Wesley” (Conservapedia 2011).
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discernment in the actual moment of the modern-day incidents, or whether it was a later
apologetical reflection. He recounts incidents from the Wesleyan revival followed by
what he believes are parallel modern day examples. It would seem that he assumes the
Wesleyan revival is accepted as from God, as part of the Christian tradition, and thus
would validate similar instances in present day (1995). Lane in turn, cites David Walters’
examples of the Wesleyan revival as precedence for his accounts of children
encountering God (Lane 1998, 95-97). Price also used historical precedence to generally
validate God ministering through children by the power of the Holy Spirit (1996, 48).

Personal Historical Precedence
Another aspect of historical precedence I came across in the recent resources was
precedence set through one’s personal history with God, either in regards to experiencing
God for themselves or in a ministry setting. Walters and Toledo repeatedly talk about it
being obvious that children were experiencing God. In some instances, they claimed to
have seen God work in similar ways before (perhaps they tested the fruit more the first
few times). In many of their stories, they seem to assume that what they were seeing was
God at work. As seen throughout this whole chapter, the distinctions of categories
continue to overlap each other. This personal historical precedence could also relate to
the aspect of faith—they had asked for the Holy Spirit to come, and they believed the
Holy Spirit came. It could also relate to Robeck’s discussions on interpretation and
experience or even under the category of tradition.
There is one instance of a mass encounter at one of Toledo’s meetings where a
large number of children were seemingly encountering God at once. We do not know all
of what it was that allowed Toledo to want to let this mass encounter continue in the
meeting, she does not say explicitly. But because of her own historical precedence,
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having believed she had seen children experience God in similar ways before, she
believed she was observing them experience God again.

Pre-Confirmation
I would like to introduce a somewhat related category, yet it is not quite able to be
categorized under tradition. I call this aspect or test of discernment, pre-confirmation.
This is when a person believes God has told them that people (in these examples,
children) will experience God in a certain way and/or at a certain time and/or with certain
results. If they see what appears to be children experiencing God in the ways and/or times
and/or with results God supposedly pre-affirmed, they accepted it as being from God.
This is somewhat cyclical in that both revelatory experiences somewhat end up affirming
each other. However, this category would most likely be used in tandem with other
aspects of discernment as well, like fruit, historical precedence, scriptural soundness, etc.,
which would further help to confirm the experience(s).
Toledo provides an example of pre-confirmation. She claims that God had
dramatically encountered her and her husband prior to a meeting, and impressed upon her
that He wanted to encounter the children in certain upcoming meetings. It could be
argued that she was told ahead of time so that when it happened, she would know already
that it was God. This is an aspect of discernment I have not seen specifically discussed or
labeled before. Though she believed she had seen children encounter God in dramatic
ways before, this pre-confirmation allowed her to say, “God was clearly doing something
sovereign in these kids. I didn’t need to control it or even understand it” (Toledo 2012,
71).
The following is a summary of the mass encounter mentioned above. God’s
presence as well as His love and the fruit of inner and physical healing seem to be
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methods used as validation of God at work in the crying and visions related below.
Toledo shares,
During several of our weeklong summer conferences, children were
hearing God’s voice, they were feeling God’s presence, and many were
healed and filled with the Holy Spirit. We taught the kids to pray for and
press in to encounter God. I knew that if they had just one encounter with
God, their lives would be forever changed. The presence of God began to
roll in the room like waves of the ocean. It was so powerful. Kids were
overwhelmed by the love of God. Many of them experienced deep inner
healing and physical healing. All over the room kids were crying, and
several children saw visions that would mark them for life. (2007, 69-71)
In one of the meetings a young boy reported seeing a blue angel, so they told all
the kids and prayed
that God would release this blue angel to do whatever it had come to
do…it was like an entire room of kids started going through crazy
deliverance…waling, crying, and shaking…Several children saw images
flash before them—some saw demons leaving them or things breaking off
of them; they saw pain getting sucked out of their hearts and chains being
broken…Most of the children in the room had never even seen anything
like that, let alone experience it. (Toledo 2007, 69-71)
Another interesting dimension to pre-discernment could be seen in an account
given by Walters. Walters starts out saying they [he and his wife] were ministering “in
the Holy Spirit” when the children came into the room “and the Spirit fell on them.”
There was pre-confirmation that the Holy Spirit was already working and so when they
saw children responding in ways that were in line with responding to the Holy Spirit that
they had seen previously, it was only logical and obvious to them that it was God at work
among the children as well. The story continues,
One very small child of about four years of age was transfixed in the Spirit
for forty minutes with her hands in the air. She then fell to her knees and
stayed there with her hands in the air for another ten minutes. I remember
the pastor walking around her in amazement, saying to various people,
‘Look at that! Have you ever seen anything like it?’ (1992, 58)
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There was no question in their minds as to whether it was the Holy Spirit or not. There
was no immediately evident fruit, but they “knew” and trusted the Holy Spirit was at
work in the little girl.20
Pre-confirmation could possibly fit under Robeck’s category of experience; transrational intuition of the Spirit that is experienced by the recipient (1994, 43). Preconfirmation can also fit in Robeck’s discussion on discerning the interpretation and
application of prophecies. Robeck uses an example from Paul’s life in the book of Acts
(Chapters 20-21) where numerous people reportedly received prophetic information
saying that if Paul went to Jerusalem, he would be imprisoned. Many of the believers
tried to interpret this information as a warning so Paul could avoid imprisonment,
however, Paul did not interpret it as a warning, but rather only as a statement of what
would happen. Robeck points out, Paul’s “assessment was based upon prior knowledge
rooted in revelation by the Spirit, or upon an experience of the Spirit by which he was
‘bound’ to continue his journey” (40-41).

Reason/the Rational Mind
Robeck’s discussion of reason or the rational mind is in parallel to what is seen
throughout the more recent resources. Testing through reason or the rational mind can be
seen in a number of forms. Sometimes people claimed that an experience was just
“obviously” God because it couldn’t be explained any other way; it was something so
beyond what the child would naturally do or know. Other times people believed someone
encountered God because someone was healed or somehow positively changed as a
result. Reason or the rational mind was also seen as used when a child gave a prophetic
20 Another aspect of discernment present in this account that is mentioned by Robeck, is reason or
logic (1994, 39); Walters mentions how the pastor noticed how illogical it was for a child to do this of their
own accord. In the next section, reason and logic are explored further.
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word that ended up happening, or told a word of knowledge to someone that was proven
accurate. Reason or the rational mind is sometimes very similar to testing by looking at
the fruit.
Robeck talks about reason or the rational mind playing a secondary role in
discernment, and yet that it has its place (1994, 39). The following are a number of
examples from the reviewed materials of instances where simple verification through
reason or using the rational mind helped validate experiences.
La Guardia gave an example of a 12-year-old boy who was supposedly given a
“picture” from God as to why another boy (whom he did not know) was sad. The picture
showed that this boy’s brother had run away. La Guardia and the boy who saw the picture
was able to verify it logically with the other boy right then and find out the picture was
true. La Guardia accepted it as God when he found out that the boys didn’t know each
other and that the picture was accurate (2004).
Price gives examples of when he was training children to hear from God and pray
for others. When teaching them to “hear” God through pictures, the children started to
discern that the pictures they got could not have come from them as they were not ones
they would have come up with themselves. They also saw rational proof through peer
confirmation in that numerous ones of them received the same pictures (1996, 77).
According to Robeck, reason or the rational mind are not a primary mode of discernment
and must be submitted to scripture and possibly other aspects of discernment. Reason/the
rational mind was seen working in tandem with other methods of discernment throughout
the more recent resources.
Toledo tells of an example of the aspect of reason used as part of discernment. In
this story, those around a young girl deduced that she could not have come up with
certain information she had come to know by any other way except Divine revelation.
The girl “described heaven like an old scholar who had studied the Scriptures for years”
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and then as she talked about what Jesus told her about one nation in particular, North
Korea, a country she previously didn’t even know existed. Toledo recounts, “The
language she was using to explain the political and cultural events that were occurring
was foreign to a child of this age. It was as if someone had plugged her into an
encyclopedia or that she had just graduated with a political science degree. I wish you
could have seen the look on her parents’ faces” (2007, 39-40). This instance included an
understanding of the preeminence of Scripture in the discernment process along with the
use of reason.
One time Toledo was extremely sick and dying in Africa just before Christmas.
The turning point in her health came when she was shown a vision of a million angels
there to take care of her. She immediately began to recover. When she arrived home from
Africa, a friend asked her what had been going on just before Christmas (the same time
Toledo had seen the angels). This woman’s daughter had come in early that morning
insisting they pray for Toledo. Part of the girl’s prayer was that God would send Toledo
one million angels. In this case, logical verification of the word the girl had was done
through checking with the one the word was for or about (2012, 93-95).
Historically, reason/the rational mind was used as a part of discernment earlier in
the 20th century as well. When H.A. Baker wrote about an outpouring of God’s Spirit at
their children’s home in Yunnanfu, China that occurred in the 1920’s, he was writing
about children who ranged in ages from six to eighteen, were mostly boys, and came
from backgrounds of begging and gang-like situations, “without training in morals and
without education” (ca.1950, 1). H.A. Baker’s use of logic was as follows:
The experiences of these Adullam children that are herein related cannot
be explained on natural ground, because:
1. These wonders could not possibly have been the product of the natural
minds of these children. Such uneducated, mentally untrained,
unimaginative boys as these could not themselves have conceived of such
things.
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2. These spiritual experiences, visions, and revelations could not have been
the working of the subconscious mind. Many of these children were too
young, too ignorant, or too recently rescued from heathenism to know the
Bible teaching on these subjects.
3. Then, again, these things cannot be explained by the psychology of
mental suggestion from others. We ourselves had never seen such
visions, never been in meetings where there were such, or read or heard of
such visions as were given these children…
4. Furthermore, the children did not get these things from one another.
When the power of the Lord fell in our midst…Those who were in
different rooms sometimes had simultaneous visions of the same things…
5. The complete harmony of these visions covering numberless details is
beyond any natural explanation. Even the most ignorant children, who
could easily be confused on cross questioning, whether questioned singly
or in groups, gave as clear and uniform answers to questions covering
great numbers of details as could possibly have been given by eye
witnesses of anything.
6. Neither can these experiences be explained as any sort of mental
excitement, religious frenzy, natural emotion, nervous state, nor any sort
of self-produced condition. This outpouring of the Holy Spirit came upon
normal children in a normal state of mind free from all the conditions just
mentioned. (2-3)
Baker continues telling about one boy who was “One of our naturally most
ignorant and untalented boys…[who] on more than one occasion when ‘in the Spirit,’
[was] an eye witness of the principal historical events of the Old and New Testaments”
(ca.1950, 105). They were able to see that logically, it was impossible for this boy to
know the events he was seeing.
Though logic and reason are definitely not at the apex of the discernment chain,
they are seen to have their place in helping believers discern, especially in tandem with
other aspects.

Multiple Aspects of Discernment Used Together
As can be seen quite clearly by this time, so often, the methods of discernment are
interwoven with each other and often working together in tandem. Though the supremacy
of Scripture and the centrality of Christ are paramount, the various discernment methods
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are not used in a uniform, one-size-fits-all linear progression. Though I have tried to
separate out the various aspects of discernment in this chapter for research purposes, they
are more often combined in various ways for different circumstances, as well as being set
in a context of expectation, cultivation, training and mentoring follow-up. Just as in a
dynamic human relationship, no two times of being with another individual are exactly
alike, so too, different encounters with God are experienced and thus discerned slightly
(or dramatically) differently. The following are a few more reports of times that children
reportedly encountered God with a variety of ways of discernment applied. Because the
reported encounters were not always reported with the aspect of discernment in mind,
some of the forms of discernment have been inferred.
In the section above on Personal Historical Precedence and Pre-Confirmation, I
referenced a story of a mass encounter written about by Toledo (2012, 69-71). The
following is some of the continued fruit and aspects of verification she discussed. She
referenced the fruit that was seen in the children’s lives that they saw, but more
especially, as reported by their parents. “Parent after parent told me how transformed his
or her child was!…Fear was no longer ruling them…Personalities were restored” that had
been altered by traumatic events, “Kids who had experienced sexual abuse and divorce
were so completely healed and restored that their parents and counselors were
shocked!…everyone in their life testified to the incredible and lasting change from that
one encounter!” (72-73). Toledo realized in writing this that it would be hard for many to
believe, so she uses the story of Saul’s encounter in Acts 9 as a biblical precedent saying
that “Saul’s encounter was even more dramatic. He was surrounded by a bright light. He
was blinded, he trembled, he fell down, and he heard a voice speaking to him…If God
was so keen on encountering a murderous sinner, how much more…His children…?”
And then she gives what was possibly her main aspect of discernment in this instance,
“My job is not to judge the way God moves. My job is to be a fruit inspector, and the
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fruit that has grown out of these children’s encounters is phenomenal” (74). Part of
inspecting the fruit that she mentioned, was by getting feedback from those closest to the
children as well, the parents. It was definitely a communal process.
Toledo tells another story that covers many aspects of discernment as well. A boy
of 10, Conner, went into a dramatic experience with God while at his school. When his
father came across him in the chapel at school “weeping, shaking, and writhing on the
ground,” and “At times he would groan or cry out, even scream as tears flowed out of
him,” the teachers were unsure if this was God or what was going on. Other children
were crying and praying nearby, but Connor’s behavior was almost frightening. To help
discern if this was God or not, Conner’s father asked him, “Is this God, and is this good?”
to which Conner, “Through tears and groans…nodded his head in the affirmative” (2012,
79-80). He believed his son could discern for himself.
The father claimed the presence of God was also tangible or at least visible on the
boy as the father says, “The presence increased in waves” (Toledo 2012, 80). As the
manifestations increased and became even scarier to the father (i.e. slurring, rolling eyes,
etc.), the father discerned that the boy’s spirit was further from his body and made the
decision to trust God with his son because he had wanted his son to encounter God. The
father believed he and others experienced fruit of the boy’s experience as they met nearby
and felt an overflow of the power of God in their meeting (fruit and presence of God)
(80-81).
After Conner came out of the experience, he was able to testify that he had an
experience with Jesus and an angel (centrality of Christ). Among other things, he was
shown a vision of Africa, and as Toledo said, by looking at the fruit, “His heart was set
on fire” (2012, 81-83). This account covers the aspects of fruit, the presence and power of
God, the centrality of Christ and a trans-rational knowing on the part of the child, father
and other adults.
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Another story of multiple aspects of discernment at work is told by Walters.
Walters tells the story of a time he and his wife worked with a nine-year-old girl to
discern together what was going on. The girl believed it was God at work in her life.
Together they discerned what He was doing. Walters says, the
girl was lying on the floor under the power of the Holy Spirit…She
obviously could not get up. My wife asked her about her problem, and the
little girl responded that a few weeks earlier she had said to her mother, “I
don’t believe your God is real.”
However, her attitude changed after her encounter with God that
night. “Now I know He is real,” she told us, “because He is stronger than
me.” After she made this statement, she was able to get up but had
extreme difficulty walking. Her legs just didn’t seem to want to move. At
that point, recognizing what God was trying to teach her, I [Walters] said
to the girl, “You need to walk in the Lord’s way.”
“That’s another thing I said to my mother, ‘I don’t want to walk
this way.’ But I will! I will!” she exclaimed, and immediately she was
released to walk normally. (1992, 53-54)
At work in this story appears to be the gift of discernment on the part of Walters,
and a trans-rational knowing on the part of the girl matched with the logic of seeing
circumstances that backed up what they were all thinking, saying, discerning and what
had happened previously at her home.
The following is another example of an adult using discernment (possibly
personal historical precedence) in helping a child understand, apply and walk through an
experience that was additionally believed to be validated by the fruit on the other end.
Walters tells of when his daughter, Faith, was nine or ten and
began to get violent pains in her chest. When she complained of the pain,
my wife Kathie said, “Is the Lord saying something to you?” (She felt it
was a spiritual sign rather than a physical problem.)
Faith replied, “I keep thinking of that Christian man Ron, who has
been to our house a couple of times.” My wife then suggested that they
pray in the Spirit [tongues] for him for a while. After they prayed, the pain
left. A few days later the same thing happened, and Faith prayed for Ron
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again. Then about a week later it happened again, and Faith prayed and
felt a total release from the pain. She then had a sense that Ron would be
fine.
When Walters’ wife called Ron to find out how he was, she found out that he’d had a
heart attack the year before and because of stressful circumstances, his heart had been
hurting recently, “but each time a peace had come upon him and the pain had left. It had
happened on three occasions…” and now “he felt fit as a fiddle” (1992, 97-98).
Historically, H.A. Baker shares of multiple aspects of discernment used together.
Many of the most marvelous manifestations of the Holy Spirit were given
to those who knew little of the Bible teaching on the subject, thus
confirming the supernatural nature of these visions and confirming the
reality of the outpourings of the Holy Spirit recorded in the New
Testament. (ca.1950, 15)
He points out that what the children were experiencing was scriptural, and he used
logic to show they could not have come up with the experiences themselves.

Multiple Recipients of the Same Revelatory Experience/Content
An aspect of discernment that I did not see in the more recent materials since
1980, nor is mentioned by Robeck, but one that is evident in H.A. Baker’s writing and
that I have witnessed myself, is the occurrence of two or more children experiencing the
same thing at the same time, i.e. simultaneously having the same vision, or having similar
dreams or prophecies that confirm each other’s experiences, etc. H.A. Baker tells of
children seeing the same vision at the same time and groups of children simultaneously
feeling “The Holy Spirit as a Wind…flooding their souls with peace and power”
(ca.1950, 19). In fact he says, “Many of these visions were given to several at the same
time. Nearly all of the visions were seen by quite a number of persons” (25). Sometimes
the visions they were in at once consisted of singing, making music or dancing with the
angels in heaven. They “saw the children, with closed eyes, all dancing about the room in
rhythm…keeping time to the heavenly music” (40). After describing some of the visions
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of a particular area in heaven that numerous children saw, he shares about a letter he
received from a woman in England who said that both she and her son had visions of the
same area in heaven ten years previously. In addition, he recounts there was also a boy in
a distant part of the Yunnan Province who also saw the same area of heaven (42-43).
Deu 19:15 says that, “by the mouth of two or three witnesses the matter shall be
established” (NKJV 1996, c1982). I would propose that though not as primary a
discernment method as Scripture, the centrality of Christ, fruit or the witness of God’s
Spirit, it could be used as a secondary form of verification, or as part of the larger
discernment process. It could loosely fit into Robeck’s emphasis on the significance of
discerning as a community.

Gift of Discernment
The gift of discernment, called as such, was surprisingly absent among the more
recent reviewed materials. It is unclear at this stage as to why this is.
Price does briefly look at the gift of discernment, but it is more in the context of
believing either, everyone can learn to hear from God, or the other extreme that the
specific gift is only for leaders. In Price’s section dedicated to “Discerning of spirits,” he
talked about the gift of discernment saying it, “most often shows us something that is
good—that a picture or prophecy really is from God, and should be listened to (even if
it’s not absolutely perfect!). This gift is not just about recognising evil or wrong things”
(1996, 129).
Price explains about the importance of teaching children about the sources (God,
self, evil) and that the gift of discernment will help to tell the difference. It is interesting
however that he believes that in general, “the gift of discernment is a leadership gift – a
pastor’s gift to monitor prophetic words. However, because we are engaged in spiritual
warfare, as we keep close to Jesus, the Spirit of Jesus will give us that sensitivity, often
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without us realising it” (1996, 131). Price gives no scriptural backing as to why the gift of
discernment, as a gift, is mainly for leaders. He does not rule out however, that those in
relationship with Jesus can also discern.
Perhaps others did not comment on the actual gift because these materials focused
primarily on hearing God and training children to minister prophetically or through
prayer, versus training on the wide variety of gifts of the Spirit or focusing on the specific
gift of discernment.

Final Thoughts
The discernment practices mentioned in the more recent resources generally
aligned with or could be placed at least loosely into the grid of Robeck’s (1994) theology
of discernment. The more recent resources mentioned (though often using different
vocabulary): determining the source, testing the fruit, content and experience by use of
Scripture and the centrality of Christ, and secondarily the trans-rational intuition of the
Holy Spirit, the rational mind, consideration of the fruit, peace, character, motivation,
tradition and attitude of submission, all while leaving room for interpretation and
immaturity within the context of a loving community. Robeck’s theology could
especially be seen as similar to the content found in the more recent resources if children
are to be considered as part of the “community” that Robeck speaks of. Robeck does not
mention children directly, whereas, in addition to the inclusion of children in the concept
of “community,” the more recent materials also set out the need to purposefully include
the children by specifically:
•

Training the children to recognize and hear from God

•

Providing opportunities to practice hearing from God and minister to others
by the power of the Holy Spirit
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•

Providing a mentoring setting for following-up with the children after they
supposedly have revelatory experiences

The more recent authors/speakers spoke of intentionally using these ways to
induct the children into what amounts to the community discernment process. They
approached discernment with the mindset of training children how to hear from God and
learn to discern for themselves (in the context of community) through developing a
relationship with God, studying His word, and learning from those more mature than
them, all within the context of community.
Earlier historical (1900-1980) Christian references to children experiencing God
affirmed the significance of Scripture, the need for faith and expectation, the use of fruit,
logic, community and sensing God’s presence, the importance of the centrality of Christ
and teaching on the topic of discernment, and validation through the multiple recipients
receiving similar revelation or revelatory experiences – all as important parts of
discerning children’s potentially charismatic experiences.
What is missing in the current available literature/resources, are academic studies
of the discernment process as actually practiced within charismatic/nondenominational
settings similar to those discussed in the more recent, non-academic resources. There
have been no studies to show whether this approach that is being taught nonacademically is also what is actually being put into practice. It is my hope that my
research will begin to amend this lack of research regarding Christian discernment
involving children. This study may allow for greater discussion within the academic
community about what is being taught and practiced within selected
charismatic/nondenominational churches.
As seen in the anticipated model of Figure 3, I expected the more recent resources
to show a more top-down approach to discerning children’s revelatory experiences. I also
had not considered how intertwined cultivating a context and following up with
mentoring support could be in a community process of discernment. The anticipated top129

down model of community discernment was proven entirely wrong. The more recent
resources show a holistic approach that includes child participation in the process of
discerning their own revelatory experiences. Prior to this study, I was already aware of
churches that believed children could experience God and were training them to do so.
However, I had not yet considered how much the children were involved in the
discernment process, nor the extent of the connection between discernment and the
supporting roles of cultivating the context and following-up. The question of this study
now turns to: how does what is taught in the resources compare to what is actually
practiced in the case studies? In what ways are the children actually involved in the
discernment process? And what kind of context and follow-up support, if any, are
actually given?
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Chapter 4
Methods
Based on epistemology and literature, practical theology was the overarching
methodology used. Within the framework of the adapted Swinton and Mowat’s Model of
Practical Theology shown in Chapter 1, Figure 2, the qualitative research method of case
studies was employed, with the analysis then based in grounded theory and ultimately
reflected upon theologically.

Who Was Researched and How
This study focused on a sample of four charismatic churches in California that
had gone through a process of discerning a child’s potentially charismatic/revelatory
experience with God; where a child, or someone in a child’s life, originally made a claim
that a child encountered God or had been used by God in some revelatory way. These
churches were chosen because they were known to believe children can and do have
charismatic/revelatory experiences with God, and they train their children to expect these
types of experiences. Research with children can be a touchy topic, as they are a
particularly vulnerable population. Because of this, I chose participating churches where
children, parents and leaders were known to be comfortable talking about their
charismatic/revelatory experiences and religious beliefs. The churches engaged in this
study were: Expression 58 in Glendale, Bethel Church in Redding, Blazing Fire Church
in Pleasanton, and Jesus Culture Sacramento, all in California.
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The initial interviews were done with a pastor or children’s ministry leader of the
church who agreed to tell me examples of their church’s discernment process regarding
children ages 8-10.1 However there were a couple siblings of the interviewed children as
young as 4, who also somewhat participated in two of the group interviews. The
interviews with the leaders were done first, in order to most easily locate exemplars at
each of the various churches, and to hear from a person in leadership on how their
community went through the discernment process. This progression (from leader to
family to child) allowed a natural flow through the various levels of gatekeepers (Graue
and Walsh 1998, 97-98).
This proved a very fruitful approach. It allowed for an understanding of the larger
picture and a quick identification of the perceived significant events within each church.
Three of the four leaders implied they had numerous examples they could draw from.
From these initial interviews with the leaders, the leaders were able to lead me to some of
the children’s more significant and/or memorable experiences. When it came to the group
interviews, I was able to hone in directly on the recommended experience. In the group
interviews, the participants were already aware of the experience in which I was
interested. Though there were potentially numerous children and experiences I could
have focused on, this funnel process, from the leader down to the child, helped to
eliminate unnecessary time spent sifting through numerous families and a lot of possibly
smaller experiences that did not include more members and layers of the community. We
were able to jump into the family/community interviews and focus on experiences that
were already deemed by the community to be credible and significant. This provided for
focusing on optimal case studies from each of the four churches.

1The leaders were initially asked about children ages 6-12, but the children who were brought up

and discussed ended up falling between the ages of 8-10.
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In the few attempts I made not using this funnel process and instead talking with
any available family about possible revelatory experiences with God they believed a child
had, the interviews were not focused. Smaller, less significant experiences were talked
about, which generally had not been deemed important or significant enough to involve
more members of the community. It might have been a significant experience for the
child, or even the family, but they were not necessarily instances where the impact was
felt outside the family or needed to go through a more significant discernment process.
Through this funnel process, the few cases that were studied were able to be
exemplary samples of instances where the church believed they had successfully
navigated the discernment process related to a child’s revelatory experience. They were
instances that impacted the church positively.
The initial interviews with the contacts at the various churches were in-depth/semi
structured interviews with one broad planned question for each interview, “supplemented
by probe questions” and clarification questions (Riessman 1993, 55), followed by four
logistical questions for setting up the group interview. The initial question was, “Can you
please tell me about one of the last revelatory experiences a child, age 6-12, at your
church had with God?” Followed by clarification questions such as:
1. How did you (and/or the others involved) know that this was God? What
made you/them believe that the experience was God?
2. What would you say is the discernment process at your church for
determining if a child’s experience is from God or not?
3. Is there another story you would like to tell me about a child experiencing
God?
I chose to do these interviews in person or over the phone (versus written) in
order to be able to follow up and use probing questions using the vocabulary they used
and be able to follow the directions their answers took the conversation. As Reissman
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points out, having less structure in an interview allows the interview to be one “in which
both participants—teller and listener/questioner—develop meaning together, a stance
requiring interview practices that give considerable freedom to both. Listeners can clarify
uncertainties with follow-up questions and” responses can help shape and determine the
direction of the conversation (1993, 55). I found that in person or phone interviews also
helped me as the researcher to build some credibility and rapport with the two
church/ministry leaders I did not already know. This in turn, was able to add to the
comfort level of the group interviews. The leaders were subsequently able to transfer the
newly built rapport over to the group interview participants.
Based on the stories shared and the identified participants in the initial interviews,
requests were made to gather together those immediately involved in one of the examples
from each of the churches for group interviews. The exemplars invited for group
interviews were selected using the following criteria: according to the initial contact at
the church:
•

The example was one of the most recent revelatory experience of a child
which the community believed was from God

•

The child involved was still a part of the church

•

The child was between the ages of 6-12 during the example

•

The example took place within the last 12 months (or as close to that as
possible)

•

The child had a good experience throughout the whole process

•

Part or all of the family was willing and able to participate (or instead of a
parent, a recommended adult related to the experience participated with
the child—as was the case with one follow-up interview, because the child
was the daughter of the leaders initially interviewed in her church and the
mother could not attend the group interview).
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Each group interview included the child, and if possible one or both of the
parents, and/or any adults or other children the parents suggested to participate based on
their part in the discernment process. Both the child and adults needed to be interviewed
because, due to literature review (see previous chapters), it became evident that children
were more and more becoming an actual part of the discernment process versus merely
the object of the discernment. The parents or other involved and known adults of the
children were included also to assure the child would feel as safe and comfortable as
possible.
There has been a prevalent belief among academics studying children’s
spirituality that children may feel uncomfortable talking about their spiritual experiences.
Hay and Nye chose to do their research with children on a one-on-one basis, partially
based on the assumption that children would be like the adults Hay interviewed who he
found were “often extremely shy of talking about spirituality in public for fear that they
will be thought stupid, or even mentally disturbed” (Hay and Nye 2006, 88). This may
indeed be true for those coming from a primarily Western, “enlightened” perspective.
However, even Hay was beginning to admit seeing a change back in 1987. In an endnote
in his book, Exploring Inner Space: Is God Still Possible in the Twentieth Century?, Hay
notes studies showing a growing willingness among some populations to talk about
experiencing a “numinous presence “ or having some kind of “‘nature-mystical’
experience” (Hay 1987, 234-235). He questions whether “earlier reports of widespread
experience have ‘given permission’ for people to claim their experience” (235).
Related to the present study, in Chapter 3’s review of literature, it is evident there
are whole communities in the Western world that are raising their children to expect and
believe that charismatic experiences are meant to be a part of everyday life. As
anticipated within the particular churches selected, I found all of the children I
interviewed to appear quite comfortable talking about their revelatory experiences. In
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their interactions with their parents and other adults present, it was obviously not a
foreign or uncomfortable topic of conversation for them.
The interviews were done by me and were in-depth/semi structured, narrative
analysis interviews, with one planned question for the child (“Can you please tell me
about your last experience with God?” in reference to the example situation the leader
told to me), followed by probing and clarification questions, allowing the child to tell of
any other examples they wanted to share, and probing and clarification questions for each
of the other participants based on the language and ideas that were brought up by the
child and other participants.
The group interviews successfully allowed give and take between the various
family members and other adults present. The group interview structure allowed all
participants to come to new discoveries about the experiences and discernment processes
collectively. They also allowed for mutual support and promptings, adding details some
forgot and offering varying perspectives. All of the group interview sessions were upbeat.
All of the initial and group interviews were done during February and March
2015. They were audio recorded and transcribed. The names of those interviewed were
changed to protect their identities. After these initial interviews were completed and
examined, my mentor and I decided I should ask the parents and leaders for more
information on what they specifically believed they were doing to help facilitate children
in their home or church to hear from and/or encounter God. From January to June 2016, I
emailed and received feedback (via email or phone) from the parents and leaders. All of
those emailed gave feedback except the interviewed leader of Church A, the
leader/mother from Church C, and the adult family friend who participated in Bella’s
interview.
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Data Analysis
The methodology used for data analysis was based on grounded theory (Bernard
2006, 492-505; Corbin and Strauss 2008). This allowed for beliefs, assumptions,
practices and categories of discernment to come out from the literature/resources and the
case studies. Using ATLAS.ti software, I went through all the interviews and coded
sections/phrases that related to discernment on any of the participants’ parts, keeping in
mind the categories that had emerged from the research/literature review covered in
Chapter 3, but being open to discovering other categories as well. Following the
grounded theory process I then grouped categories with similarities together.
Probing questions were asked based on language used and ideas brought up by
those who were being interviewed. A Human Subjects Research Proposal for this study
was submitted and approved by the Human Subjects Review Committee at Fuller
Theological Seminary in January of 2015 with an addendum for additional follow-up
approved January 2016. All participating parents, children and church workers signed
official consent letters.

Validity
I am confident that this methodology gave me a reasonably good chance of giving
me data relevant to my topic. The leaders supplied the exemplar examples, the children
had their own voices and were able to represent themselves even before the parents and
other adults shared their perspectives. Participation of other adults/family members and
the initial leader interviews helped to provide triangulation and provide a more complete
picture from various perspectives. Participants were also given the opportunity to
evaluate study conclusions before publication. Finally, careful analysis was done to find
the consistent themes that emerged from the data itself. Granted, whereas some of the
methods of discernment were obvious to me as an observer, and some were mentioned
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directly or implied by interviewees, doubtless, there were ways of testing that were
neither mentioned nor obvious. However, though limited in scope, this methodology
produced similarities that were seen across the study results from the four churches as
well as between the interviews and literature/resources reviewed.
Negative evidence that might disprove the child’s experience was not sought out
because this study was not about my proving of the experience, but rather the
communities’ internal processes of validating a child’s experience.

Reliability
I am confident that if someone else had followed the same methodology, asking
the same questions within a comfortable, accepting and conducive setting, they would
have received similar responses. Because understanding of one’s life and reflection is
enhanced or altered over time, answers to the same questions asked of these families at a
later date might show altered understandings or priorities in the processes. Perhaps
another interviewer would observe a few more or different methods of discernment than I
did because of their perspective. Overall however, I was satisfied with the research
method used and would probably not make any changes to it to improve validity or
reliability. All of the interviews were recorded in person or over the phone and then
transcribed by myself to make sure the transcriptions were as accurate as possible. Emails
were also used for some correspondence and saved into documents with names changed
for further reference availability. I have attempted to provide rich and thick descriptions
of the various churches and experiences in the case study reports below.
I gave all of the interviewees the opportunity to read drafts of the sections of this
paper that covered their interviews (Chapters 5-7). The drafts were emailed to the three
families interviewed, one family interviewed where the mother was also the church
ministry leader, three other children’s ministry leaders that were interviewed, and one
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other community member who was interviewed. Of the eight emails sent, I received
feedback from three families and two of the children’s ministry workers. All of them
believe their families and/or churches were portrayed accurately. I am aware that my
charismatic worldview could have potentially biased me and influenced my findings;
however, I believe the benefits outweighed the negative possibilities as seen in the
affirmative responses of all those who responded saying I had portrayed them, their
communities and families accurately.

Limitations
A large part of this practical theology study was an empirical aspect of case
studies that looked at the chosen communities’ discernment processes. Therefore, the
limits of human observation and understanding were a possible limitation.
Because the sampling consists of children from only one family at each of the
four churches within one section of the wider global Christian Church, any conclusions
drawn from this study and any resulting models and suggestions might not be directly
applicable to other settings. A majority of the children were Caucasian and came from
middle to upper middle class families. Some cultural diversity was present. One family
was Australian and had moved to California. Another family had one parent who was
from South America with the children being bilingual and making regular trips to South
America.

Summary
The initial interviews of the leaders allowed for rapport to be built and the stage to
be set. Acting as a funnel, these initial interviews quickly led to exemplar cases within
their communities. The children of the exemplar cases, and portions of their family
and/or community, were then interviewed based around the examples given by the
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leaders and any other stories the children/family/community members wanted to share.
Though there are limitations based on examples of only one family from each of the four
churches, the process allowed for interviewing exemplar representatives, triangulation
and significant reliability.
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Part II
Research Findings and Analysis
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Chapter 5
Case Studies:
Church, Family and Child
This chapter focuses on the four case studies done at the four different churches.
This represents the case studies, or the initial part of stage 2 in Figure 2 of Adapted
Swinton and Mowat’s Model of Practical Theological Reflection; “Application of
qualitative research methods – interviews/case studies.”
After looking at Robeck’s theology and examining the recent teachings/resources,
I approached the four case studies with a first attempt at an emerging model of
community discernment (Figure 4).

Figure 4: First Attempt at a Community Discernment Model
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The recent resources implied I might find communities that were:
1. Creating and cultivating a context where children were:
a. Being trained to hear from and discern what was from God for
themselves
b. Given opportunities to practice hearing from and experience God
2. Providing support for children during and after supposed revelatory
experiences in ways that the communities believed would:
a. Help the child hone their discernment
b. Help the child process their experiences
c. Provide assistance in application and interpretation if deemed
necessary
Through interviews, I desired to see if the larger picture of discernment that
included a cultivating and coaching perspective carried over into what was being
practiced in selected charismatic, nondenominational communities.
Below are overviews of the four churches, the families that were interviewed and
synopsis of the five children’s claimed experiences. The five children (two were siblings)
were from four churches: Expression 58 in Glendale, Bethel Church in Redding, Blazing
Fire Church in Pleasanton, and Jesus Culture Sacramento, all in California. The churches
were given substitute titles (Churches A through D) in random order to protect the
privacy of those involved as much as possible.
These overviews are organized by first looking at what the children’s ministry
leader believes are the important practices their church follows that helps facilitate
children learning to hear from and experience God. Second is the same from one of the
parents. And third is a summary of the child’s claimed revelatory experience with God.
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Church A: “Rose”

The Church
According to Rachel, who was children’s ministry leader at Church A, the
following are practices she values and sees as important in mentoring the children of their
church into experiencing God. In their primary meetings on Sunday, Rachel believes it is
important to provide the children with consistent opportunities “during our corporate
worship & preaching, for the kids to have personal interaction with Jesus.” The kids
know it “is a specific time to interact with Him.” She also frequently provides
opportunities for them to talk about what they believe God has shown them. They
regularly have a lot of what she calls “little-big testimonies…like when they [the
children] hear the voice of God or when there’s like a partial healing.” She believes
sharing their experiences can encourage the teachers and other children about what God
is doing, and she sees this time of sharing as helpful for her and the other teachers to
“pastor them through the encounter” (“Rachel” 2016).
Rachel believes their weekly lessons solidify “these encounters through the Bible,
which we teach is the living Word of God.” As far as curriculum, they make their own
curriculum, use Seth Dahl’s book (The ABCD’s of Prophecy), and use some of Hillsong’s
curriculum. They include “memory verses, bible stories, object lesson activities and fun
games.” She believes the “lesson activities and class time provide an opportunity for
personal connection and teaching from our teachers and assistants.” Rachel goes on to
say they “have also taught on topics such as Faith/Hope & Love, Joy, Healing,
Evangelism, Friendship, and special holidays like Easter, Thanksgiving & Christmas”
(“Rachel” 2016). Rachel also mentioned that some of the topics she had been teaching on
recently were “about being prayer warriors and going after healing, and hearing the voice
of God” (“Rachel” 2015). They require all of their teachers to go through training based
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on Danny Silk’s, Loving Our Kids On Purpose. They are also currently taking parents
through this training as well (“Rachel” 2016).
From the initial interview with Rachel, she mentioned how when Rose had her
supposed encounter with God, Rachel encouraged Rose to tell her parents about it and
talk about it with them. Rachel’s desire is for the children she teaches to walk with God,
know Him as a good Father, know His presence on a daily basis and know the Holy Spirit
as their best friend (“Rachel” 2015).

Rose’s Family
Rose’s mother described how she believes she and her husband encourage their
children to learn to encounter God in the following ways:
-We read the Bible around several times a week and talk about what we
read.
-We play worship music.
-We go to church pretty regularly.
-We pray for each other.
-More than anything, God is a natural part of our everyday life. There’s
nothing we do every day or even every week but we maintain relationships
with God and our kids see that and get invited to do the same. He’s very
real to us and is our biggest priority. Walking that out and making life
decisions based on a Biblical mindset is something the kids see and hear
us doing. (“Rose’s Mother” 2016)
Through the initial interview, Rachel shared that Rose and her siblings are also
homeschooled (“Rachel” 2015). In the group interview, Rose’s mother gave an example
of how she helps Rose to bring her concerns to God and pray about them. Both Rose’s
mother and Rachel talked about the importance of going back to the Bible to show the
children that what they were teaching them (about praying for the sick or hearing from
God) is actually based on the Bible (“Rose” 2015).
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Rose’s Perceived Revelatory Experience
Rachel was the first to tell me about Rose’s claimed encounter with God. Rose
(age 10) claimed to have had an encounter with God during one of their church’s
corporate worship times. The following is Rose’s description of the experience, spoken
with wonder and devotion:
I’ve always liked singing and um, when I was, when I was just worshiping
like normal, I’d never had a really personal relationship [with God], and I
was in like, I could sorta…feel like a…like a power…and somehow
instead of just worshipping, I was worshipping, I was, I was worshipping
to God…and after that, I, I was, I was trying to figure out what had
happened, what I hadn’t done before, why I…and every for a couple sec,
for a couple minutes after whiles I was listening to Rachel preach, I
couldn’t pay attention, and every single word was like, was like stale, and
except, except the word “Jesus.” And, and I just felt a joy filling, filling
me that entire evening. (“Rose” 2015)
There were times during the interview that this incredibly articulate girl seemed at
a loss for words. In fact, at one point she had the following interaction with her mother,
ROSE: …it seemed He [Jesus] was right there.
MOM: …it was like everything else around you faded away. You
remember what else it felt like? Or is that it?
ROSE: Mmm…you know, I don’t think there will ever be any words…
MOM: Yeah.
ROSE: There’s, there’s…somebody should make up a new dictionary.
(“Rose” 2015)
Even before Rose told Rachel about her experience, Rachel said she knew
something significant had happened because at one point during worship, Rose had her
eyes closed and looked like she was totally caught up in another place, unaware of all that
was going on around her. After that encounter, both Rachel and Rose’s family saw
significant changes in Rose’s behavior, and various other forms of fruit in her life. Rose,
her family, and Rachel, all said that after her experience, Rose wanted to pray and read
the Bible and worship more, and that her brother recovered quickly from sickness after
Rose and her sister prayed for him. They reported Rose radiated a new joy and a deeper
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love for Jesus. Rose said she now actually wanted to do what the Bible said, because she
wanted to, not just because she thought she had to. As the “afterglow” of the experience
began to diminish, Rachel and Rose’s mother talked about the process and challenges of
mentoring Rose through the ensuing weeks. The family and the children’s ministry pastor
were both involved in the follow-up (“Rachel” 2015; “Rose” 2015).

Church B: “James” and “Jenna’s” Revelatory Experiences

The Church
Church B’s children’s classes meet once a week at the same time as the adults’
service. Natalie, the children’s ministry leader that I interviewed, believes it is important
to pray for the children regularly. She prays for them on her own and gives prayer
requests about the children to about seven others on a weekly basis. She uses
curriculum/materials by Jennifer Toledo, Becky Fischer and Bethel Church. Regarding
curriculum, as she puts it, she is “spirit led, rather than curriculum led,” and usually
teaches out of what she believes God has given her to teach, sometimes even related to
her own encounters with God about His love. Topics she has taught on include “God’s
unconditional love…the blood of Jesus…finished work of the cross…worshipping God,
faith, obedience and heaven.” She has taught about the baptism of the Holy Spirit and
then prayed for the kids to receive the Holy Spirit. She has also taught them about
hearing God and prophecy. She has led the children in times of “soaking” (playing
worship music and waiting quietly on God to see what he would show them) (“Natalie”
2016). When teaching the children about heaven, she told them God wanted them to see,
experience and visit there now. One time after she told them this, she put on some
worship music, let them lie down and relax, and had them ask the Holy Spirit to show
them heaven. After times like this, Natalie has given the children opportunity to share and
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talk about what they may have seen, heard or experienced from God. Whenever the
children share about their experiences, she has made the commitment to write them
down. It has also been a priority for her to keep in regular communication with the
parents of each of the children (“Natalie” 2015, 2016).
At the pastoral level of Church B, there has also been an expectation and belief
that God can and wants to encounter the children, as well as minister through them. The
senior pastor not only talked to the congregation about God’s desire to talk to and
through the children, but at least once, has specifically invited the children to come up
and bless the congregation. The children are also welcome to share from the front of the
church any time the adults are given room to share something they believe God has
shown or told them for the congregation (“Natalie” 2015).

James and Jenna’s Family
James and Jenna’s mother shared how she and her husband mentor their kids in
ways they believe will help them encounter God. When Jenna “began to sing
[spontaneous songs they believed were inspired by God] about God and love” a number
of years ago, she said, “we would celebrate it and encourage it without putting too much
emphasis on it. We wanted her to know how special it was, but also that God was the one
speaking through her and showing His love, that it wasn’t just an opportunity for her to
get attention” (“James” & ”Jenna’s” Mom 2016).
Although they don’t regularly set aside time “to listen for God’s voice and
encourage each other with prophetic words” at home as is done at their church, she said
there have been times when we have prayed for people and I have asked
the kids to listen and share if God told them anything concerning that
person. Sometimes they hear something, sometimes not. It doesn’t feel
like we teach them in this area, it feels like we experience it with them and
talk about it openly whenever it comes up.
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She goes on to say she wants “them to grow up knowing that communication with God is
common, expected and part of normal life” (“James” & ”Jenna’s” Mom 2016).
She teaches her children informally about various ways God communicates by
sharing examples from her own life, whether it is through the Bible or another way. They
pray about and thank God together for small as well as big things. The parents are open
with their children even during difficult times, wanting to be transparent about how God
relates to them in all situations. For example, when their mother was going through a
miscarriage, the family prayed together that the unborn child would not be lost. Then
after they lost it, she allowed them to see her grieving process. The family grieved,
processed together and read a book together about heaven, learning more about God and
His ways as a family. She said that what is most important to her and her husband is that
their children “know that they hear from God and that at any age, they can minister to
others, love others, be used by God and are highly valued by God”
(“James” & ”Jenna’s” Mom 2016).
Both the teacher and the parents affirmed and encouraged the children any time
believed the children were expressing gifts of the Holy Spirit. (“Natalie” 2015). When
mentoring Jenna through deciding what to share and how to discern God’s voice, her
father wanted to err more on the side of giving her freedom to explore and take risks. He
said he would rather allow her to make mistakes and keep growing than “squish
her…growing little spirit inside. And tell her like, ‘No, no, no, you don’t hear from God.
You’re just making stuff up’” (Dad 2015).

James and Jenna’s Perceived Revelatory Experiences
Natalie, a relatively new children’s ministry worker, initially told me about James
(age 9) and a couple of revelatory experiences she believed he had had. The most
significant experience she recalled occurred when the children were invited by the pastor
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to come up to the stage and pray for or bless the congregation. Ahead of time, James was
adamant he did not want to say anything. However, when he was on stage, there was
suddenly a moment where he had confidence and boldness, and chose to bless the
congregation. Natalie said she could see the Holy Spirit strongly on him, and he spoke
out and prayed for the congregation with authority and confidence. When I asked James
what made him believe God was behind what he prayed, he said, “Well, because I’ve
never done it before, and I didn’t have the courage before,” that “it felt so good to do it”
and that “it had such an effect.” Others in the congregation confirmed they believed that
what he prayed was from God as well (“James” & ”Jenna’s” Family 2015).
Just before my group interview with the entire family and Natalie, I had a chance
for a brief interview with James and Jenna’s father, about Jenna (age 8). He told me how
about a year earlier, the pastor had invited anyone to come up to the front of the church
and share if they believed God had given them something for the congregation. Jenna
believed God had given her something to say, so she went forward and shared, with the
approval of her parents. She began to do this every week for a few weeks. Her father
believed some of the times she shared they were messages from God, but he also believed
there had been at least one instance where she had simply made something up to say
because she liked the attention. He mentored her through the process of deciding when to
share and when not to share. Jenna and her family also shared other instances of when
they believed she had heard from God while singing spontaneous songs and giving
prophetic words for others (“James” & ”Jenna’s” Family 2015; “Natalie” 2015; Dad
2015).
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Church C: “Bella”

The Church
Julie is one of the senior pastors of Church C along with her husband, and is
involved in the oversight of the children’s ministry. The recent revelatory experience she
chose to share with me was one had by her daughter, Bella. In describing what their
church does to mentor children to hear from God, she said they start by teaching the
teachers to become comfortable hearing from God (if they’re not already). With every
lesson, they give the children a chance to hear from God related to what they are learning
in the lesson. For instance, on a story about Jesus calming the storm, they stopped and
had the children sit quietly and ask Jesus to show them if there were any storms in their
hearts that He wanted to calm. They allow the children to share what they believe they
hear or see, and then they help the children apply or follow-up with what they heard/saw
if necessary. They do various kinds of activations or exercises during their weekly
Sunday school classes that they believe help and give opportunities for the children to
hear from God for themselves and others.
They have a manual, Eyes that See and Ears that Hear, by Jennifer Toledo, that
they use with the kids and recommend to parents so the parents can learn to hear from
God as well as help their children hear from God. As Julie said, she wants the children
and parents to “go on a journey and hear God’s voice together” (“Julie” 2016). Besides
this manual, they also write their own curriculum.

Bella’s Family
As Julie is also Bella’s mother, the following is what she had to say about how
she and her husband mentor their three children to help them encounter God. They treat it
as normal for God to want to speak to all of them and to hear from God. When difficult
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things come up during the day, they will stop and she will guide or encourage the child to
ask God about the situation. She and her husband regularly pray that their children will
see and hear from God. Julie said if one of their children has “gone through seasons
where they feel like they’ve struggled to hear His voice,” they’ll pray with their children
that God would help them hear Him clearer. They regularly tell their children Bible
stories “about how God works and how God heals, and how God moves, and He is the
same yesterday, today and forever.” They attempt to normalize “the supernatural” in their
family with the belief that, “that’s the kingdom we come from, and so, it shouldn’t be this
rarity. You’re seated in heaven, this is your home; this is the Kingdom we belong to”
(“Julie” 2016).
Julie and her husband regularly involve their children in ministry, mission trips,
and ministering to people in everyday situations. It’s normal for them to ask their
children to pray with them for others (for healing or prophetic words, etc.). They ask their
children if God is showing/telling them anything to do or share with others, whether it’s
someone at church, a homeless person, or anyone else. Julie says they have seen people
blessed and healed through their children’s prayers and words (“Julie” 2016). Julie and
her husband also send Bella to a camp every year where they focus on teaching and
practicing hearing from and encountering God (“Bella” 2015).
They don’t make a big deal of their children hearing from God. They don’t tell
their children they are something exceptional because they can hear from God. Julie said,
that’s really kind of the attitude we’ve tried to create with our
kids…experiencing God is normal. And it should be normal as a believer,
and the things of the Spirit should be normal. And these are things we try
to cultivate in our life and we try to develop in their spirituality, in their
walk with God, that…experiencing His Kingdom…you can call it the
supernatural, or whatever you want to call it, but, His Kingdom, He wants
it on earth…And so [we’re] trying to really teach our kids that everything
in His Kingdom; healing, love, you know, restoration, miracles, all
that…He wants that on earth.
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She and her husband try to model this in their own lives saying, “you can’t just tell kids
that and not model it” (“Julie” 2015).

Bella’s Perceived Revelatory Experience
When I asked Julie in my initial church interview for an example from her church
of a child who had recently had a revelatory experience with God, she told me about a
recent experience her daughter, Bella (age 9), had while they were in South America on a
ministry trip as a family. During their trip, Julie had been asked at the last moment to
preach to a large congregation. When she prayed about it, she believed she heard God tell
her to speak on love, and to ask her daughter to pray and see what she heard as well. Julie
did not tell Bella about the topic she believed she heard from God being love, but
interrupted Bella’s TV watching and asked Bella to pray and see if she received any
revelation from God about what Julie should share. Bella prayed and also believed God
told her that her mother should speak on love. Bella also said she saw a series of three
pictures in her mind that she believed were a message from God to the congregation.
Bella wasn’t originally planning on going with her mother, but Julie consequently took
Bella with her to share the pictures and meaning with the congregation. Julie and Bella
believed God gave them insight into the meaning of the pictures. Bella ended up sharing
the pictures and their interpretation with the whole church alongside her mother. Julie
said she intentionally didn’t try to “groom her or prep her what to say,” she “just let her
be raw, 9 years old, share what she saw” (“Julie” 2015).The church felt blessed and
encouraged, and was actually ecstatic over the message. The entire community believed
Bella’s revelatory experience was definitely from God (“Bella” 2015; “Julie” 2015).
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Church D: “Sarah”

The Church
I first heard Sarah’s story from Anna. Anna has taught children about how to hear
God’s voice for many years and is now one of the teachers at Sarah’s church. According
to Anna, Church D claims “Hearing God’s voice is a lifestyle” at their church. They
attempt to make “hearing God’s voice and encounters a part of how we connect with God
in everyday life, in services, and our church and even [our private] school culture”
(“Anna” 2016). She added that parents are trained in hearing God through adult classes at
the church, or simply through hearing the regular sermons because it is such a normal
aspect of their church culture (“Anna” 2016).
For the children, in addition to Sunday school classes, there is a short summer
camp many of their children attend, as well as a special training program. There is also a
midweek leadership-training program for ages 9-12, which Anna helped to teach and
Sarah attended regularly. Children must apply to participate in this program. It focuses on
training “them specifically to always be aware of what God’s saying, and always be
aware of how they project themselves into society,” and “how to honor people” (“Anna”
2015). In these classes, Anna teaches the children, among other things, the importance of
being thankful, that they can release peace, hope and joy wherever they go, and the
importance of looking people in the eye and smiling. She teaches them how to declare
positive encouragement over people when they see negative things.
The children in this class are given opportunities to minister to adults and children
in public places, at their church and at other churches through prayer, prophetic art,
messages they believe they get from God, and treasure hunts. Anna says she doesn’t
“know one of our children who has really not been able to hear God’s voice…it’s very
normal because, it’s part of our culture and it’s surprising…if you’re unable to hear
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God’s voice in such a clear way, especially if they’re children.” If she finds a child that is
“having a hard time,” she coaches them and says “usually, it’s they’re just overthinking it
and making it more complicated than they should.” She says all “of the children know
how to hear God’s voice, and they prophesy over people.” The children in the classes
practice and learn “to teach and preach and…to be on ministry team” and “pray for the
sick” (“Anna” 2015).
Anna emphasizes to the children what they’re doing is so that God can be “on
display,” not the children. She says when they are ministering to others it is in order to
love them well and partner “with who God says people are.” She also emphasizes to the
children they can “live in constant relationship with God, and every day He can talk to us,
and every day we need to hear His voice and stay connected, and when we do that, it just
shifts our life.” She encourages the children to take risks and step out to see if they really
are hearing from God. She teaches them that this is the way they learn to better discern
God’s voice and she is willing to take risks with them (“Anna” 2015).
Church D uses Seth Dahl’s, ABCD’s of Prophesy and regularly, Anna said, “use
prophecy or hearing God’s heart for others as one way of practicing. Many times, we will
lead kids to hear God’s voice for their class mates to encourage them and build them up.”
Sometimes they lead the children through guided exercises in their imagination of
encountering God. Anna said they do not “have a set thing…every time, we are led by
what we feel God is doing in the room that day” (“Anna” 2016).

Sarah’s Family
I did not receive a reply to my initial follow-up questions from Sarah’s family
asking how they specifically attempt to mentor their children into hearing and
experiencing God, however I pieced together from the group interview with Sarah, her
father and grandfather, some of what their family does to help mentor Sarah to hear from
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God. The leadership training class Sarah is a part of went on a ministry trip to the State
Capitol. She returned excited about what she believed were experiences of hearing from
God. She was comfortable and excited talking about it with her parents, and they, in turn,
were encouraging and excited for her as well. She believed she had heard God a few
times prior to going on this trip and also received dreams that she believed were from
God.
Sarah’s father talked about how, as a family, they share what they think God is
saying to them about their lives and circumstances through dreams, the Bible and signs
from God or “manifestations of…God’s glory.” As a family, they have talked about how
God is able to speak to them through dreams, “when we go to bed at night time…we can
ask the Holy Spirit to, to give us dreams and visitations.” Quite often, she would come to
her parents in the morning with a vivid dream which they would then discuss together in
order to discern whether it was from God or not and what it might mean. Sarah’s
grandfather was also encouraging and excited about Sarah’s boldness, zeal and spiritual
journey. Sarah’s father talked about how he and his wife learned about God’s desire to
communicate with them through dreams etc. when Sarah was just a young child. From
that time on, he said they,
became super intentional about praying with our kids about stuff, things
like, if they would have a nightmare or a bad dream at night, and we, we’d
talk about, you know, they’d be waking up in tears or something, you
know, ‘Well, let’s ask Holy Spirit to give you a different ending to that
dream. How…does Jesus see that?’ …and so we’d pray about it and
they’d come to a place of peace and go to sleep…I think there was a
couple times…they…re-had…a different ending. (“Sarah” 2015)
Hearing from God is a family affair for Sarah and her family. They live, discern, explore
and grow together.
After Sarah’s mother read the draft of Chapters 5-7 (including the summary of
their family above), she replied with feedback saying what I had written about her family
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and church was quite accurate. She also added, “We want our children to grow up
experiencing and enjoying God knowing that He is always talking and desires
relationship with us. God’s conversations with us are not just for our benefit but for
encouraging and blessing others also, ultimately to bring His Presence to earth and spread
His Love abroad to others” (“Sarah’s” Mother 2016).

Sarah’s Perceived Revelatory Experience
The experience Anna shared about Sarah occurred on their leadership-training
outreach trip to the California State Capitol in Sacramento. Their intention in going was
to bless and pray for people. When they were at the Capitol Building, Anna asked the
kids to listen and see if God would give them any information about where they should
go next or who to pray for. Sarah (age 10) said she heard God tell her about a certain
room number in the basement, and that there was someone there to encourage. Anna
didn’t even think there was such a room number there, but decided they would look and
find out. Their group went down and found a man in the room Sarah had said. They
ended up encouraging and praying for him, and leaving him in a much better mood than
they had found him (“Anna” 2015).

Reflections
Through the case studies, it did indeed become evident that each of the
communities (though in various ways) practiced the supporting aspects of the larger
discernment process that were initially identified in the recent resources. These
supporting aspects are:
1. Creating and cultivating a context conducive to children learning to
experience God
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2. Adults being willing to participate in initial discernment during revelatory
experience if possible
3. Providing support in various ways for children after supposed revelatory
experiences
Further analysis will look into these categories deeper by looking at the more
specific assumptions, beliefs, applied practices, members involved and specific tests of
discernment.
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Chapter 6
Data Analysis on the Cultivation of a Foundation and
Context for Discernment within Community
This chapter and the next will look at the analysis aspect of stage 2 in Figure 2:
Adapted Swinton and Mowat’s Model of Practical Theological Reflection; “Application
of qualitative research methods—interviews/case studies: What is actually going on here?
Excavation of the complex matrix of meanings within the situation.”
These case studies showed that as part of the discernment process, all four
communities do indeed attempt to support children on either side of and during their
revelatory experiences in ways similar to those put forth throughout the recent resources I
examined. These ways of supporting the child in the discernment process are:
•

Creating and cultivating a context of expectancy to hear from God that
includes,
o Training the children and modeling how to hear from God
and discern God’s voice
o Providing various opportunities for the children to
“practice” hearing God

•

During the child’s revelatory experience, the child and members of the
surrounding community may attempt to discern or begin discerning the
experience.

•

After a perceived revelatory experience, the adults provide feedback,
assistance and follow-up coaching to the children as they all work together to
discern, in a context intended to be free of fear or shame even if there is
perceived failure.
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These journeys back and forth between creating a context and follow-up, continue
in a cyclical manner surrounding the children’s experience(s), all in the context of the
various layers of the community. Within these two supportive aspects, the recent
resources revealed a number of assumptions, beliefs and applied practices held by the
authors/speakers of those resources. For charting purposes, I took the assumptions,
beliefs and applied practices that were also seen in the case studies, as well as the ones
that newly emerged in the case studies, and divided them into categories that related to
the supportive aspects:
•

Creating and cultivating the context

•

Attempting initial discernment during the child’s experience if possible

•

Coaching through follow-up

•

Actual tests of discernment (these were taught to the children in “Creating and
Cultivating the Context” and applied and taught/reviewed in “Coaching
Through Follow-up.”)

As seen in Chapter 3, the lines of these categories are somewhat arbitrary, as the
child is in an ebb and flow of continual movement from one category to the next, and the
categories and aspects within them sometimes overlap each other. I have separated out
the actual tests of discernment so they can be more easily compared to Robeck’s
theology.
An additional expansion of the initial “First Attempt at a Community
Discernment Model” (Figure 4) became necessary in order to incorporate the various
supportive contributors or participants seen in the community discernment process. In the
case studies, various contributors took on different roles at different times. Even though
what was spoken about or implied varied from setting to setting, the underlying current of
creating and cultivating a context where children could learn and practice experiencing
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God in revelatory ways, with follow-up mentoring, was present throughout all four
contexts.
These various contributors who participated in the discernment process (creating
the context, coaching, discerning, testing, mentoring) emerged as:
•

Parents—They were active participants in all of the case studies

•

Children’s ministry leaders—They were active participants in all of the case
studies

•

Children’s peers or siblings—Other children in the communities (peers and/or
siblings) were seen in each of the communities as active participants in the
practice, discussion and/or testing aspects of the discernment process (“Anna”
2015, 2016; “James” & ”Jenna’s” Family 2015; “James” & ”Jenna’s” Mom
2016; “Natalie” 2015, 2016; “Rachel” 2015, 2016; “Rose” 2015;
“Rose’s Mother” 2016; “Sarah” 2015).

•

The larger church community—The expectation that children could hear from
God was present in all of the communities. When a child’s revelatory
experience impacted those outside of their immediate family, the larger
church community often played a role in the testing and follow-up of the
child’s experience.

•

Those outside of the immediate community—In two of the case studies, the
impact of the children’s revelatory experience was felt outside their immediate
church community and/or outside the church entirely. The responses of those
outside of the children’s immediate communities played a role in testing the
revelatory experiences (“Anna” 2015, 2016; “Bella” 2015; “Julie” 2015,
2016; “Sarah” 2015).

These contributors are thus added to the initial discernment process diagram.
The assumptions, beliefs, applied practices and tests of discernment placed in
further tables below most likely do not represent a complete list or picture of the entire
discernment process. The aspects mentioned here were either taken from direct
descriptions of parents and/or children’s ministry workers or by indirect reference
throughout the interviews. There were doubtless, other unmentioned assumptions, beliefs,
applied practices and tests of discernment that were not mentioned or obvious.
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Figure 5 shows a revised model of the cyclical process of community support
seen during the discernment process in these case studies and includes the various
contributors that were seen.

Figure 5: Child-Community Discernment Support Model
The various aspects of this model, with examples from the case studies, will be
explored in depth next. I have separated Figure 5 into three sections; Creating and
Cultivating the Context (top half), The Revelatory Experience (middle), and Coaching
Through Follow-Up (bottom half). For each of these sections, I have created various
tables below, with aspects grouped together by like-topic, to be able to see comparisons
between the various case studies. The churches (A-D) and the children’s initials (R =
Rose; J = siblings James and Jenna; B = Bella; S = Sarah) are listed across the top to
identify the case study being referred to. “D” is used in the table to represent when the
aspect was self-identified directly, and “I” when it was referenced indirectly. A hyphen
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indicates it was not applicable to those people and a blank square indicates the people’s
view on or use of that aspect is unknown.

Creating and Cultivating the Context
The top half of the Child-Community Discernment Support Model focuses on
creating and cultivating a supportive context believed to be conducive to children
experiencing God and being able to discern the experience.

Figure 6: Creating and Cultivating the Context (top half of model)

Expectations, Parent and Teacher Training/Communication
As seen in Table 1, the expectation for children to encounter God and minister to
others was present across the board in all four communities. I marked that these
expectations did not apply to the sibling and peer participants because the context was
initially set by the adults. However, as the children accepted and owned these
expectations, their corporate beliefs would also have, in turn, helped to reinforce the
commonly held belief. When Julie asked her daughter, Bella, to ask God what He wanted
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Julie to talk about at church, this was not an out-of-the-blue request. It was normal for
Julie to ask Bella to listen to God to see what He had to say. At Julie’s request, Bella
ended up sharing her revelatory experience in front of the large church (two services) and
then praying for people after the services. I asked Julie what Bella’s reaction was, how
Bella felt afterwards. Julie replied saying Bella responded:
Like, happily, praying for people…it was kind of very like, “Cool.” Just
like, normal…And that’s really kind of the attitude we’ve tried to create
with our kids, is experiencing God is normal. And it should be normal as a
believer, and the things of the Spirit should be normal…And so trying to
really teach our kids that everything in His Kingdom; healing, love, you
know, restoration, miracles, all that, that’s like, He wants that on earth.
And so, trying to just make that as normal as possible, and modeling it,
because you can’t just tell kids that and not model it. Trying to model that
for her. (“Julie” 2015)
From Bella’s interview, as well as participant observation at Church C, it was
obvious that her surrounding church community in general believed hearing from God in
a variety of ways is a normal part of community conversation. When discussing how she
believed God spoke to her, Bella referenced, compared and contrasted the ways she
believes God speaks to her with how she had heard others discuss the ways God spoke to
them (“Bella” 2015).
When interviewing Anna from Church D, I asked her to tell me “the last
revelatory experience a child at your church had with God.” She laughed at me while
repeating “the last one.” So, I rephrased my question to be about “one of the last ones,” to
which she replied, “um, I don’t know, because…it happens all the time…there’s a lot of
levels of encounters…one thing that I really teach about a lot is that we live in constant
relationship with God, and every day He can talk to us, and every day we need to hear
His voice and stay connected.” This belief and resulting practices were exhibited
throughout the rest of her interview as she shared numerous stories of children
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supposedly encountering God and ministering to others on a regular basis (“Rachel”
2015).

Table 1: Creating and Cultivating the Context: Expectations,
Parent and Teacher Training/Communication1

Creating and Cultivating the Context:
Expectations, Parent and Teacher
Training/Communication
Churches A-D
/
Children’s Initials
Expect & see children encountering God and ministering
to others as normal
Belief there is no “Jr. Holy Spirit”
Parent Training
Teacher Training
Teacher-parent communication

Children’s
Ministry
A
/
R
D

B
/
J
I

C
/
B
D

Family

D
/
S
D

A
/
R
D

I
D D D D D
D
I D
I

B
/
J
D

C
/
B
D

- - D

Peers/
Siblings

Larger
Church
Community

D
/
S
I

A
/
R
-

B
/
J
-

C
/
B
-

D
/
S
-

A
/
R
I

B
/
J
D

C
/
B
D

D
/
S
D

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

The belief that there is “no Jr. Holy Spirit” was brought up by Rachel, the
children’s minister at Church A, when referencing what her own mother taught her . This
saying implies that it is the same Holy Spirit that works both in children and adults; that
God does not give a junior version of the Holy Spirit to children (“Rachel” 2015). This
term was not used in any of the other interviews, though I have heard it used in at least
two of the other churches outside of the data collection process for this study. It is a
commonly understood concept in these nondenominational churches.
1 Key for Table 1:

Churches/Children =
A/R = Rose B/J = James and Jenna C/B = Bella
D = self-identified Directly by the interviewees
I = mentioned by interviewees Indirectly during interviews
- = not applicable
☐(blank) = unknown
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D/S = Sarah

Parental training is obviously a high value at all of the churches, and teacher
training is valued as well. It was not mentioned how or if they train the teachers at
Churches B and D. Julie, of Church C said they incorporate “hearing God and connecting
with God into…Bible lessons, training and equipping our teachers and our parents so
they can work with their kids at home” (“Julie” 2016). Rachel, of Church A, said they do
teacher and parental training, and at this time are working through Danny Silk’s “Loving
Your Kids on Purpose” training materials. These materials are an “empowering training
model” that helps children take responsibility for their decisions (“Rachel” 2016). This
training reinforces the belief that children are able to and encouraged to participate in
decision making from a young age. Church D has classes and related sermons for adults
that teach on hearing God. As Anna said, it is so much a part of their culture, they’ll get
the training one way or another (“Anna” 2016). Special training for teachers at church D
was not mentioned, but that does not mean it is does not happen.
Church B interviews did not reveal any specific training of teachers or parents,
however Natalie did emphasize she regularly was in communication with the parents
(“Natalie” 2016). Church A also reflected dynamic and ongoing interactions between the
leaders and parents (“Rose” 2015). Churches C and D did not mention significant
parent/teacher communication one way or another. This could have been because it was
so common that they didn’t think to mention it, or it was not taking place to the same
degree or with the same intention as the other churches. As a whole, the majority of the
case studies reflected the value placed on involving parents in helping the children learn
to hear from God and/or be involved in the process.

Prayer
In one way or another, prayer was mentioned in every case study. Natalie prays
for her students and regularly recruits adults from Church B to keep the children and
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classes in their prayers (“Natalie” 2016). Julie and her husband regularly pray for their
children to hear from God. Three of the four churches gave examples of or said directly
that the parents and/or teachers pray with the children as part of coaching the children
through seasons of not hearing from God. Julie tells how she and her husband coach their
children through “praying if they’ve gone through seasons where they feel like they’ve
struggled to hear His voice, then we’ll help them pray, ‘Help me to hear you clearly, what
You’re saying to me,’” (“Julie” 2016). Both Rose’s mother and Rachel coached Rose
through the weeks following her initial experience. During the weeks following the
experience, she had to face the confusion of not continuing to experience God to the same
intense degree as the initial encounter. Her mother and teacher encouraged her to see it as
a milestone that could be built upon, and why God might speak to her in varying
intensities throughout her life for various reasons (“Rose” 2015).
Church B did not directly or indirectly mention praying with and/or coaching
children through times of not hearing from God, but Natalie did make a point to say that
she had prayed for and with the children to be filled with the Holy Spirit with the children
claiming to have felt the Holy Spirit as a result (“Natalie” 2016). In all of these churches,
prayer, and experiential prayer, is a regular part of ministry and training life.
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Table 2: Creating and Cultivating the Context: Prayer2

Creating and Cultivating the Context:
Prayer
Churches A-D
/
Children’s Initials
Intercessory Prayer for Children
Pray through and/or coach children through seasons of
not hearing from God
Prayed with kids to receive baptism of HS

Children’s
Ministry
A B C
/ / /
R J B
D
I

Family

D A B
/ / /
S R J
D
I I

D

C
/
B
D
D

Peers/
Siblings

Larger
Church
Community

D A B C D A B
/ / / / / / /
S R J B S R J
D
I - - - - - -

-

-

C D
/ /
B S
-

-

-

Dialogue
Each family and children’s ministry saw adult-child dialogue or coaching as an
important part of helping children to learn to grow in a relationship with God and hear
from Him. In each family, parents share examples from their own lives, hoping to pass on
what they have learned to their children. And three of the families mentioned learning
and growing in their knowledge of God together as a family.
Rose’s mother and Rachel both reflected on how they had been coaching Rose
(and the other children) on how to hear from God and grow in relationship with Him
(“Rachel” 2015; “Rose” 2015). When asked what they do to mentor or train their children
to hear from and/or encounter God, Rose’s mother’s first response was that they read the
Bible “several times a week and talk about what” they’ve read. Regarding learning to
hear prophetically for others, Rose’s mother shared that “It doesn’t feel like we teach

2 Key for Table 2:

Churches/Children =
A/R = Rose B/J = James and Jenna C/B = Bella
D = self-identified Directly by the interviewees
I = mentioned by interviewees Indirectly during interviews
- = not applicable
☐(blank) = unknown
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D/S = Sarah

them in this area, it feels like we experience it with them and talk about it openly
whenever it comes up. I want them to grow up knowing that communication with God is
common, expected and part of normal life” (“Rose’s Mother” 2016). Sarah’s father
repeatedly talked about how they discuss things related to hearing from God as a family.
One thing he specifically mentioned was dreams and discussing as a family how God can
speak through them (“Sarah” 2015).

Table 3: Creating and Cultivating the Context: Dialogue3

Creating and Cultivating the Context:
Dialogue
Churches A-D
/
Children’s Initials
Adult-child dialogue/coaching to grow in relationship
with God/hear from God
Church Encourages Parent/Child dialogue re hearing
from God

Children’s
Ministry
A
/
R
D

B
/
J
I

C
/
B
D
I

Family

D
/
S
I

Peers/
Siblings

Larger
Church
Community

A
/
R
I

B
/
J
D

C
/
B
D

D
/
S
I

A
/
R
-

B
/
J
-

C
/
B
-

D
/
S
-

A
/
R
-

B
/
J
-

C
/
B
-

D
/
S
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Julie shared an example of a typical dialogue during children’s ministry class. The
Bible story covered that day was about Jesus sleeping in the boat and calming the storm
(Mark 4:35-41). The teacher told the children, “Let’s just stop and ask Jesus right now if
there’s any storm going on in your heart He wants to speak peace to.” She then had the

3 Key for Table 3:

Churches/Children =
A/R = Rose B/J = James and Jenna C/B = Bella
D = self-identified Directly by the interviewees
I = mentioned by interviewees Indirectly during interviews
- = not applicable
☐(blank) = unknown
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D/S = Sarah

children “sit quietly and ask Jesus.” One of the kids shared that their parents were going
through a divorce and they felt sad and afraid. So the teacher said, “‘Let’s ask Jesus to
step into the storm in your heart …’ and then he had just this beautiful encounter with
Jesus speaking peace to the storm in their heart. And they were like, ‘I feel so much
better! I feel so much lighter! God’s in control!’” (“Julie” 2016).
Julie talked about how at Church C they encourage the parents to learn to hear
God’s voice (if they don’t already) so they can talk with their children about it and help
them learn to hear. They encourage the parents to use Eyes that See & Ears that Hear by
Jennifer Toledo so in “giving them really simple tools that together as a family, they can
go on a journey and hear God’s voice together” (“Julie” 2016).
The voices of children and the dialogue between adults and children are definitely
valued in these communities. The children are not always being “taught at,” but are being
encouraged and coached into a relationship with God in a very relational way.

Priorities and Actions of Adults
All of the families reflected the value of incorporating God in their everyday
lives, whether it be through discussion, prayer, sharing stories, providing opportunities
for ministry or simple encouragement. God was a priority in their family life. Two of the
ways this was expressed in Table 4 are: taking their kids to church regularly (all families)
and choosing to homeschool their children (at least one family). When Rose’s mother
was asked specifically how she and her husband work to cultivate a context where her
children can learn to grow in their relationship with God, she listed a few things they did,
but said,
More than anything, God is a natural part of our everyday life. There’s
nothing we do every day or even every week but we maintain relationships
with God and our kids see that and get invited to do the same. He’s very
real to us and is our biggest priority. Walking that out and making life
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decisions based on a Biblical mindset is something the kids see and hear
us doing. (“Rose’s Mother” 2016)

Table 4: Creating and Cultivating the Context: Priorities and
Actions of Adults4

Children’s
Ministry

Creating and Cultivating the Context:
Priorities and Actions of Adults
Churches A-D
/
Children’s Initials
Incorporate God in everyday life
God is priority in life
Take to church
Homeschooled
Send their children to related camp
Special additional classes for kids on ministry,
preaching, character &/or prophetic

Family

A
/
R
-

B
/
J
-

C
/
B
-

D
/
S
-

-

-

-

-

I
I

I
I

Peers/
Siblings

A
/
R
D
D
D
I

B
/
J
D
I
I

C
/
B
D
I
I

D
/
S
I
I
I

-

-

I
I

I

A
/
R
-

B
/
J
-

C
/
B
-

Larger
Church
Community
D
/
S
-

A
/
R
-

B
/
J
-

C
/
B
-

D
/
S
-

God as a life priority was expressed, among other ways, through hosting or
sending children to special classes and/or camps where the children could learn more
about God, practice experiencing God and practice ministering to each other. Church D
has their specific children’s leadership classes the children can apply to participate in.
And recently, Church C has been having numerous types of fundraisers in order to send
as many as their children to a camp this summer that focuses on helping children learn to
encounter God and pray for/minister to others by the power of the Holy Spirit. The
4 Key for Table 4:

Churches/Children =
A/R = Rose B/J = James and Jenna C/B = Bella
D = self-identified Directly by the interviewees
I = mentioned by interviewees Indirectly during interviews
- = not applicable
☐(blank) = unknown
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families interviewed at all of these churches go out of their way to do things they believe
will help their children learn to communicate better with God and be used by Him in
ministry to others.

Opportunities to Experience and Minister and Curricula Used
Whether at camp, church, home, around the neighborhood or around the world, all
of the children’s ministries and families provided opportunities for their children to be
involved in various aspects of ministry and/or participate in exercises they believed
would be conducive for their children to hear from God for themselves and/or others.
Among families, Rose’s mother shared an example related to a few days after
Rose’s claimed encounter. Rose’s six-year-old brother, Rick, became sick with a fever
and sore throat. He had a history of having seizures as the result of even a common viral
infection. Their mother asked Rose and her younger sister to pray with her for Rick. She
took a Bible and showed her daughters where it said that “If anybody among you is
feeling sick, pray for ‘em.” She then had the girls pray with her for Rick. The next day,
the whole family was excited to see Rick was completely better and had no seizures.
They credited his remarkably quick turn-around and recovery to God answering their
prayers (“Rose” 2015).
Bella’s mother, Julie, explained how she and her husband create opportunities for
ministry and encounters as a natural part of their family life. If the parents are praying for
someone who is sick, they have their children pray with them. If the parents are “asking
God for a word for somebody,” they’ll have their children ask God for a “vision or a
picture, a word for them” too. Julie says they will
even stop the family, like, driving and there’s a homeless person on the
side of the road. We’ll stop the car at get out, with the kids. We’ll have the
kids pray for them, pray for their hurt leg, you know. And we’ve seen
miracles happen. We’ll have the kids “ask God for a word for this person
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on the street,” you know, this homeless guy, they’ll get a really sweet
word for them, you know? And powerful, the person really getting
touched by it. So, we just try and make it, we take it when we can, but we
also try and incorporate it into our everyday lives as much as possible.
(“Julie” 2016)
All of the children’s ministry leaders provided times of guided prayer and
listening in order to enable the children to practice hearing from God for themselves and
each other. These times were done in conjunction with various curricula, related to
whatever Bible story the class is reading or simply as a separate exercise. These types of
practice times are often called “activations.”
In describing what they do in Church C, Julie says they use Jennifer Toledo’s
book, Eyes that See and Ears that Hear, as a basic guidebook, but they also do a variety
of other activations. For instance, the teachers may have the children draw a picture of a
heart and then ask Jesus to tell them what He sees in their hearts. They can draw or write
in the heart whatever they believe God showed/told them. Another example would be
having the kids write a letter on one side of the paper to God, and then on the other side,
let God tell them a letter He’d write to them. They also do things like making “prophetic
art” (drawing pictures they believe God gave them as encouragement for someone else)
for their parents or friends (“Julie” 2016).
Anna, from Church D, spoke of using Seth Dahl’s ABCD’s of Prophecy
Curriculum as well as just being “led by what we feel God is doing in the room that day.”
They regularly have times where the children can practice hearing from God, receiving
encouraging and prophetic messages for each other (“Anna” 2016). All of the churches
use curricula of one kind or another that attempt to facilitate and encourage practicing
hearing from God on a regular basis.
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Table 5: Creating and Cultivating the Context: Opportunities to
Experience and Minister and Curricula Used5

Children’s
Ministry

Creating and Cultivating the Context:
Opportunities to Experience and
Minister & Curricula Used
Churches A-D
/
Children’s Initials
Provide opportunities to encounter God for themselves
and minister to people other than their peers
Provide opportunities for children to practice hearing
from God for each other
Kids taken on ministry opportunities outside of church
Play worship music/Have worship times
Curriculum used:
Author: Becky Fischer - Various
Author: Hillsong - Various
Author: Jennifer Toledo – Eyes that See
& Ears that Hear
Author: Bethel/Seth Dahl - Various
Teacher or Department Writes Their Own
Led by God: Along the Way or Ahead of Time

Family

A
/
R
D

B
/
J
D

C
/
B
D

D
/
S
D

A
/
R
D

I

I

D D -

I

D

D

D

-

-

-

D D
D D
D
D
D -

-

-

D D

Larger
Church
Community

B
/
J
D

C
/
B
D

D
/
S
I

A
/
R
-

B
/
J
-

C
/
B
-

D A B C D
/ / / / /
S R J B S
I
I

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

I

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

I

D

Peers/
Siblings

D

The larger church community James and Jenna were a part of provided
opportunities in the corporate setting for the children to practice hearing from God for
others. James’ opportunity and subsequent claimed experience came as a result of the
pastor inviting all of the children to come up on stage and pray for or bless the
congregation. Their church also has times when anyone from the congregation is invited
to come up and share with everyone something they believe God has told them to share.
5 Key for Table 5:

Churches/Children =
A/R = Rose B/J = James and Jenna C/B = Bella
D = self-identified Directly by the interviewees
I = mentioned by interviewees Indirectly during interviews
- = not applicable
☐(blank) = unknown
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It was during one of these opportunities that Jenna told her parents she had something to
share with everyone and was allowed and encouraged to share from the stage
(“James” & ”Jenna’s” Family 2015; “Natalie” 2015; Dad 2015).
As part of the special children’s leadership class at Church D, Sarah went with her
class on a ministry trip to the State Capitol and to various other churches. They were
encouraged to give prophetic and encouraging words to the workers at the Capitol, and
they were given numerous opportunities to minister to and pray for people at a number of
churches. They were being given opportunities to practice what they had been learning
with each other within their class (“Anna” 2015; “Sarah” 2015). Rachel and Natalie
(Churches A and B) both provided times of worship (corporate or in class) the children
could participate in. They believed it was a conducive place and time for children to
encounter God in deeper ways (“Natalie” 2016; “Rachel” 2015). Rose (Church A) said
that a few days before our interview, she wanted to pray and ask God if He wanted her to
be a part of my study, because, as she said, “it’s always nice to consult Him about
everything.” However, she felt like she wasn’t able to hear from God very clearly, so she
decided of her own accord, that perhaps previously, she’d “been too distracted” when
she’d “tried to connect.” So she went to a room by herself, lowered the lights and put
worship music on quietly while she prayed. She then claims to have had an experience in
which she encountered both an evil presence trying to tell her one perspective, and then
Jesus showing her clarity about participating in my study and giving her a renewed sense
of His presence and joy (“Rose” 2015). Rose had learned from her community that
worship and quieting herself in prayer would help her hear from and connect with God, to
the extent that she practiced it on her own. The case studies left no doubt that practicing
hearing from God for oneself and others is regularly practiced and encouraged in all of
these churches and families.
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All of the churches used curricula that in one way or another taught children about
hearing from God, for themselves and/or others. The curricula by Fischer, Toledo and
Dahl all included lessons on how to hear from God for themselves and/or others. I do not
know what Hillsong curriculum was used and thus cannot comment on whether that
curriculum addressed teaching children how to hear from God. The church that used
Hillsong curriculum, however, also used one of the other curricula that did address
hearing from God.

Table 6: Creating and Cultivating the Context: Teaching Topics6

Creating and Cultivating the Context:
Teaching Topics
Churches A-D
/
Children’s Initials
Topic: Bible stories general
Topic: Trained to Hear from God
Topic: Training on Prophecy
Topic: Importance of the Bible
Topic: Encountering God is normal
Topic: Heaven

Children’s
Ministry
A
/
R
D
D
D
D
D
I

Family

B C D A B
/ / / / /
J B S R J
D D
D D D D D
D I D
I I
D D I I
D D D
D

C
/
B
D
D

D
/
S
I
I

I
I
I

I
I

Though all of the children’s ministry classes involved teaching the children how
to hear from God for themselves and others, other topics and methods showed variation.

6 Key for Table 6:

Churches/Children =
A/R = Rose B/J = James and Jenna C/B = Bella
D = self-identified Directly by the interviewees
I = mentioned by interviewees Indirectly during interviews
- = not applicable
☐(blank) = unknown
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All of the children’s ministry classes included training on prophecy, and all of the parents
talked with their children about the importance of the Bible, told them Bible stories and
shared with them their belief that encountering God is normal. Julie told how she and her
husband tell their kids Bible stories “about how God works and how God heals, and how
God moves and He is the same yesterday, today and forever” (“Julie” 2016).
Rachel talked about how at Church A, they teach that the Bible is “the living
Word of God” and use Bible stories in the lessons to solidify and reinforce the types of
experiences the children are having. They also use “memory verses…object lesson
activities and fun games” (“Rachel” 2016). The other churches may use these strategies
as well, but did not specifically mention them.
Other topics that were mentioned by someone in one, two, or three, but not all, of
the case studies were: memory verses, Bible stories on encounters, faith, love, God is the
same today as in the Bible, ways God speaks, training on spiritual gifts, and being trained
to think symbolically (see Appendix A for more details on the use of these topics).
Two of the parents (from Churches C and D) told stories that alluded to the
children having been instructed in the use of symbolic thinking in order to understand
pictures and/or messages they believed were from God. This was discussed in the context
of understanding dreams, visions, pictures and/or messages they believed were given
from God. Bella, from Church C, referenced God speaking to her in symbolic ways and
implied it was common for people in her community to do so as well (“Bella” 2015).
Whether it was taught in Church C formally or not, understanding God as speaking
through symbolic means was seen as normal at least amongst her family and those whom
her family regularly interacted with. This may have also been present in the other
families and church classes, but was not specifically mentioned. Church B did say they
used Fischer’s curriculum, and her curriculum on Hearing God’s Voice does include
lessons on “Dreaming Dreams” and “Interpreting Dreams & Visions.” However, I do not
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know if these lessons were specifically taught to the children of Church B. Churches A, B
and D all mentioned using at least some of Bethel’s curriculum. I only examined the
curricula that focused primarily on hearing from God. It is possible there is information
on understanding dreams and visions in curricula that I did not examine, though it is not
evident from any of the curriculum descriptions on their website.
The list of topics is in no way exhaustive, but it shows the topics that were
specifically valued enough to be mentioned by the children’s ministry leaders and
parents. It is also possible that parents and leaders taught on topics that are listed but did
not mention them, and thus the related square remains blank.

The Revelatory Experience
In some cases, while the child was supposedly having their revelatory experience,
it was evident that the child and/or members of the surrounding community were
attempting to use certain discernment methods to discern or begin discerning the validity
of the child’s experience. It may have been occurring in each of the situations, but I am
only able to report on what was seen or spoken about. Further analysis on the actual types
of tests used is in the following chapter. However the following are a few examples of the
children and surrounding community beginning the discernment process.

Figure 7: The Revelatory Experience (middle of model)
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All of the children mentioned at one point or another that they made an initial
judgment about at least one of their experiences while it was happening. Rose said she
could feel a power while she was worshipping and instead of “just” worshipping, she
knew she “was worshipping to God.” When I asked Rose how she knew it was God, she
said, “I could just feel it…You can just feel that type of thing” (“Rose” 2015). Bella told
of a time at camp where she felt “drunk” in the Spirit and that during that time she said
she “felt like Jesus could really talk to” her (“Bella” 2015). James believed it was God
who inspired him to pray over or bless the congregation. He said he chose to do it
“because I had the courage to do it, and God gave me the courage, and when I did it, it
felt so good to do it” (“James” & ”Jenna’s” Family 2015). His sister, Jenna told of
initially feeling confused one time when trying to discern God’s voice. I asked how she
ended up deciding. Her answer was that she simply asked God. God made it clear to her
(“James” & ”Jenna’s” Family 2015).
In two of the case studies there were examples of adults (parents, children’s
ministers or the wider congregation) who made an initial attempt at discernment while
the child was having the experience. While Rose was worshipping, Rachel said she could
tell that God was doing something. She said something “really powerful was going
on...she just like, was just gone…like, in a different place…in a good way…I was like, so
blown away, and really powerful presence.” Later, when Rose told Rachel of her
experience, Rachel was not surprised at all, because she believed she witnessed Rose
encountering God (“Rachel” 2015).
Twice, while James was having a revelatory experience, Natalie displayed initial
attempts at discernment. She described him as usually a fairly “antsy” child, but she
describes that one day in class during a prayer time, “when I looked at him this time, he
was like, in this place with God. And he had this little smile on his face. I knew that he
was seeing something.” Then later, the time he was praying over the congregation, she
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said when he started praying, she could see the Holy Spirit strongly on him, “it was like,
the Holy Spirit took over him and he like, was so bold, when he was speaking like a
different person. It was great…I could feel the Holy Spirit…when he prayed…I could see
the Lord on him so strong” (“Natalie” 2015). Both Natalie and James also mentioned
how others in the congregation said they sensed God in the moment and believed He was
behind what James was praying that day over the congregation
(“James” & ”Jenna’s” Family 2015; “Natalie” 2015).

Table 7: The Revelatory Experience7

Child

The Revelatory Experience:

Churches A-D
/
Children’s Initials
Initial discernment attempted by the
child during their experience
Initial discernment attempted by others
during the child’s experience

Children’s
Ministry

A
/
R
D

B
/
J
D

C
/
B
I

D
/
S
D

A
/
R
-

B
/
J
-

-

-

-

-

I

I

C
/
B
-

Parents

D
/
S
-

A
/
R
-

B
/
J
-

C
/
B
-

Peers/
Siblings

D
/
S
-

A
/
R
-

B
/
J
-

C
/
B
-

Larger
Church
Community
D
/
S
-

A
/
R
-

D

B
/
J
-

C
/
B
-

D
/
S
-

I

James and Jenna’s mother said she largely believed a lot of Jenna’s spontaneous
songs were from God because while Jenna was singing them, they were just flowing out
of Jenna, with no chance for forethought. She also talked about determining the

7 Key for Table 7:

Churches/Children =
A/R = Rose B/J = James and Jenna C/B = Bella
D = self-identified Directly by the interviewees
I = mentioned by interviewees Indirectly during interviews
- = not applicable
☐(blank) = unknown
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theological accuracy of the songs while listening to them (“James” & ”Jenna’s” Family
2015).
I don’t know if these examples show that the children are already displaying use
of the ways they had been taught to test whether something was from God or not. They
were expressing the use of ways they were taught to seek God or be available for Him to
speak to. However, as far as the actual discernment, it is unknown whether they would
have been able to discern the same way without any teaching or being shown by example
ahead of time. Regarding Toledo (2007), Fischer (2014a) and Dahl’s (2013) teaching to
encourage children that when they ask, they should initially just believe what they hear is
from God, that does not appear to be what was done by the children in these instances
just mentioned. There were distinct aspects of their experiences that led them to believe it
was really God they were encountering. It cannot be determined if they discerned this by
other aspects they were taught or observed in their community, or whether their
discernment was more instinctual, or a combination.
The children’s workers, who made attempts at discerning during the experiences,
did so mostly by sensing what they claimed to be God’s presence. The one parent, who
exhibited discernment during her child’s experience, did so by rational and theological
means.

Coaching Through Follow-Up
The second half of the Child-Community Discernment Support model focuses on
the Coaching Through Follow-Up done by various members of the community after a
child has claimed to have had a revelatory experience. The belief that children can be
taught to hear God and discern for themselves is balanced by the support found in this
section of coaching through follow-up.
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Figure 8: Coaching Through Follow-Up (bottom half of model)

The bottom half of this model shows that the community coaching through
follow-up mirrors, complements, and is part of a continually flowing, community
discernment process. The child is continually moving between being supported in ways
that lay and continue to build a foundation on the top half, having experiences, and then
processing and responding to their perceived revelatory experience on the bottom. Below
are some of the aspects of coaching follow-up that were identified through the case
studies.

Encouraging Atmosphere
Generally, the community’s responses to children claiming to have had a
revelatory experience with God were encouraging. Children in these communities were
not thought to be crazy or unusual when they claimed to have had a revelatory
experience. Rather, their experiences were seen as expected to be a normal part of
Christian life. This atmosphere of encouragement was seen in different ways in the
various case studies. Just because one of the boxes of Table 8 may be blank does not
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mean that the given church did not practice that type of encouragement, it was just not
mentioned or obvious in that particular case study.

Table 8: Coaching Through Follow-Up: Encouraging
Atmosphere8

Coaching Through Follow-Up:
Encouraging Atmosphere
Churches A-D
/
Children’s Initials
Allows child to express in own words
Err on expression and risk vs. perfection
Celebrate & Encourage
Emphasize it’s about God not the child

Children’s
Ministry
A B C D A
/ / / / /
R J B S R
I
I
I
I
I I
I I
I

Family

B
/
J
I
I
D
D

Peers/
Siblings

Larger
Church
Community

C D A B C D A
/ / / / / / /
B S R J B S R
I
I

I

B C D
/ / /
J B S
I
I
I

The communities did not harshly critique the children’s forms of expression. The
children were not expected to necessarily be able to express themselves or their
experiences with the vocabulary or perspective of adults. Julie made a point to say she
didn’t coach her daughter, Bella, in how to present the pictures she believed God gave
her for the congregation. Julie said simply, “I had her share her vision. And I didn’t give
her language. I didn’t groom her or prep her what to say. I just let her be raw, 9 years old,
share what she saw” (“Julie” 2015).

8 Key for Table 8:

Churches/Children =
A/R = Rose B/J = James and Jenna C/B = Bella
D = self-identified Directly by the interviewees
I = mentioned by interviewees Indirectly during interviews
- = not applicable
☐(blank) = unknown
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Jenna was three or four when she began singing what her parents called
spontaneous or prophetic songs while her dad played the guitar. Sometimes her mother
had wondered about the meaning or validity of certain parts of the songs. During the
group interview, Jenna’s mother processed aloud,
when she’s prophesying or doing spontaneous songs, it doesn’t all of the
sudden, sound like she’s 15 or adult…there are some things, we’re like,
uhhhh… But it’s like her, you know, her filter…she’ll have like one, this
one spontaneous song that um, it’s totally from God, but there’s like a few
lines…that are kind of off…it blesses people who hear it, it blesses me,
like it’s totally amazing and there’s a couple things that are…like a fouryear-old’s understanding of a deep thing…over simplified maybe…Rather
than maybe off. (“James” & ”Jenna’s” Family 2015)
Jenna’s mother concluded that what might have seemed “off” could actually have been
simply a four-year-old’s perspective of a larger concept than Jenna knew how to formally
explain.
Then there was a time Jenna shared some messages she believed were from God
with their entire congregation from up on stage. Her parents believed that some of these
messages that were shared over a few weeks were from God, but others seemed simply
like things Jenna had made up. Her father did not want to “squish her little…growing
little spirit inside…And tell her like, ‘No, no, no, you don’t hear from God. You’re just
making stuff up.’” Her father had grown up with what he saw as swinging “the pendulum
too far” in that direction, where the leaders said, “Let’s [just] stick with the Bible. The
Bible is safe, the Bible is, you know, controlled, and doesn’t get out of hand, and we
know the Bible” (Dad 2015). Jenna’s father was not downplaying the supremacy of the
Bible, in fact he was the only one interviewed who directly said that if what the children
experience doesn’t match up with Scripture, that’s a clue it isn’t from God
(“James” & ”Jenna’s” Family 2015). However he did leave room for grace in the practice
and growth process of learning what was from God and what and how to share it.
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Instead of immediately pointing out what her parents believed wasn’t of God,
Jenna’s parents talked with her about the process of learning to hear from God. They
dialogued with her and asked her how God had talked with her and shown her the things
she shared. As part of their conversation, Jenna herself admitted that one of the times she
shared, “I didn’t really like hear that, I just thought it sounded nice.” Her parents didn’t
shame or rebuke her. They encouraged her to “be honest,” and that she wouldn’t get in
trouble. They talked more with her about different ways they believe God speaks, and
that it can be a process to learn to discern what is from God and what is not. In the big
picture, Jenna’s father admitted that he “would rather have her make something up now
and then” than crush her attempts at learning to share messages from God (Dad 2015).
Anna, of Church D, similarly shared of allowing for children to make mistakes as
they learned how to hear from God. When her class was on their ministry trip to the State
Capitol, she admitted that when Sarah said she believed God wanted them to encourage a
person in a specific room number in the basement, Anna didn’t think the room existed.
But she was willing to take the risk and go with Sarah to try it out and see. In general,
Anna said, “we get our kids to try…Just be brave and try and, if you’re wrong, it’s okay,
that’s the way we learn how to be very specific with the voice of God and that’s how we
learn to partner with Him.” In this case, Anna was pleasantly surprised to find that there
actually was the precise room number in the basement Sarah claimed to have heard, and
there was a man in that room Sarah was able to encourage with a message she believed
was from God (“Anna” 2015).
These perspectives match with what was seen in a lot of the recent resources. The
resources emphasized initially getting the children to believe they could hear, and were
hearing, from God. Correction and fine-tuning could be added later, but the first priority
was to get children practicing hearing from God without focusing on perfection, worry
and doubt from the outset.
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The larger church community encouraged the children in a number of ways. The
pastor of Church B actually invited the children to speak to the congregation; specifically
in James’ case, and by allowance with Jenna at other times. They were invited and
allowed to practice and share without fear of shame. Both James and Jenna were
recipients of positive feedback and encouragement from members of the congregation
after they spoke. Rose’s community was also excited and encouraging after her claimed
experience. Her mother sent an email to the church leadership later that week, sharing
and rejoicing over all the wonderful fruit she believed she was seeing in Rose’s life as a
result of her experience. Those in leadership were excited with Rose’s family (“Rachel”
2015; “Rose” 2015).
Anna, and then James and Jenna’s parents, thought it was important to mention
the need to balance the encouragement with the perspective that all the ministry the
children were doing and experiences they were having was not for them to gain attention
or because they were somehow more special than others. Rather, the parents and Anna
emphasized to the children that what they were experiencing was all about God, because
of His love and for Him to receive the credit. Jenna’s mother said, “When she would sing
about God we would celebrate it and encourage it without putting too much emphasis on
it. We wanted her to know how special it was, but also that God was the one speaking
through her and showing His love, that it wasn’t just an opportunity for her to get
attention” (“James” & ”Jenna’s” Family 2015). And Anna shared, “it’s not about the
kids, it’s about…this connection with God, you know, and we teach them, like it’s not
about you being on display, but it’s about God being on display” (“Anna” 2015).
This attitude also ties in with the belief that children hearing from God is seen by
these communities as normal and to be expected. Julie as well as Rachel’s parents,
though encouraging their children, did not want the children to feel as though they were
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deserving of more attention or somehow more special than other people or children
(“Julie” 2015; “Rose” 2015).

Dialogue and Records
In all of the case studies, children were allowed and encouraged to share their
experiences at home or in church, with each other and the adults in their communities.
The children were not just taught that they could hear from God, nor did the instruction
stop with giving them facilitated times to attempt to hear God for themselves or others.
The process continued with dialogue and coaching after perceived revelatory
experiences.
Parents and teachers at two of the churches mentioned the teachers kept the
parents informed of what their children described experiencing. One of the children’s
ministry workers goes so far as to keep a written record of children’s accounts (“Natalie”
2015). Two of the churches mentioned they encourage parents to talk to their children
regarding experiencing God. The other churches might also practice these things, but they
did not mention it. Overall, however, dialogue after experiences was highly valued.
Rachel, of Church A gives opportunities for class discussions. She says she frequently
gives the children “an opportunity to share what God is doing, and that helps me (and
other teachers) to pastor them through the encounter. This also gives a chance for the
other kids and teachers to be encouraged with what God is doing in our midst” (“Rachel”
2016).
Whole families dialogue together. During the interview with James and Jenna’s
family, James was not afraid to chime in with his opinion regarding one of his sister’s
experiences. When asked by her mother, Jenna did not think one particular part of a
spontaneous song she sang was really from God. Her brother disagreed with her saying
he thought it was from God and she just didn’t know it. Their mother then voiced her
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opinion that she thought it was from God too, but their mother did not push it or insist she
was right. It was a time when they all felt comfortable sharing their opinions even if they
hadn’t yet come to a conclusive decision (“James” & ”Jenna’s” Family 2015).

Table 9: Coaching Through Follow-Up: Dialogue and Records9

Children’s
Ministry

Coaching Through Follow-Up:
Dialogue and Records
Churches A-D
/
Children’s Initials
Teacher-parent dialogue
Church Encourages Parent/Child dialogue re encounter
Opportunity for dialogue with peers and/or siblings
Adult/Family-child dialogue, coaching, discerning and
praying together, helping children learn from what
they’ve experienced
Value learning together along the journey
Keeps records of children’s encounters

A
/
R
I
I
D
D

B C D
/ / /
J B S
D
I
D D I
D D I

I

Family

Peers/
Siblings

Larger
Church
Community

A
/
R
I
I
I

B
/
J
I
I
D

C D A
/ / /
B S R
- - I I D
I I I

B
/
J
D
I

C
/
B
I
I

D
/
S
I
I

A
/
R
-

B
/
J
-

C
/
B
-

D
/
S
-

I

D

I

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

I

A significant part of the dialogue between the adults and children happens at
home with the parents. After Bella said she saw three pictures from God that were a
message for a church, her mother encouraged her to ask God what the pictures meant.
Bella prayed again and came back with what she believed God showed her. Julie was

9 Key for Table 9:

Churches/Children =
A/R = Rose B/J = James and Jenna C/B = Bella
D = self-identified Directly by the interviewees
I = mentioned by interviewees Indirectly during interviews
- = not applicable
☐(blank) = unknown
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D/S = Sarah

coaching Bella through how she felt Bella needed to process and follow up with what
she’d seen (“Julie” 2015).
Three of the families mentioned learning and growing in their knowledge of God
together as a family. Sarah’s father spoke a number of times about his daughter having
dreams (whether good or bad) and how their family would talk and pray about them
together as part of the discernment process. Her father also spoke of learning about God’s
ways together with the various members (parents and children) being contributors of
understanding what God might be saying to their family in various ways and times. Their
relational journey with God, that included the follow-up, application and discerning the
source of their experiences, was a communal process as well as individual (“Sarah”
2015).

Negative Examples
All of the previous aspects looked at in this chapter focus more on positive
aspects that were done to support children in the discernment process. However, there is
something to be learned through two negative experiences that were shared as well. Both
had to do with reactions of the larger community that had potentially negative effects.
Thankfully, they were both mediated by the coaching of parents. When Jenna shared on
stage the first time, at age six, what she believed God had told her to share, according to
her father, the community went a bit overboard “fawning” over her. Her father explained
it’s “this balance, …[our church] is an environment that um, nurtures…that aspect of
what kids can bring, to such a degree that like, Jenna was getting sort of fawned over and
then that sort of like encouraged her” he believed, to continue saying things on stage in
the following weeks, whether she thought God had told her something or not. As noted
previously, her parents walked her through that time and helped her to realize it was
better not to share something she made up as if it was from God (Dad 2015). However,
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this situation shows the power (positive and negative) of the larger community, both to
encourage and possibly “go overboard.”

Table 10: Coaching Through Follow-Up: Negative Examples10

Coaching Through Follow-Up: Negative
Examples
Churches A-D
/
Children’s Initials
Negative = fawn over, make a big deal of child
Negative = laugh at because think it’s so “cute”

Children’s
Ministry

Family

Peers/
Siblings

Larger
Church
Community

A B C D A B C D A B C D A B C D
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S
I
I

Jenna brought up the second negative example during the group interview with
her family and Natalie. Jenna said she had stopped sharing up front of the church because
the last time she had gone up to show a picture she’d painted that she believed God gave
her to share with the congregation, they all laughed at her. I watched as her parents
coached her through the follow-up of this experience. She came out the other side, being
open to once again sharing from on stage. After Jenna shared, their conversation
continued as follows:
DAD: Sometimes people chuckle when something is just so precious.
JENNA: And they didn’t chuckle, they laughed.
DAD: But they weren’t mocking you at all, they were just so taken by
you, I think…
10 Key for Table 10:

Churches/Children =
A/R = Rose B/J = James and Jenna C/B = Bella
D = self-identified Directly by the interviewees
I = mentioned by interviewees Indirectly during interviews
- = not applicable
☐(blank) = unknown
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D/S = Sarah

MOM: Cause you’re so small, and you spoke so well,
JENNA: …and it just felt very clearly from God…Maybe I should start
talking on stage again. (“James” & ”Jenna’s” Family 2015)
Until we talked about it in the interview, the parents were unaware of why Jenna
had not shared on stage recently. Yet as soon as the parents became aware of it, they
jumped in to encourage and coach her through processing the event and the
congregation’s reaction.

Concluding Thoughts
These samples from the case studies reveal incredibly supportive and expectant
communities that teach, walk with and coach their children to hear from and experience
God for themselves and others and discern their own experiences in the context of
community. They create and cultivate a context that is encouraging, educational and
allows for practice without fear of failure. After children claim to have experiences with
God, they are coached through discernment, application and other positive or negative
issues that may arise. The Child-Community Discernment Support Model (Figure 5)
shows this process in a visual form. The families, children’s ministry workers and
community member who participated in the interviews were all given the opportunity to
provide feedback on the drafts of chapters 5-7. Of the three families and two workers
who replied, they all said that what was presented in these chapters was accurate of their
families and/or churches.
One thing that is not gone into detail in this chapter is that of the specific tests
used by the communities to discern the children’s experiences. The following chapter
breaks down the specific tests of discernment that were seen throughout the case studies
and compares them to Robeck’s theology. This represents further dialogue between
stages 2 and 3 of Figure 2; theological reflection on the case studies.
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Chapter 7
Data Analysis on Tests of Discernment: Theological
Comparisons of Robeck’s Theology with What Was Seen in
the Interviews
This chapter explores stage 3 of “Table 1: Adapted Swinton and Mowat’s Model
of Practical Theology.” Stage 3 is described as, “Critical theological reflection on current
charismatic teaching and praxis in the light of Scripture and tradition: How are we to
understand this teaching and praxis situation from the perspective of critical
faithfulness?”
Robeck’s Pentecostal theology of discernment talks about the importance of
discernment being done in community. The previous chapter described the larger
communal aspect of discernment as it is being practiced in these communities. Within the
communal setting there were numerous specific tests of discernment that emerged in the
case studies. This chapter attempts to look at how the communal process as a whole, as
well as the specific tests, compare to Robeck’s theology.
When looking at the specific methods of discernment, or testing for the source, it
would be near impossible, and not as fruitful, to try and determine a complete set of
testing methods of discernment that were used by each individual in the each of the
various situations. Some methods were obvious to me as an observer, some were
mentioned directly or implied by interviewee; but doubtless, there were ways of testing
that were neither mentioned nor obvious. However, when looking at the tests that were
mentioned or implied as a whole, it is possible to get at least a general picture of the types
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of methods used by those interviewed and compare them to Robeck’s theology of
discernment.1

Community
The one aspect of Robeck’s theology that was particularly complexified through
this study was that of doing discernment as a community. Robeck believes the role of
community is crucial for discernment. He says “Discernment is first and foremost a
function of the Spirit in the church and should be understood as best expressed in a
community process” (1994, 45). Robeck believes the communal aspect is so important
that, “an unwillingness to cooperate in the discernment process is itself an indication that
something is wrong. Those who claim inspiration must be open to assessment, review,
and critique” (39). When I began this study, I had no idea how significant the role of
community would prove to be evident in the various case studies. Discernment was not
done “from the top down,” nor in isolation. Community was where the cultivating
context and training ground for the children to learn how to hear from God, a place to
practice hearing and discerning, and a place to receive follow-up coaching through the
discernment and application process.
The major difference in comparing the views of community between Robeck and
what was seen in the case studies is the inclusion, or lack thereof, of children as part of
the process. Robeck does not mention children, except to reference that believers in
Christ are children of God, which is intended more for metaphorical significance than
including people under 18 years of age. The communities in the case studies, on the other
hand, valued the role of children as a significant, valid and valued part of the discernment
process. Community was seen as the place to mentor children in the churches’
perspectives on hearing from God for themselves and others. Robeck did not explicitly
1 See Chapter 3 for full description of Robeck’s Pentecostal Theology of Discernment
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exclude children from the discernment community, but they are also not explicitly
included either, and certainly not to the degree that this was demonstrated in the case
studies. Robeck also does not discuss the community as being the place to train children
specifically how to discern. He does mention leaving room for immaturity, and that could
be seen to apply to children as well as to adults.
Within the case studies—from parents, to family friends, to children’s pastors, to
congregation members, to the children themselves along with their peers and siblings—
everyone could (and did at various times) play various roles and use various testing
methods in the discernment process. The inclusion of the various members of the
community and their roles in the major aspects of the community discernment processes
were shown in “Figure 5: Child-Community Discernment Support Model” with the
details described in Chapter 6. The case studies varied in which members of the
community were involved in what aspects of the community discernment process.
With Rose (Church A), her family and the children’s ministry were particularly
supportive in providing training, mentoring and opportunities to practice hearing from
God and ministering to others. After Rose’s claimed revelatory experience, it was her
parents and children’s pastor who were particularly supportive in walking her through the
follow-up of initially validating and then helping her to process the experience. Family
friends within the church also helped to discern and validate her experience (“Rachel”
2015; “Rose” 2015; “Rose’s Mother” 2016; “Rachel” 2016).
With James and Jenna (Church B), their family, the children’s ministry and the
larger congregation were all supportive in providing training, mentoring and
opportunities to practice hearing from God and ministering to others. The parents were
particularly instrumental in helping to coach Jenna through the follow-up part of the
process, and the congregation was part of the testing process as well. For James, the
family, children’s pastor and larger congregation were all a part of the
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validating/discerning process. Both of them continued to receive follow-up coaching
from family and in the children’s ministry program (“James” & ”Jenna’s” Family 2015;
“Natalie” 2015; Dad 2015; “James” & ”Jenna’s” Mom 2016; “Natalie” 2016).
In Bella’s instance (Church C), her family, the children’s ministry and the larger
congregation were also all supportive in providing training, mentoring and opportunities
to practice hearing from God and ministering to others. When she claimed to have
received pictures from God, her mother was part of the validating/testing process and also
coached Bella through praying to receive the meaning of the pictures. Her mother, Julie,
gave her a platform to share with a congregation where she was to be the guest speaker.
The larger congregation where they were guests, and a family friend from their home
church, all tested, affirmed and validated what Bella had received, believing it to be from
God (“Bella” 2015; “Julie” 2015, 2016).
In Sarah’s case (Church D), her family, the children’s ministry and the larger
congregation were also all supportive in providing training, mentoring and opportunities
to practice hearing from God and ministering to others. In response to her experiences at
home, her family (parents and siblings) was the main support for discussing, validating
and/or coaching her through the follow-up process. After the experiences she claimed to
have while participating in ministry with her leadership class at church, it was primarily
the children’s ministry group leader, her peers, and those she ministered to (in and
outside of the church) who played significant roles validating and discerning of the
experiences. After the experiences with her leadership class, her parents and grandfather
provided continual encouragement and a setting where follow-up support could continue
(“Anna” 2015; “Sarah” 2015; “Anna” 2016).
Besides the importance of community, there were four main parts of discernment
Robeck listed that could be applied when going through the discernment process as a
community. They included examining the claimed source, fruit, content and experience
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of the Holy Spirit. Determining the source is at the heart of all of these aspects of
discernment and is at the heart of this research project. The case studies served to show
how all of these aspects helped to determine the source. The main question throughout
this research that was asked to the parents, children’s ministry workers, community
members and children was, “How did you know it was from God?” or in other words,
how did you discern the source? The following are examples of discernment drawn from
the case studies and how they relate to Robeck’s criteria. An exact fit of the examples
within Robeck’s criteria is somewhat difficult because the examples often show the use
of various criteria in tandem or in various combinations.

Testing for the Source
Discernment is about determining the source of the insight/revelation/experience .
As the heart of this research the case studies demonstrate how various criteria (the
claimed source, fruit, content, experience, the rational mind, etc.) help to determine the
source. The source was discerned through one or more of the following ways:
•

Looking at the source claimed by the child

•

Testing the fruit

•

Testing the content

•

Using experiential means

•

Using rational means.

More often than not, multiple ways were used together to discern the source. Sometimes
the source was discerned first and helped to validate the content, other times the testing of
the content helped to validate the source. Even if the source was known first, other
criteria were usually used as well to confirm and validate.
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Initially, in Rose’s experience, the source was discerned first, which helped
validate the content. Even as Rose was having the experience, Rachel, the children’s
ministry worker, describes seeing and sensing the following:
I could barely even like, help the kids engage ‘cause I was just felt like the
presence of God so strong…I look over and I see one of our girls
[Rose]…her face lifted, with her eyes closed, and she’s just like, I could
tell, something, like, really powerful was going on. And she just like, was
just gone. Like, and I, like I, like, gone in a good way. You know, just
like, in a different place, and I was like, so blown away, and really
powerful presence [of God], um and so I happened to be their teacher that
night as well, uh, like, in her class…and she was like, at the very end of
the night, she’s like, “Miss Rachel, can I tell you something?” And I was
like, “Yeah! You can.” And like, I kinda just knew, I just knew,
something, she was going to tell me something significant. (“Rachel”
2015)
Even before she heard the content, Rachel knew Rose had experienced something
good, powerful and significant from God. Because Rachel believed she sensed God’s
presence and had seen God’s presence on Rose, Rachel was sure of the source before
even hearing the content of Rose’s experience. The content and the resulting fruit only
further confirmed to her that the source was from God (“Rachel” 2015).
An example of the content being tested to reveal the source can be seen with
James and Jenna’s father. When he was asked if the content helped he and his wife
decide if it is from God or not, he said, “Well, obviously, when it, once in a while,
something that will, an idea will come up that’s um, not terribly scriptural, so that’s kind
of a clue right there” (“James” & ”Jenna’s” Family 2015).
More often than not, the reports from the children and parents included testing in
an intermixed, simultaneous or back and forth fashion. They did not appear to
consciously set out to prove either the source or content first then the other in any linear
or labeled fashion.
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Fruit
Robeck’s title for this section is actually, “How Do Those Who Are Inspired
Act?” but in it, he covers a number of aspects of fruit. He talks about the need for good
fruit to be seen in what is ultimately produced, as well as examining the quality of the
character (fruit) seen in the life of the inspired person. He backs this up with Mat 7:16-18,
where Jesus warns about false prophets and the ability to discern by the fruit. Robeck
elaborates,
In I Corinthians 14:33, Paul states that “God is not a God of confusion but
of peace.” He argues that the exercise of the charisms should be consistent
with the character of the one who gives them…They are to result in such
things as “upbuilding and encouragement and consolation” (I Cor. 14:35,26, 31). If the ultimate fruit of any prophetic claim is destruction,
contradiction, confusion, disruption, and chaos, Paul suggests, then the
one who makes the prophetic claim is not doing so in the power of God’s
Spirit. (1994, 37-38)
In other words, Robeck is saying Christians need to look at the fruit that was
produced by the revelation, the fruit of “Christian character” that was already visible in
the revelator’s life, as well as the way the revelation was delivered (the producing of the
fruit). All three of these were mentioned as ways of discerning the revelatory experiences
in various ways and times during the interviews. I have included them all under this
single category of fruit. The combined types of fruit were the most common types of
descriptions mentioned in the discernment processes throughout the interviews.
There was mention of the fruit seen in the lives of each of the children and/or
other people’s lives because of the children’s revelatory experiences. In some of the
interviews, there was mention of the fruit of already developed character in the children’s
lives prior to their experiences, and the fruit of the spirit evident in the child during the
producing of fruit was mentioned as well. I have divided my analysis of fruit into tables
with subsequent examples.
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Fruit that Is Produced as a Result of the Experience
As seen in Table 11, the fruit of confirmation and an experience having a
meaningful impact on others were the most commonly mentioned or observed types of
fruit that emerged from the case studies as part of the discernment process. They were
seen or mentioned by at least one person in each of the case studies.

Table 11: Specific Tests of Discernment—Fruit Produced by the
Experience2

Specific Tests of Discernment:
Fruit Produced by the
Experience
Fruit - word/experience was confirmed by
an observer, recipient or a what was said
ended up happening (healing, prophetic,
or revelatory)
Specifically healing
Fruit – meaningful to life of others or self

Fruit – misc.

Children’s
Ministry

Parents

Child/
Self

Peers/
Siblings

Larger
Church
Community

R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S
D
I D I
I D I I I I I
I I
c c
a
I
I

I

I

I

I

I I
D

I

D
I

D I
D I

I

I

I

D I D
I

D

I I
c a
o o
I
a

People getting healed through prayer after a revelatory experience was a fruit
mentioned in regards to both Sarah and Rose. Sarah said she had a picture from God of a
woman wearing a polka dot dress who had a leg problem. She ended up meeting a lady in
a polka dot dress with a leg problem, so Sarah prayed for her. Sarah described what

2 Communities represented by Children (R=Rose, J=James & Jenna, B=Bella, S=Sarah)

D = self-identified Directly by the interviewees
I = mentioned by interviewees Indirectly during interviews
a = adult’s perception c = child’s perception
o = reference made to someone outside the church
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happened afterwards saying, “She said something like, her leg had been swollen for half a
year, and it like, was fine, was starting to go down… I could actually see the swelling
kind of go back in.” (“Sarah” 2015). After Rose’s experience, she and her younger sister
prayed with their mother for their brother who the family claims recovered dramatically
fast afterward and didn’t experience any seizures like he usually does when he gets sick
(“Rachel” 2015; “Rose” 2015). Rachel said Rose’s mother claimed she’d, “…never seen
my girls have like, such like, faith before, and like, such, like gone after healing and
prayer with such kinda like, tenacity” (“Rachel” 2015). They attributed the fruit of Rose’s
new found faith to her recent revelatory experience.
When Anna described the fruit of Sarah giving her word of encouragement to a
man at the Capitol building, Anna said, “…his whole, complete, demeanor changed and
um…it completely changed his day” (“Anna” 2015).
Sarah and her father talked about the fruit of peace being a test of whether Sarah
was hearing from God or not,
SARAH: … If you’re peaceful and it’s like, you have a thought and it’s
like, peaceful and gentle, you can also tell it’s God, but if it’s from the
devil, it’s usually like, you’re not so sure about it.
DAD: Yeah, it makes you feel a bit anxious and worried and scared.
Sarah’s father also shared how the recounting of one of Sarah’s dreams had helped to
bring peace to their entire family at a time when they were worried about the safety of
one of Sarah’s siblings (“Sarah” 2015).
Fruit was seen in the responses of the entire congregation where Bella shared the
vision she believed was from God. Her mother, Julie, in describing the congregation’s
response to Bella sharing, said the following:
And it was just incredible. People are weeping and repenting before God,
like leaders, like weeping, crying, repenting to God, calling out, like
asking God for forgiveness… I mean, it was just like incredible, and you
just, and… there’s no way, I mean, the best sermon in the world I could
have come up with could’ve never had done that. It was just God
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encountering one child, you know what I mean? It was so profound and
incredible. I mean, we stayed for like, two hours after that service and
people were asking Bella to pray for them. ‘Cause they were like, “This
girl, is connected.” You know, it was amazing. (“Julie” 2015)
Fruit was seen in the lives of children themselves during, as well as after, their
experiences. In recounting Rose’s telling of the encounter to her, Rachel said to Rose,
I just remember…hearing…how you describe now, like, how you’re like,
“Yeah, I love worshipping and I love singing, but then all of the sudden, it
was different.” You were like, it wasn’t just something we do, it was like,
“I…was…worshipping…God.” (“Rose” 2015)
The encounter took Rose’s worship to a different level of experience that was
noticeable to her and the others around her even during the experience. This impact
continued and not only continued to affect Rose’s worship, but impacted Rachel’s
worship as well. Rachel said,
I’ve seen Rose worship a couple times since, since that
encounter…whenever I see her in worship, I’m telling you Karissa, like I
am convicted to go to another level of worship with Jesus, like her, all of
her countenance and her entire like, body and energy is like, like just
wants Jesus with every ounce of her being and her face is just like, like
just so intent on breaking heaven. Like she just like, she knows she had to
have that contact with Jesus, she just wants that. (“Rachel” 2015)
Rachel shared what Rose’s mother had said in the days following her daughter’s
experience,
…she had that contact encounter with Jesus on Sa-… Sunday night, and
every day, she’s been like, had this like renewed, fresh heart for Jesus, and
she’s like, she’s just reading her Bible, and she’s spending time with God,
and she just has this, this light inside of her, like…like I haven’t seen
before. (“Rachel” 2015)
Rose’s mother said to Rose in the interview, “…since then it’s, it, you know, for
that whole, for at least a week or two, and then kind of lasting since then, you really had,
had that joy and that new life in you every day. You’d be singing worship songs, and
reading your Bible, and…” When her mother was asked directly what it was that made
her believe Rose’s experience was from God, she said that it was mostly the fruit, but
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also that she had “been there” herself as a child, which I took to mean that she too had
experiences similar to this as a child (“Rose” 2015).
Other types of fruit mentioned fewer times in the case studies and referenced in
Table 11 as “Fruit – misc.” included: child’s life changed for the better, relationship with
God grew/new level of hunger for God, child wanted to read the Bible more, new level of
faith in child to pray, peace vs. anxiety or fear, renewed, fresh heart, greater devotion for
Jesus, worshipping God, want to follow the Bible now, understood importance of
following the Bible, God became more real to child, unusual courage, feels good, joy,
repentance, child’s life impacts/convicts others, it “felt like there were springs in my
shoes,” good fruit seen in general (See Appendix D for further details).

Fruit of Character Already Evident in Children’s Lives Before the Experience
Both previous trust in the child’s character and gifting, as well as having a proven
record or history of hearing accurately from God were aspects of fruit used to validate
children’s experiences – both by adults and in two cases, the children. This was
particularly the case with parents, which makes sense since they would have more
knowledge of the child’s character and history over time. The instances it was mentioned
by the children’s ministry worker, happened to be in reference to her daughter. Bella’s
mother was also the children’s ministry leader interviewed at Church C. The community
member interviewed from Church C, Lynne, was also a family friend who has spent a lot
of time traveling and ministering with Bella’s family.
Julie, Bella’s mother, had faith in her daughter’s ability to hear from God because
Julie believed she’d seen a history of Bella’s ability to hear from God. Julie explained the
following:
…she started praying, just listening, and we’ve, we’ve developed this with
her, so she knows how to hear God’s voice. She’s very comfortable with
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hearing God’s voice…she has her own thriving relationship with God, you
know, so it’s, it wasn’t totally out of the norm for me to tell her like,
“Let’s listen to see what God has to say.” (“Julie” 2015)
When Julie asked Bella to pray and see if she got anything from God, Bella was
not expecting to have to share it with anyone other than her mother. It wasn’t until after
she shared the images she said she saw, that Julie told her to come with her and share
with the whole church. Lynne, a family friend of Bella and Julie, who was also staying
with them at the time and was present at the meeting Bella shared at, noted this as well.
Lynne mentioned how she observed Bella’s humility when seeking God for what God
wanted shared at the church. This was part of what helped Lynne believe it was from God
(“Bella” 2015). Bella appeared to have no selfish motives for hearing from God.

Table 12: Specific Tests of Discernment—Fruit of Christian
Character3

Specific Tests of Discernment:
Fruit of Christian Character

Child’s character/gifting is trusted
History/proven record

Children’s
Ministry

Parents

Child/
Self

Peers/
Siblings

Larger
Church
Community

R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S
I
D I D
D
a
I
D I D
D I
D

There was also a history in Bella’s life that Lynne was aware of and had seen. She
knew Bella’s character and the lack of selfish motivation that led up to the event of Bella
sharing at the church. Lynne mentioned how in the past, she’d seen Bella be “responsible
3 Communities represented by Children (R=Rose, J=James & Jenna, B=Bella, S=Sarah)

D = self-identified Directly by the interviewees
I = mentioned by interviewees Indirectly during interviews
a = adult’s perception c = child’s perception
o = reference made to someone outside the church
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with what God tells her, like…she wouldn’t lie about it, or make it up.” Lynne relied
upon Bella’s character evidenced during this experience and seen in previous instances as
well. She believed it had to be from God because, “knowing just like her childlike faith in
what God showed her in that she was willing to stand up in front of a bunch of people in
a place that she wasn’t even expecting there to be hundreds of people, like, you could
really just tell…There’s no doubt in my mind that it wasn’t from God” (“Bella” 2015).
Both Julie and Lynne also made mention of Bella’s godly character during the
delivery of her perceived revelation.4 When I asked Julie what Bella’s response was after
sharing at the church, she said,
She [Bella] was like, “Okay, cool. Yeah. Cool. Yeah, great, I’m glad…I’m
glad, you know, that made sense to you guys.” Like, she’s just very kind
of like, nonchalant and matter of fact about it…I think she was very happy
that she was able to hear God and help people kind of in their
breakthrough, um, genuinely, you know. And she, she’s just so tender, I
mean, she was so gracious to like, you know, we just did two services in a
row and it’s like now 2:00 and she hasn’t had lunch and she’s just still
praying for people. (“Julie” 2015)
Bella’s mother was impressed by Bella’s character that showed through in how
Bella reacted after giving people a message from God and how Bella treated everyone at
the church. When Lynne was asked if she had anything more to share at the end of her
interview with Bella, said, “…you could feel the like truth behind what she was saying,
and in, behind it being really from the heart of God and not from just any, random like
nine-year-old girl. It was just like this really, it was really powerful and that it was very,
like, simple; simple and powerful and just like, really honest…” (“Bella” 2015).
Character and history played a large role in the discernment process of those closest to
Bella.

4 Which would also fit under the next heading of “Fruit that is Evident in the Way Revelation is

Produced”
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When Sarah’s dad shared his concluding thoughts at the end of the family
interview, he mentioned Sarah’s history as part of his validation for Sarah’s more recent
experiences. He said,
…specifically Sarah, um, ever since she was quite little, when she would
um, you know, if somebody had a headache, you know, I’d have a
headache or something, and she’d come and go, “let’s pray.” And she’d
put her hands on you, and she, and even now, it’s like, she’ll say, “We tell
the headache to leave, [--] not tomorrow or the next day, but right now,”
and very authoritative, and it’s kinda partly personality, but very much
um, very sure of…when she has dreams, we’ve talked about it a lot, [--]
“Do you think that’s from God or not?” and um, often, she’ll be like, “Oh
yeah, I know it’s from God.” How do you know? “I just know.” [--] I
think it’s interesting that there’s a, not necessarily a reasoning or anything,
but like, just kind of a…it comes from a knowing thing. (“Sarah” 2015)
This “knowing thing” Sarah’s father mentioned also correlates with Robeck’s category of
experience or trans-rational intuition of the Spirit (Table 15), however it is in the context
of sharing about Sarah’s history and track record. Her more recent experiences were not
out of the blue or inconsistent with how he believed God had worked through her already
in the past.

Fruit that Is Evident in the Way Revelation Is Produced
In regards to all of the case studies except Sarah’s (Church D), something about
the way the revelation was received or given was mentioned as part of a validation
process, directly or indirectly. Some of the examples from this category could also fit in
the category of Experiencing the Holy Spirit/trans-rational knowings.
Rachel, Rose’s Children’s Pastor, said she could feel and see the Holy Spirit’s
presence around Rose, that Rose was emanating the light of God and appeared to be
“encountering Jesus to the point where she wasn’t aware of her physical surroundings”
(“Rachel” 2015). In Rachel’s mind, the way the revelation was produced helped to
validate Rose’s experience even before Rose told her what had happened.
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Table 13: Specific Tests of Discernment—Way Revelation
Produced 5

Specific Tests of Discernment:
Way Revelation Produced

Child appeared tuned in elsewhere/not
present
Light emanating from child
Child spoke with perceived
authority/courage
“Sees” God/Holy Spirit on the child
Felt the Holy Spirit/God’s presence

Children’s
Ministry

Parents

Child/
Self

Peers/
Siblings

Larger
Church
Community

R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S
D
I
I

I
I

I

D

I
D

I

Fruit – Child in awe/stunned

I

D
a

I

When I told James I heard he got to bless everyone, I asked him to tell me about
it. He said the following,
Well, in the fir-, in the beginning, I didn’t know. So I was a little bit
nervous, at, at, at first. But once we got there, um, several kids went before
me and I chose, because I had the courage to do it, and God gave me the
courage, and when I did it, it felt so good to do it.
(“James” & ”Jenna’s” Family 2015)
Natalie noted the same characteristic in her initial recounting of James’
experience. She said, “…I was blown away, ‘cause he doesn’t, that’s not, in, he’s not
always like that…He’s always very, you know, sometimes it’s hard for me to get him to
focus in class—and he was like, wow! He was so focused.” She said he spoke with “the
authority [of God] in His voice” and “It was just like the Holy Spirit took over”
(“Natalie” 2015).

5 Communities represented by Children (R=Rose, J=James & Jenna, B=Bella, S=Sarah)

D = self-identified Directly by the interviewees
I = mentioned by interviewees Indirectly during interviews
a = adult’s perception c = child’s perception
o = reference made to someone outside the church
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Though courage or authority is not listed as a specific fruit of the Spirit, the Bible
does say that perfect love casts out fear (1 John 4:18), and James credited the
characteristic of courage and lack of fear to God. He also combined this with a validation
of feeling good. He included resultant fruit as part of his validation process too. He went
on to say that he saw a difference in the congregation after he spoke and had added
confirmation given by others in the congregation:
JAMES: There-, it had such an effect.
KARISSA: Tell me about it, what do you mean by it had an effect? On
you, or on them?
JAMES: Well like, like the whole room moved and changed…And there
was a lot of descriptions about it.
KARISSA: Like what, tell me.
JAMES: Like, well, one lady said, there was a big blue cloud above,
above the whole church.
KARISSA: Uh huh.
JAMES: And it was blessing everybody.
KARISSA: and she saw that while you were speaking?
JAMES: [nodded]…that was really fun.
KARISSA: Yeah. How did you, what made you think that it was God that
was telling you?
JAMES: Well, because I thought, I was scared at first, but then I got the
courage to do it,
KARISSA: Uh huh
JAMES: out of nowhere, really.
And when the whole family was asked near the end of the interview how they knew
whether experiences James’ sister Jenna was having were from God or not, James piped
up with how he discerns his experiences, “Well, if it’s from God, I don’t, uh, think about
it, I just don’t think about it, I just go” (“James” & ”Jenna’s” Family 2015), which could
also show an aspect of trans-rational inspirational knowing.
As is seen in this example, as well as in others, various forms of tests or
affirmations in the discernment process were combined to discern one experience. Yet
when asked specifically how he knew it was God, he said it was because he had courage
when he didn’t have it before, and he credited the courage to God.
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Room for Immature Expression
Even though Robeck stresses the importance of good fruit as part of the
discernment process, he admits after his discussion on fruit that, “In spite of this, since
gifts come as a manifestation of grace, they often come in fresh ways in the mature and
the immature alike. They come irrespective of personal claims of sanctification or of
piety” (1994, 38). Could age also be added to the types of immaturity? These children
were still growing and learning as part of the discernment process.
In one of the interviews, Jenna’s mother pondered aloud regarding her daughter’s
spontaneous songs that started when Jenna was about three years old. When James and
Jenna’s family was asked how they determine whether Jenna’s spontaneous songs or
words were from God, some of her mother’s thoughts were as follows:
MOTHER: Sometimes, if something, it’s like, her idio-, her three year old
mind processing--… Or her four year old version, however old she was of
that thing, you know…when she’s prophesying or doing a spontaneous
songs, it doesn’t all of the sudden, sound like she’s 15 or adult, you know?
So, there are some things, we’re like, uh…But it’s like her, you know, her
filter, you know?...If that makes any sense.
KARISSA: So that…even though, just the age is gonna have an effect on
what she says, one way; either from God or not from God? Is that what
you’re saying?
MOTHER: Yeah….But yeah, she’ll have like one, this one spontaneous
song that um, it’s totally from God, but there’s like a few lines…that are
kind of off. So it’s like, how do you explain it?...You know, because…like
it blesses people who hear it, it blesses me, like it’s totally amazing and
there’s a couple things that are off…So it’s like, I don’t really know how
to explain that. But that’s what happened.
KARISSA: Mhmm. And they seem off because they’re just…
MOTHER: Like a four year olds understanding of a deep thing…Like,
over simplified maybe? ... Rather than maybe off.
(“James” & ”Jenna’s” Family 2015)
In the process of explaining it, she came to think that what she had initially
thought had seemed “off,” could really just have been Jenna explaining what she had
seen or heard from a three or four-year-old’s perspective. Jenna’s mother believed
portions of the songs were definitely from God and was willing to wrestle with the parts
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that were initially a bit confusing to her. Jenna’s developmental capacity to communicate
or understand appeared somewhat limited compared to what she could grow into.
Jenna’s father allowed for a different kind of immaturity Jenna exhibited in
another way. He told me how when she first started giving prophetic messages,
ostensibly from God, to the congregation, some of them seemed really from God and
others seemed like she might have made them up. He thought maybe because of the new
level of attention she was getting, she was trying to say something for God even if He
didn’t tell her anything. The following is his account of how he and his wife attempted to
walk her through this perceived immaturity.
…We, we just kind of like, let her know that she wasn’t like at all,
we’re just kinda wondering what that looked like, how did God talk to
her? And what was that, what was that process like? … And when we
probed a little bit, she was like, “well, I just kind of, that last one, I don’t
know, I didn’t really like hear that, I just thought it sounded nice,” or
something like that…And um, you know, we were just kind of encouraged
her that it’s okay to be, to be honest and she’s not gonna be in trouble, and
sometimes God does speak to us in subtle ways that sound like our own
voice, most of the time, or sound like an idea that maybe we came up with
or maybe we didn’t. And that’s like the, that’s the process, of, of learning
how to hear from God is, you know, kind of sifting through that. And it’s
not always easy…
…I would rather have her, I guess I’ve never articulated this, but I
would rather have her make something up, than like squish her…growing
little spirit inside…And tell her like, “No, no, no, you don’t hear from
God. You’re just making stuff up.” Like, because…that’s how I grew up.
And I don’t wanna like, swing the pendulum too far the other way, you
know, but, ‘cause I grew up in the church and I grew up in, um, you know,
a Baptist, um, background and it was all very, “Let’s stick with the Bible.
The Bible is safe, the Bible is you know, controlled, and doesn’t get out of
hand, and we know the Bible.” And which is all true, but misses so much
of um, so much of God’s heart, I think. I mean, not that God’s heart isn’t
completely encompassed in the Bible, but you know what I mean. (Dad
2015)
Jenna’s father was willing to give her a bit of leeway in learning to hear God’s voice so
that she wouldn’t be “squished” in her learning and expression.
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Content—Scripture as the Ultimate Precedent.
Robeck was clear that Scripture is the understood norm to which the Church can
judge inspiration and revelation against (1994, 39). Indirectly or directly, the importance
of Scripture, or Scripture as a test was mentioned by at least one person in every case
study. It is hard to say conclusively from these interviews whether or not all of those
interviewed believe Scripture holds the place of absolute preeminence, because I did not
ask this question directly. The supremacy of scripture, however, appeared to be an
assumed undercurrent; a given. As part of an answer to my question of how they discern
the content, James and Jenna’s father replied, “obviously, when…an idea will come up
that’s um, not terribly scriptural, so that’s kind of a clue right there”
(“James” & ”Jenna’s” Family 2015).
Two different times, when Sarah was asked how she knew two of her dreams
were from God, she mentioned how the content of the dreams were similar to stories in
the Bible, and this helped her believe they were from God. This was also in conjunction
however, with ‘just knowing’ as her father mentioned later. After she had a dream, he
would sometimes ask her how she knew the dream was from God. He said, “often, she’ll
be like, ‘Oh yeah, I know it’s from God.’ ‘How do you know?’ ‘I just know’” (“Sarah”
2015). As seen in these examples so far, a single method of discernment was rarely used
alone in isolation by the communities. More often, discernment included many methods
of testing that worked together to confirm each other, however the importance of
scripture did not appear to be ignored.
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Table 14: Specific Tests of Discernment—Scripture6

Specific Tests of Discernment:
Scripture

Biblical/Theologically accurate
Not sure how knows – but Biblical

Children’s
Ministry

Parents

Child/
Self

Peers/
Siblings

Larger
Church
Community

R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S
I
I
I D I D I
I D
I
D

Another example of scriptural use is seen in theological understandings of the
character of God. Lynne, one of the adult friends of Bella’s family who was present when
Bella spoke with her mother at the church in South America said it this way, “And like,
you could feel the like truth behind what she was saying, and in, behind it being really
from the heart of God and not from just any, random like 9 year old girl” (“Bella” 2015).
Rose’s mother, when talking to her daughter during the group interview said,
“since then…for at least a week or two, and then kind of lasting since then, you really
had, had that joy and that new life in you every day. You’d be singing worship songs, and
reading your Bible…” Rose’s mother obviously believed Rose giving new importance to
the Bible was significant. This significance of Rose’s desire to read the Bible was also
seen in an earlier interview when Rachel, the children’s pastor at Rose’s church. Rachel
made it a point to tell me about Rose’s new desire to read the Bible. Even Rose herself
claimed the significance of the Bible on her own, when she earnestly described her
claimed encounter with God and said that after the encounter,
everything in the Bible that had said, like, “Obey your mother and father,
do not steal, don’t lie,” everything like that, I had just tried to follow, but
now, I understood…why I needed to follow that. And I, all of the sudden, I
6 Communities represented by Children (R=Rose, J=James & Jenna, B=Bella, S=Sarah)

D = self-identified Directly by the interviewees
I = mentioned by interviewees Indirectly during interviews
a = adult’s perception c = child’s perception
o = reference made to someone outside the church
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actually wanted to follow it…I wanted to read the Bible, I wanted to have
a relationship with God. (“Rose” 2015)
Along with Scripture, Robeck mentions the centrality of Christ. This is closely
tied to testing content against Scripture because Scripture is what teaches about the
centrality of Christ. Thus, Robeck’s pentecostal theology of discernment says that if a
revelation goes against the Scriptural teachings of Christ, it cannot be from God. Rose
gave an example showing how her theology had Christ as preeminent. The night before I
was to interview her with her siblings, mother and Children’s Pastor, she prayed and
asked God if He wanted her to be a part of this study, “because it’s always nice to consult
Him about everything,” she said. She had felt her connection with God fade somewhat
since her encounter, so when she decided to ask God about whether to be in the study,
she says, “I had decided that maybe I’d been too distracted sometimes when I had tried to
connect, so I turned off the light. There was only like a faint, there was…it wasn’t
completely dark, and then I turned on a really low, some worship music…” She then
went on to describe how at first she heard (in her imagination or head) a voice that didn’t
sound good giving her answers, and she had thoughts of images that she didn’t quite
understand. She continues,
then I, and then I heard and sort of, I sort of saw, but I didn’t, but I didn’t
see, I just knew, he was there…I saw, I knew it was Jesus and I heard,
like, a rich, a rich beautiful voice saying, “Do it,” ….but [earlier] I
couldn’t tell who was who in my head. I couldn’t tell who was me and
who was bad and who was Jesus. And I asked for Jesus to make it clear
and that’s what He showed me. (“Rose” 2015)
She believed Jesus held the truth and the answer, above any other voice or source. To her,
Christ was preeminent.
Even though testing the content of the revelatory experiences against Scripture or
the preeminence of Christ was not always mentioned as a test or holding the place of
preeminence per se, it was definitely important in each of the case studies in one manner
or another.
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Tradition
As a subheading under the criterion of Content, Robeck mentions tradition.
Robeck explains,
Within the larger Christian context of the twentieth century the standard is
normally understood to be the canon of Scripture. Tradition, the
formulation of regulae fidei, creeds, or rules of faith which are believed to
be consistent with and/or derived from the “apostolic faith” as it has been
delivered in Scripture, as well as definitions of apostolicity, reason, and
experience, may be viewed as playing secondary roles here. The extent to
which particular claims are consistent with, complement, compete with,
contradict, or supersede these criteria, especially the canon of Scripture,
helps us determine whether they are legitimate or not legitimate, and thus
of the Spirit. (1994, 39)

Table 15: Specific Tests of Discernment—Tradition7

Specific Tests of Discernment:
Tradition

Beliefs and practices regarding children’s
experiences reflected charismatic
tradition
Seeing same thing happen to a self or friend

Children’s
Ministry

Parents

Child/
Self

Peers/
Siblings

Larger
Church
Community

R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S
I I I I I D I I
D D

D

D

The churches where I interviewed children, leaders and members were not
liturgical churches, so creeds are not necessarily gone over on a weekly basis. However,
aspects of pentecostal/charismatic theology were evident in the discernment processes.
Theological beliefs were reflected in the communities’ openness to certain types of
7 Communities represented by Children (R=Rose, J=James & Jenna, B=Bella, S=Sarah)

D = self-identified Directly by the interviewees
I = mentioned by interviewees Indirectly during interviews
a = adult’s perception c = child’s perception
o = reference made to someone outside the church
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experiences such as the ability of people of any age to hear from God in revelatory ways,
and the belief that Christ performs miracles and heals people today by the power of His
Spirit, through His followers.
Robeck also mentions personal experiences as part of tradition (1994, 47). When
some of the adults/parents were young, they had experiences similar to those of the
children interviewed. The adults/parents mentioned these experiences as part of their
discernment process (“James” & ”Jenna’s” Family 2015; “Sarah” 2015). 8 Bella made
reference to relying on her history of hearing from God (Personal Historical Precedence
discussed in Chapter 3), as well as mentioning learning from watching her friend
experience God. Bella and I talked about how she believed she understood what God was
telling her in the pictures she saw.
BELLA: …I see the meaning of a flower, when Jesus talks to me a lot, or
garden or something, and just kinda shows me, tells me kind of, it reminds
me…it reminds me of um, like Adam and Eve in the Garden and
everything. It’s just kinda like, it’s kinda something there’s a lotta stories
about so I just…
KARISSA: So he talks to you a lot about flowers?
BELLA: Yeah. He has a lot of things with flowers…
When asked directly why she believed the images and thoughts about the images were
from God she started out by saying, “Because, when I was asking…I kinda heard His
voice. And I’ve heard His voice before…” Bella went on to explain about how she tried
to sort out one voice among many and God’s voice eventually stood out clearly (“Bella”
2015). It was obvious from Bella’s interview and the interview with her mother, Julie,
that they both believed Bella had a history of hearing God and that helped give them both
confidence in what she continued to hear and see (“Bella” 2015; “Julie” 2015).

8 I have also listed this in Table 18, which looks at qualities specific to children. Some tests can fit

under more than one category of criteria.
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Experiencing the Holy Spirit and the Trans-Rational Intuition of the Holy Spirit
Robeck speaks of using trans-rational intuition of the Holy Spirit as well as the
rational mind (sometimes even together). A good portion of discerning by use of
Scripture and the centrality of Christ could be considered under the category of using the
rational mind. Robeck explains the trans-rational intuition of the Spirit this way;
the experience of some suggests that the ability to discern with the aid of
the Spirit of God may involve a flash of insight, a sudden impulse of
recognition, or a divine revelation even independent of rationality or
conceptual processes. It may be a deep-seated sense or feeling which
validates the claim.9 (1994, 43)
In the interviews, various forms of what Robeck calls “trans-rational intuition of
the Spirit” were mentioned many times. Table 16 shows the types of trans-rational
discernment that emerged in the interviews. It was evident most often among the
children, though adults in every case study mentioned it as well. Adults and children used
words like “felt” or “seemed like” (“Bella” 2015; “Sarah” 2015;
“James” & ”Jenna’s” Family 2015; “Rose” 2015). There were also many instances of
adults and children using the word ‘know’ in one form or another, as in they “just knew
something was from God” (“Anna” 2015; “Bella” 2015; “James” & ”Jenna’s” Family
2015; “Julie” 2015; “Natalie” 2015; “Rachel” 2015; “Rose” 2015; “Sarah” 2015). There
was even a reference by Natalie to the larger community using knowing and feeling
together in reference to when James spoke in front of the congregation. When asked if
what James said was meaningful to her or others present, she said, “…we could, a lot of
people knew when he spoke, I felt like the authority in his voice…It was just like the
Holy Spirit took over” (“Natalie” 2015).

9 In the recent resources that were examined, the aspects of sensing God’s presence, having
impressions, seeing pictures, feeling good feelings such as peace, excitement, kindness or love, and many
other aspects mentioned in Chapter 3, would relate to this area of Robeck’s theology.
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Table 16: Specific Tests of Discernment—Experiencing the Holy
Spirit and the Trans-Rational Intuition of the Holy Spirit10

Specific Tests of Discernment:
Experiencing the Holy Spirit
and the Trans-Rational
Intuition of the Holy Spirit
Insight/knowing
Feels like it’s from God
Gained gradual insight over time
Know along the way
One Voice stood out among many
Ask God
God said it was Him
It’s understandable (compared to other
voices)

Children’s
Ministry

Parents

Child/
Self

Peers/
Siblings

Larger
Church
Community

R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S
D I I
I D I I I D
I
a
D I I I
I
I D
I
I
I
I
I
D
I D
D
I

When Julie was about to invite her daughter on stage to share the images she
believed God gave her, Julie was a little nervous and felt like this was a bit of a risky
thing to do. However she didn’t hesitate because she “felt so much of God on it” (“Julie”
2015). When Bella told me about interpreting and sharing about the pictures she said she
saw, she said, “When I’m talking, it just comes out whatever I feel like Jesus is telling
me, I don’t exactly see it” (“Bella” 2015). She sometimes found it challenging to describe
exactly how she saw and knew things or heard from God, as did Rose. Rose shared with
me about the time she prayed and asked God if she should do the interview with me. She
said, “I saw a, I saw like, I just knew, a snake was in front of me. But you can’t exactly
see it, I just knew. And then, and then, I just sorta knew it was on the, on the um, it was

10 Communities represented by Children (R=Rose, J=James & Jenna, B=Bella, S=Sarah)

D = self-identified Directly by the interviewees
I = mentioned by interviewees Indirectly during interviews
a = adult’s perception c = child’s perception
o = reference made to someone outside the church
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on the subject of” the interviews. She heard the snake’s voice, which she described as
“just awful.” But as she kept praying, she then said she “sort of saw, but I didn’t, but I
didn’t see, I just knew, he was there…I knew it was Jesus and I heard, like, a rich, a rich
beautiful voice (“Rose” 2015). She could not rationally explain how she heard, saw or
knew, but she believed she knew that she was somehow seeing and/or hearing from two
different sources and claimed to be able to tell the difference.
Robeck mentions that this trans-rationality may be “a divine revelation even
independent of rationality or conceptual processes” (1994, 43). Jenna’s way of describing
how she cut through all the confusion was simple and straight to the point. She voiced her
trans-rational method in the following way:
JENNA: I know it’s God telling me becau-, because He’s, He gets into my
imagination and sometimes I don’t know for sure, but sometimes, when
something sounds really right, it can be wrong.
KARISSA: Mmm.
JENNA: And sometimes when it sounds really wrong it could be right.
And sometimes when it sounds right it can be right. And sometimes when
it sounds wrong, it can be wrong.
KARISSA: So how do you…
DAD: Now you sound like Dr. Seuss.
KARISSA: So how do you figure it out in the end?
JENNA: Ask God. (“James” & ”Jenna’s” Family 2015)
To Jenna, it was as simple as that. God somehow cuts through the confusion and makes it
clear to her so that she just knows.
Bella talked about God’s voice being the one voice that stood out among all the
others. When I asked Bella how she knew the words and pictures she received were from
God, she talked about not only that experience, but in general. She obviously was
depending on her previous experiences as well. She said,
Because, when I was asking, um, when I was asking, I kinda heard His
voice. And I’ve heard His voice before. But sometimes, when you’re
trying to listen to Jesus, you like, hear a bunch of voices in your head, and
you’re trying to believe like one, but you don’t know which one. And then
you just hear like the same voice, but you don’t know what voice you’re
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actually trying to listen. And I felt like, there was, um, everyone else was
like super quiet. Was like, I heard like whispering in the back “spspss,”
and then I heard like this one voice that was really loud, and then it like,
came in, and it’s just like, it came in and then I heard like wind in my
head, and I heard Jesus say.” (“Bella” 2015)
This also relates to what Robeck said about God not being a God of confusion, “If
the ultimate fruit of any prophetic claim is destruction, contradiction, confusion,
disruption, and chaos, Paul suggests, then the one who makes the prophetic claim is not
doing so in the power of God’s Spirit” (1994, 38). Bella apparently understood this as
was seen later, when Bella was talking about another experience and elaborated on her
discernment process.
Sometimes I’ll be confused like, what does He want me to do? It’s, I’m
like, I don’t know if He’s actually talking to me. Is this just a voice in my
head? Is it someone else? Is it something I’m remembering? But normally
you can kinda tell if Jesus is talking to you, because, He’ll be like, the only
person that you can actually understand, more than anyone else in the
world, like maybe you’ll ask like, “Should I do this…?” and then maybe
you’ll hear like, “Yes.” “No.” “Maybe.” “I don’t know.” And then you’re
just confused, but I feel like Jesus can actually talk in, to me a way that I
understand. (“Bella” 2015)
Bella demonstrates the claim that God’s voice will not bring confusion or chaos. Rather,
it is seen to bring peace and clarity.

Rationality
Robeck admits that “Rationality may play a role” in a discernment processes
(1994, 43). Even though “The effectiveness of discernment may be improved through the
use of both” the rational and trans-rational, sometimes discernment can be done “through
rational means alone” (47). Many of the discernment examples in the case study
demonstrated some aspect of rationality that was applied to the process. As seen in Table
17, someone from every case study talked about the experience that they believed was
from God as being amazing or beyond normal and logical or obvious.
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Table 17: Specific Tests of Discernment—Rationality11

Specific Tests of Discernment:
Rationality

It was amazing/beyond normal
Logical or “obvious”

Children’s
Ministry

Parents

Child/
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Jenna’s father mentioned that some of the times Jenna shared from on stage were
obviously not from God. He didn’t give further explanation, but in some way that was
logical to him, he believed it was obvious she was not always sharing something she’d
heard from God (Dad 2015).
When referring to the profoundness of the impact Bella’s message had on the
congregation they shared with, it was obvious to Julie that Bella’s experience was from
God. Julie said there was no way Bella could have come up with something that
applicable, impacting, profound and incredible on her own. She said, “the best sermon in
the world I could have come up with could’ve never had done that” (“Julie” 2015).
Anna believed what Sarah heard about the room in the basement had to have been
from God. She believed this partially because, as far as she knew, the children were not
even aware the basement existed, let alone the room numbering system that was different
than the other floors they’d been on. What Sarah claimed to have heard, however,
matched with what they later found (“Sarah” 2015).

11 Communities represented by Children (R=Rose, J=James & Jenna, B=Bella, S=Sarah)

D = self-identified Directly by the interviewees
I = mentioned by interviewees Indirectly during interviews
a = adult’s perception c = child’s perception
o = reference made to someone outside the church
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Jenna’s mother found it obvious to believe Jenna’s spontaneous songs were from
God when Jenna would just start singing and had no time to think about what she was
going to sing (“James” & ”Jenna’s” Family 2015). Rose’s mother found it logically hard
to believe that the change in Rose after her experience could come from any other source
other than God. Her mother did not see anything else in their lives that could have
influenced or caused Rose to change so dramatically so quickly (“Rose” 2015).

Multiple Methods Together
As mentioned in various ways already, Robeck says many methods of testing are
often part of one process of discernment, and that the more members of the community
and the more types of tests or criteria used, the more effective the process may be (1994,
47). The case studies indeed showed that these communities often used multiple methods
and various members of the community, in different ways at different times, to validate a
child’s experience.
In all of the interviews, it was not possible to find one lone element or person that
was used to discern an experience by itself/themselves. Even if a child was sure one of
their dreams was from God, for instance, the parent might examine the content and the
fruit (“Sarah” 2015). One individual and/or method of testing might initially be used or
be predominant, but then other methods and people became part of confirming the initial
discernment. The examples for this category have been spread throughout this chapter.
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Table 18: Specific Tests of Discernment—Multiple
Confirmations12

Specific Tests of Discernment:
Multiple Confirmations
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The New: Aspects of Discernment from the Interviews Not Mentioned by Robeck
Robeck talked about there being methods that don’t seem to fit anywhere except
in what he referred to as ‘the new.’ Right after mentioning tradition and creeds as
important tools for discerning, Robeck said, “Yet, if the Spirit’s work is as unpredictable
as the wind, then those who expect to discern the presence of the Spirit must be open to
the unpredictable, to the new and to the spontaneous” (1994, 39-40).
There were a few tests of the discernment that were not specifically touched on in
Robeck’s theology, but were seen in the case studies, and sometimes also in the nonacademic literature/resources. Some of these validation methods might actually fit into
one or other of Robeck’s listed criteria, but they are unique enough that I chose to
highlight them separately.

God’s Signature
This is what I have called one of the ways Sarah claimed to discern her
experiences. Regarding hearing or seeing which room to visit in the basement of the State
12 Communities represented by Children (R=Rose, J=James & Jenna, B=Bella, S=Sarah)

D = self-identified Directly by the interviewees
I = mentioned by interviewees Indirectly during interviews
a = adult’s perception c = child’s perception
o = reference made to someone outside the church
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Capitol, when I asked her how she heard God speak to her, she said, “Well, I just kind of
closed my eyes. We were with our group…and then I just heard the words and saw
pictures…and then I knew it was God, because after that, I heard a little faint, word,
‘God.’” To clarify, I asked Sarah if she meant if the way God had said His name at the
end was kind of like a signature. She affirmed that was what she believed (“Sarah” 2015).
This revelation she received was supposedly validated later also by the fact that they
found the room she said she heard from God, and after she shared her message with the
man in the room, the teacher claimed to have seen the fruit of encouragement in the
man’s life (“Anna” 2015). As is seen in the majority of instances, Sarah’s trans-rational
knowing worked in tandem with other aspects of discernment.
Later, when Sarah was talking about a dream she’d had, and I asked her how she
knew it was from God, she replied with the rational method of analyzing the content
saying that it seemed scriptural, but the theme of God’s signature resurfaced as well. She
said, “I think it was from God because the angel was like, holding the gold sword (that I
think it was a verse in the Bible where it talked about God holding a golden sword), and I
saw the angel holding it, and it had the signature of God on it” (“Sarah” 2015). I do not
know why Sarah simply believed that because the sword was signed by God and earlier,
because the voice said it was God she believed it. It is possible she also had a transrational knowing that it was God and/or it could have something to do with what was
mentioned in the literature/resources that encourages children to believe that if they ask
God to speak to them, they can believe the answer they get will be from God (Toledo
2007, 15; Dahl 2013).
I am not saying “God’s signature” should be a universal aspect of discernment
looked for by any or all believers. Just as God speaks differently to different people
(Robeck 1994, 47), and unique ways were used in singular events throughout the Bible
(i.e. through Balaam’s donkey in Num 22), so to, the church can make room for
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individuals hearing from God in unique ways that might particularly gain the attention or
be meaningful to individuals.

Pre-Confirmation
Another test of discernment not mentioned by Robeck is what was seen in the
non-academic literature/resources that I called in Chapter 3, Pre-Confirmation. Preconfirmation appeared specifically in Bella’s case study. Before Julie asked her daughter,
Bella, to pray and ask God for an idea on what to talk about at church, Julie had been
praying. Julie had just agreed to speak at a service that would occur in a few hours, she
says,
I just lay in bed for a moment, and I was like, “Oh God, what, what,” I
knew, I knew this was God. “Um, What am I supposed to say?” And
basically, um, just, as I was praying, I just felt like God said, “Talk about
love,” and I was like, “Okay, so I’ll talk about love, what else?” And then
I heard Him say, “Go wake up Bella and ask her…what you’re supposed
to talk about; what God wants to say.” (“Julie” 2015)
So even before asking Bella to pray, Julie had faith and apparent foreknowledge (or preconfirmation) that God would speak to Bella, and that what Bella would hear would be
from God.

Qualities of a Child
A number of qualities related specifically to the state of childhood or the
uniqueness of children emerged as playing a role in the discernment process. All of the
parents and two of the children’s ministry leaders clearly demonstrated they trust children
to be able to discern for themselves within a context of learning and growing in maturity.
They believed God could and would talk to the children, and that the children would
largely be able to identify, or learn to identify, God’s voice easily for themselves. If
parents/adults weren’t sure if what the child had heard was from God or not, and the
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revelation did not contradict their theology or knowledge of scripture, or harm anyone,
the adults tended more toward simply trusting the child’s discernment. The parents may
have used other forms of testing (content, fruit, trans-rational, etc), but barring any red
flags, they usually went along with what the child believed. Sometimes they went along
with the child’s belief in order to let them further test the experience or revelation. They
were not afraid to let the children take risks and possibly even fail. They saw this as part
of the learning process.
This practice could be for a number of reasons. Besides the theological
assumption that God can speak to children, James and Jenna’s mother’s stated she
believed children could be more present or in tune with God easier than adults
(“James” & ”Jenna’s” Family 2015). Rose’s mother brought up her own childhood
experiences, stating she’d been in a similar situation when she was a child. Her own
experience as a child helped her trust that God could talk to her daughter (“Rose” 2015).
Sarah’s father remarked how confident his daughter seemed to be about certain
experiences. This certainty helped to persuade him of its validity (“Sarah” 2015).
Trusting that children can discern for themselves was clearly seen in Jenna’s
story. When her parents realized she was sharing things with the congregation they
believed were not always from God, Jenna’s father decided to have a conversation with
her about it. He asked her if she thought everything she shared was from God or not.
According to her father, she was able to tell which ones were from God and which were
from her. He encouraged and coached her through deciding to share only the ones she
believed were from God. He didn’t feel the need to decide for her or disqualify her, but
rather coached her through the process (Dad 2015).
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Table 19: Specific Tests of Discernment—Qualities of a Child13

Specific Tests of Discernment:
Qualities of a Child

Trust that child can discern themselves
Because children’s hearts are more/already
“present” or connected with God
Adult sees similar to own experiences as a
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Though this category was not specifically mentioned by Robeck, it could be
placed under his allowance for God using the growing and immature within the
community, as long as children were seen as part of the community (1994, 38). The
unique qualities of a child could also be related to tradition or theology. I mentioned
Rose’s mother’s identification with her daughter’s experience in Table 15 regarding
tradition. Additionally, theologically, these communities believe God desires to, and
does, communicate with and work through children.

Concluding Thoughts
Robeck’s categories of criteria used in discernment and seen throughout the case
studies ebbed and flowed into each other as they worked together. The lines were
sometimes somewhat arbitrary and fuzzy, as sometimes even one type of test could fit
into a number of categories. These categories are thus somewhat arbitrary, but they do
show major themes and help give ways of grasping the processes that can be helpful for
13 Communities represented by Children (R=Rose, J=James & Jenna, B=Bella, S=Sarah)

D = self-identified Directly by the interviewees
I = mentioned by interviewees Indirectly during interviews
a = adult’s perception c = child’s perception
o = reference made to someone outside the church
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discussion. Figure 9 shows an approximate count of the number of times various types of
criteria were mentioned or implied in the case studies to determine the source of the
children’s experiences. I listed the number of times the ways were mentioned or implied,
instead of actually used, because the number of times mentioned shows what was seen as
significant by the interviewees and thought to be worth mentioning. Also, as noted at the
beginning, it would be impossible to know exactly what was used in each case.
The number of times fruit was mentioned as a determining criterion, by far
outweighed the mention of any other criteria. This was reflected in a comment by Toledo
about a situation where she believed many children were experiencing God in unusual
ways. She said, “My job is not to judge the way God moves. My job is to be a fruit
inspector” (2012, 74). When looking at Figure 9, it must also be kept in mind that the
criterion of fruit contains a number of sub-categories. Fruit could mean the good results
of the child’s experience that were seen in the life of the child or in the lives of others
around them. Fruit could be based on child’s character or way the experience was
experienced or shared, for example; when Bella shared the message she believed God
gave her for a church, she was not trying to gain attention for herself but seemed to share
from pure motives (“Bella” 2015; “Julie” 2015). I also included “History” under fruit.
History included the child discerning based on things about their experience that was
similar to a previous experience and thus affirmed to them that something about the
current experience was also from God.
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Figure 9: Approximate Times Discernment Criteria Were
Mentioned in the Interviews
The least mentioned criterion overall was content. There are a number of
possibilities as to why, though the answer is beyond the scope of this research. It could be
because the supremacy of Scripture is so taken for granted as a given, and using it as a
test is done automatically, Scripture may not have the same place of prominence in these
communities as it might have in others, or, the aspect of theology and scriptural
preeminence also can be seen in the types of fruit mentioned. Much of the types of fruit
looked for, were criteria given in Scripture (peace, fruit of the Spirit, the presence of God,
encouragement, etc.). Thus, the quandary and lack of exactness possible in classification
is evident. This chart cannot be used to conclusively say that these communities value
Scripture less than any other. In fact, if all of the fruit that was grounded in Scripture was
transferred to the “Content” category, then Scripture would be easily seen to have
preeminence in the discernment processes of these communities.
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As a whole, it would appear that the practices of discernment seen in the case
studies are generally in line with Robeck’s theology of discernment. It is also easy to see
how methods of testing/discerning cannot be broken down and isolated into neat
simplistic categories and used in a specific given order. Different tests were used at
different times and in varying combinations, with openness to new ways. The importance
of community, mentioned as essential by Robeck, was definitely seen in the case studies’
discernment processes. The discernment processes were not isolated. The additional
discernment methods that emerged were not in conflict with Robeck’s theology.
Returning to Figure 5: Child-Community Discernment Support Model, it can be
expanded upon by adding the various tests and criteria discussed in this chapter. Figure
10 shows how they are a part of the entire process.
At various times and ways in the case studies, the tests of discernment were:
•

taught to the children and shown by example, as part of creating and
cultivating the context

•

used by the child and those around them when the child is in the midst of an
experience

•

applied, used and expanded upon in coaching through follow-up

The process is holistic in nature, encompassing training and preparation before a
child’s experience, tools to use during and after an experience, and supportive coaching
after an experience.
This study was undertaken to “consider the ways in which selected present-day
charismatic communities in California address the discernment process of children’s
revelatory experiences with God, in light of the pentecostal theology of discernment that
has emerged since 1900.”14 Figure 10 summarizes the ways the selected communities
address the larger discernment process of children’s revelatory experiences with God.
14 Taken from the Problem statement in the Introduction of this study.
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Figure 10: Child-Community Discernment Process Model
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Chapter 8
Recommendations for Revised Practice and Theology
This chapter completes the practical theological reflection method (stage 4 of
Figure 2), “Formulating Revised Theology.” This chapter addresses the reflections on
theology in light of empirical study, suggesting revisions regarding taught theology in the
non-academic resources, the more academic pentecostal theology of discernment and
theological foundations of children’s spirituality. It is the last step of this practical
theology study, attempting to complexify and come to new understandings when
comparing pentecostal theology of discernment that has emerged since 1900 to the
present day discernment practices. The pentecostal theology used included: Robeck’s
theology of discernment, present-day non-academic literature/resources related to helping
children hear from God, and other historical pentecostal records since 1900 that were
related to discerning children’s revelatory experiences with God.
I write this section as theologian, and an insider of both the academy and
charismatic, nondenominational churches. My recommendations will reflect this. I am
speaking to two groups of people, of which I belong to both. My hope is that this study
can be a bridge between two groups where previously there has been little
communication.
In the book of Acts, as boundaries were stretched and the Church expanded, the
dialogue between theology and experience became crucial. When the Gentiles began
experiencing the Holy Spirit, Acts 15 reports there were followers of Christ in Jerusalem
who wanted the gentile converts to become circumcised and follow the law, staying with
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the way conversion had been practiced previously. Peter, Barnabas and Paul brought back
experiential reports of what God was doing. In light of the experiences, James was able to
reflect on the Scriptures in a new way and help advance the theology of the Church in
their day (Glanville 2016). It is necessary for the theologians, authors/speakers, and
church communities to continue to work together in this way in the area of understanding
and practicing the discernment of children’s revelatory experiences with God.

Suggestions for Revised Theology/Teaching of the More Recent Resources
The theological grounding and accuracy of the more recent non-academic
literature/resources could be strengthened in a few areas to create a more solid foundation
upon which to build. I have chosen to focus on theological recommendations as described
in Chapter 1, however many of the recommendations could be applied to the practices
communities as well since what is taught is very similar to what I found was practiced in
the case studies and many of the recent literature/resources include curriculum that is
used by the studied communities. In particular, Dahl and Toledo’s resources are used by
some of the selected communities.
In Toledo’s book, Eyes that See and Ears that Hear, she lists a number of ways
people can hear from God. Scripture is included in the list, but the explanation next to
how God speaks through Scripture is “This is when God brings his scripture alive in your
heart and you can hear him while you are reading your Bible” (2007, 12). This may be
just an attempt at a simplified explanation; however, it would be even more helpful to
include study and meditation of Scripture so they understand the Holy Spirit can speak to
them additionally through the wisdom that is inherently in the Scriptures, through study
and/or through bringing verses to mind in various circumstances (John 14:26).
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In Fischer’s curriculum on hearing God’s voice, she teaches on many ways God
can speak to people. There is even a cluster of lessons on the importance of the Bible and
how knowing the Bible can help children to better discern God’s voice. Fischer writes,
As we study God’s Word, we begin to learn what God’s viewpoint is on
the issues of life. When we know what God’s Word says about different
things it becomes a safe road map for us to follow. We can listen to the
voices we’re hearing and compare it to what the Bible says. It’s important
we understand God’s written word, or the Bible, is always the opinion
that’s right. (2014a, 78)
Besides reading, knowing, and this brief reference to studying the Bible, all of the
other ways mentioned about how God can speak to people focus on purely experiential
ways of hearing from God. There are a number of ways Fischer’s reference to study
could be elaborated.
The Scriptures speak of loving God with all your mind and strength, in addition to
loving God with all your heart and soul (Luke 10:27). 1 Corinthians 2 says one of the
benefits of believers in Christ having the Spirit of God living in them, is that this gives
them the “mind of Christ.” Believers are meant to use the full strength of their minds,
empowered by the Spirit. Fischer speaks of God speaking through the Scriptures by
bringing them to mind more than by diligent and rigorous study. The recent
teachings/resources have focused so much on experience that excludes the mind, that
they can miss the benefits of a mind experiencing God through rigorous study. Some of
the types of study could involve understanding the cultural and historical contexts of the
various parts of the Bible. Study of Church History, including traditions and creeds, can
also be done in order to benefit from the vast expanse of wisdom accumulated by the
Church throughout history. Robeck asserts that though Scripture is preeminent, secondary
standards can also be used including traditions, creeds and reason/the rational mind, etc.
A wider range and depth of foundation would create a wider safety net.
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Walters used records of John Wesley’s journal from church history to validate the
experiences of children and what he believed God was doing among children (1995),
however even wider study of church history and theology outside of charismatic
experiences by those within charismatic circles could help to bring even more checks and
balances as well as richness of understanding to what children may experience. For
instance, teaching children to value church history, tradition, creeds and the like, could
help to safeguard them even more in their discernment journeys. Robeck says,
Within the larger Christian context of the twentieth century the standard is
normally understood to be the canon of Scripture. Tradition, the
formulation of regulae fidei, creeds, or rules of faith which are believed to
be consistent with and/or derived from the “apostolic faith” as it has been
delivered in Scripture, as well as definitions of apostolicity, reason, and
experience, may be viewed as playing secondary roles here. (1994, 39)
Communities could make more rigorous study of digging into Biblical roots, history, and
cultures of the Bible, fun and exciting, looking to find out the “secrets” it will reveal. All
of this can benefit the discernment process.
Another example of using the mind is through caring about accuracy. The more
accurate the teaching to children about discernment, the more accurate the discernment of
the children will become. In Chapter 3, I mentioned a method Caldwell spoke of as a way
to discern if a spiritual entity is from God or not.1 Her instructions show a lack of
attention to theological accuracy when she says to, “Say something like the following:
…do you worship and obey Jesus Christ as your Lord and Savior and worship Him and
Him alone?” and then says to expect the Holy Spirit to say yes (2011, 121). The test in 1
1 Quote from Caldwell’s book, “…can also test to see if what you are encountering is from the

Holy Spirit. Say something like the following: ‘To the spirit who just told me that, do you worship and
obey Jesus Christ as your Lord and Savior and worship Him and Him alone? Tell me now, in Jesus’ name.’
If you hear a definite ‘yes,’ it is from Holy Spirit. Or you may hear nothing definite but feel a sense of
peace. That is most likely Holy Spirit, too. Other times, when you ask the question you might get
something freaky or an instant bad feeling. That should tell you where it’s coming from. Using this
question will usually help you figure out whether what you experience is from Jesus or the other side”
(Caldwell 2011, 121).
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John 4:1-3 is whether or not the spirit “confesses that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh”
and she will not find verses to back up a claim that spirits, Holy Spirit or otherwise will
claim Jesus as their Savior. She is somewhat on track, but misses the details. Caring
about accuracy can help to prevent cracks from forming in the foundations that are being
laid in the lives of the children in these communities. One way this can be addressed is by
submitting writings/resources and inviting input from a theologian before publication.
Incidentally, Robeck used 1 John 4:1-3 to reference testing the people themselves versus
a spiritual entity. He tied it in with verse 6 saying “ only those who followed his [Jesus’]
command were truly listening to and obeying God” (1994, 39). I am not saying one
interpretation is right and the other is wrong. I believe both interpretations can be applied
from that passage. However, doing a bit of research theologically can allow one’s
perspective of a passage to be broadened.
Dahl (2013, 12) and Toledo (2007, 15) both talk about teaching children to just
believe that whatever voice they hear after they ask God to speak to them is God. I
understand the need to get children out of a place of fear and keeping them from focusing
on being analytical of every impression or thought, but the danger is the children could
come to believe that truly, whatever they “experience” is really from God when it might
not be. Granted, at other times, these resources talk about ways to know if it was God or
not, but I believe it is a disservice to tell the children that whatever they hear when they
ask is definitely from God. Faith is important, and allowing them to believe they can hear
from God is valid. However, it could more accurate and safer in the long run to tell the
children, for example, that yes, “Expect that whatever you hear will be from God. Don’t
worry about whether it’s accurate or not. We can test it afterward. It may not be perfect,
but we can figure that out later.” If the children are told to believe that whatever they hear
is from God, this can easily lead to children getting caught in error or in the belief that
they can discern by experience alone, without the need for Scriptural validity, etc. In the
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case studies, as shown in Figure 9: Child-Community Discernment Process Model,
parents and the faith communities are to a large measure providing the discernment help
after children’s experiences.
These tests of discernment are important to the authors/speakers and practitioners
(as seen in the review of literature and the case studies); however, the way the adults are
encouraged to give initial instruction to the children to hear from God for the first time,
could be adapted to avoid certain errors. Even though the need to use Scripture as a test
was said or implied by the resources/literature and in the case studies, if the children are
not taught the significance of this from the beginning, they may end up starting from a
place of believing experience is preeminent. However, to keep it in balance, I will also
mention Leach’s encouragement “that it is more important to encourage the prophet than
to get the prophecy word perfect. A relaxed attitude will give children encouragement to
try again” (2001, 97).
Another aspect of discernment that was largely missing in the more recent
literature/resources as well as the case studies, was the concept of a specific gift of
discernment as referenced in 1 Cor 12:10. Robeck speaks of those who use the gift of
discernment saying, “Those who discern, who weigh or test what is said prophetically,
provide a significant service to the Christian community.” Even in Robeck’s discussion
on discernment, the distinction between using the gift of discernment versus the
possibility of all Christians to be discerning because of the indwelling Holy Spirit is not
specified or discussed. At one point Robeck mentions the gift of discernment and how it
could function as a particular gift in concert with the gift of prophecy (1994, 32) and
shortly after, he writes of discernment as something every Christian can participate in
without providing a transition between the two (33).
It would be helpful for children to understand and be taught about this gift just as
other gifts are taught about, as well as how every Christian can and is meant to discern to
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some extent. If the topic of the gift of discernment is avoided, the results could prove
problematic in the long run. If Christians are to function as a community and grow into
the fullness of the Body of Christ, appreciating the strengths of each other and with each
member operating out of their own giftings that complement and work together, the
children would greatly benefit from knowing how the various gifts (including
discernment) function and operate in the context of community. It would be good to train
children that there is a particular gift of discernment so that they can be aware of this gift
and learn to recognize and make use of it beneficially, either in themselves or in others.2

Suggestions for Revised Theology of Discernment
The need to elaborate on how the gift of discernment could be applied to
Robeck’s theology as well. There is little written on this topic even in non-charismatic
theological literature. Further research and teaching/writing would benefit the church at
large, and these communities in specific.
The largest difference between what is being practiced in the studied communities
and what is written about by Robeck relates to the inclusion of children. As I have
observed, in his discussion on discernment Robeck does not include children as part of
the community. There is no reference to children except that all Christians are children of
God, and the relation of the Holy Spirit to this concept (1994, 43, 44). Robeck includes
no discussion on training children about discernment or drawing them into participation
in the community discernment process. Training children, and recognizing their potential

2In 1989, I met a second grade boy in a classroom that was experiencing a purported visitation of

the Holy Spirit. All of the children I talked to in his class told me of their accounts or visions of heaven,
except this boy. When I asked him what he had seen in heaven, assuming he would tell me about what he’d
seen in heaven like all the other children, he responded that he had not seen heaven, but that he had the gift
of discernment. He said when other children didn’t know what something they had seen meant, he would
simply “know” (God would tell him) and he would be able to tell them. He knew he was different than the
other children, but that his gift was necessary and helpful. Someone had taught those children there was a
gift of discernment, the value of the gift, and how everyone could benefit from it.
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for contribution and participation in the community needs to be brought into the
descriptive of Pentecostal theology of discernment. It is being practiced and it is based on
charismatic/pentecostal theological beliefs, tradition and experience where people
believe: that children can encounter God, be empowered by His Spirit, and participate in
the community discernment process.
Robeck’s concept of allowing for immaturity in the discernment process can be
applied to children as well. Theology needs to reflect within immaturity that the children
need the community to support them and recognize that they’ll see it in childlike ways,
and yet can be active participants.
There were also “the new,” or recently named types of testing that emerged from
the case studies and/or more recent literature, but were not mentioned by Robeck
specifically. They did not contradict Robeck’s theology and they could have been
categorized in a number of Robeck’s criteria, however they were not specifically named.
These included what I called, “God’s Signature,” “Pre-confirmation,” innate “Qualities of
a Child,” “Sensing God’s Presence,” and “(Personal) Historical Precedence.” Though
these were not mentioned in all of the case studies, they could continue to be studied
Biblically and on a broader scale, in order to see how or if they could be more integrated
into a theology of discernment.
As Acts gave us a model for growing in theology and practice, so too, theology
and practice today can continue to be enhanced by the various aspects of the larger
community of Christians. As the larger Body of Christ, the theologians and practitioners,
the more rational and the more experiential, can all continue to work together to grow
into the fullness of Christ.
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Suggestions for Theological Foundations of Children’s Spirituality
The field of children’s spirituality as studied by Christians could benefit from
focusing on 1) laying a theological foundation in their understanding of spirituality,
maturation and spiritual development, 2) looking deeply at the process of discerning
children’s experiences with God, 3) examining the role and effect of the Holy Spirit on
the human spirit, and 4) attempting to bring a foundational theological understanding of
the Holy Spirit into the research.
Much of the foundational assumptions in the field of children’s spirituality are
largely dominated by cognitive and child development theories that seek to understand
children’s spiritual development versus theological study. A primarily psychological or
developmental approach may allow for easier communication with non-Christian
academics, however, that is done at the potential cost of not discovering God’s intention
for children’s spirituality. The two (qualitative research including psychological theory
and theological study) should be able to be done in tandem, as practical theology
exemplifies.
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Conclusions

Research and Findings Summary
The issue addressed in this study was: to consider the ways in which selected
present-day charismatic communities in California address the discernment process of
children’s revelatory experiences with God, in light of the pentecostal theology of
discernment that has emerged since 1900. I set out to do this by:
1) Looking at how children’s spiritual experiences are currently being studied. In
academic writings, I expected to find that children’s spiritual experiences are primarily
studied from a psychological and developmental viewpoint. Indeed, through a review of
literature, this proved to be the case (Boyatzis 2008, 44, 2011, 22-23).
2) Looking at how, since 1900, pentecostal/charismatic communities have
historically practiced, and are presently teaching on the discernment of children’s
potentially charismatic experiences. I expected to find a more top down model that
addressed how adults could discern whether or not the revelatory experiences had by
children in their communities were from God or not. Through a review of literature and
resources, this proved to be a false assumption. The more recent materials set out the
need to purposefully include the children in the discernment process by specifically:
•

Training the children to recognize and hear from God

•

Providing opportunities to practice hearing from God and minister to others
by the power of the Holy Spirit

•

Providing a mentoring setting for following-up with the children after they
describe having revelatory experiences
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The more recent authors/speakers spoke of intentionally using these ways to
induct the children into what I call the child-community discernment process model
(Figure 10). They approached discernment with the mindset of training children how to
hear from God and learn to discern for themselves (in the context of community) through
developing a relationship with God, studying His word, and learning from those more
mature than themselves, all within the context of community.
Earlier (approximately 1900-1979) historical Christian references to children
experiencing God affirmed the significance of Scripture, the need for faith and
expectation, the use of fruit, logic, community and sensing God’s presence, the
importance of the centrality of Christ and teaching on the topic of discernment, and
validation through the multiple recipients receiving similar revelation or revelatory
experiences – all as important parts of discerning children’s potentially charismatic
experiences.
3) Looking at the practices and revealed supporting theologies of present day
charismatic communities for practicing discernment when it comes to children’s
reporting of their revelatory experiences. I originally expected to discover communities
practicing a diverse set of practices and expressed theologies. Through four case studies
at four different churches, I found that this in fact was not the case. I found instead that
the case studies were similar in practice to what was taught about in the more recent nonacademic literature and resources and to each other. The same concepts may have been
practiced in various degrees and ways, but the main concepts discovered in the more
recent literature were present in the communities. The case studies revealed supportive
and expectant communities that teach, walk with, and coach their children to hear from
and experience God for themselves and others. These communities create and cultivate a
context that is encouraging, educational, and allows for practice without fear of failure.
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After children claim to have experiences with God, they are coached through
discernment, application, and other positive or negative issues that may arise.
4) Critically reflecting on the similarities and differences of the following
approaches of discernment: Robeck’s pentecostal theology of discernment, and the
historical and present day practices and supporting theologies of selected charismatic
communities practicing discernment of children’s potentially charismatic experiences. I
expected to find consistencies and inconsistencies between the various theologies,
approaches and practices. This reflection was done by using practical theology to
complexify and come to new understandings when comparing Robeck’s theology of
discernment to the historical and present day discernment practices and supporting
theologies of selected charismatic communities.
As a whole, it would appear that the practices of discernment seen in the case
studies were generally in line with Robeck’s theology of discernment and the theology
put forth in the more recent literature/resources. Though the methods of
testing/discerning cannot be broken down and isolated into neat simplistic categories and
used in a specific given order, the case studies showed that different tests were used at
different times and in varying combinations, with openness to new ways. This aligned
with Robeck’s theology. The importance of community, mentioned as essential by
Robeck, was definitely seen in the case studies’ discernment processes. The additional
discernment methods that emerged were not in conflict with Robeck’s theology;
however, they may not be prioritized in the way Robeck prescribes. Robeck’s theology
did not mention or discuss children as part of the community or the discernment process.
This is the main weakness in Robeck’s theology related to what is being practiced.
Figure 11 shows a summary of the ways in which selected present-day
charismatic, nondenominational communities in California address the discernment
process of children’s revelatory experiences with God.
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Figure 11: Child-Community Discernment Process Model
The adapted Swinton and Mowat’s Model of Practical Theology was the method
and driving framework of this study. Current praxis was identified, qualitative research
was done and meanings complexified, and theological reflection was done, all resulting
in suggested revised forms of theology. The main suggestions resulting from this process
for the teachers/authors of the more recent non-academic literature/resources (and by
implication, the communities interviewed) were:
•

Strengthen the emphasis and elaborate on God being able to speak to His
people through their study as well as experience.

•

Teach the children how to study the cultural and historical contexts of the
Bible, and Church History, including creeds and traditions

•

Pay attention to theological accuracy in what is taught and written

•

Balance teaching children to have faith God will and is speaking to them with
the understanding that they need to ultimately test what they
hear/see/experience as well.
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•

Clarify the importance of Biblical preeminence, balanced by the inspiration of
the Spirit, from the beginning, within a context of encouragement through trial
and error.

•

Teach about the gift of discernment

For Robeck’s Theology:
•

Elaborate more on the gift of discernment

•

Include children as part of the understanding of “community”

•

Recognize the potential of children to participate in the community
discernment process, while allowing for their immaturity

•

Look further into “the new” or recently named types of testing that emerged
from this study

For both parties:
•

Continue the dialogue between academics and non-academics, theologians
and practitioners

For Christians in the Field of Children’s Spirituality:
•

Look into laying a theological foundation for the understanding of spirituality,
maturation and spiritual development

•

Look in more in depth at the process of discerning children’s experiences with
God

•

Examine the role and effect of the Holy Spirit on the human spirit

•

Attempt to bring a foundational theological understanding of the Holy Spirit
into the research in the field of children’s spirituality

•

Resist the temptation to study children’s spirituality solely from the
perspective of psychological/developmental aspects or theology, but rather
consider using both in tandem as practical theology exemplifies.

Significance
In the field of children’s spirituality, it is believed that “it will…be fruitful for
some scholars to approach children’s spirituality from specific faith-based perspectives”
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because “[t]hese distinct bodies of knowledge could then be aggregated at some point to
learn of fundamental differences and commonalities” (Boyatzis 2008, 48). This
completed study may now provide insight from the specific faith-based perspective of
charismatic, nondenominational churches that believe children can hear from, be used by,
and experience God, and thus train them to do so. Where only non-academic literature
has previously addressed the experiences of children among this population, this study
can now provide a foundation for even more academic study in this area. This research
can also contribute to the theological study of discernment where previously, theological
discussion on discernment has not been applied to the study of children’s revelatory
experiences with God. Finally, this study can benefit practicing communities similar to
the ones studied, through giving language and understanding to what is being practiced as
well as possible suggested modifications to theology so they may be able to more
efficiently and effectively pass on what they are practicing.

Not Addressed/Areas for Further Research
There are a number of areas that were not addressed, but could be researched
further based on this study. Though this research was conducted with exemplars from the
various communities and provided an academic foundation for research, this research
could be expanded upon by:
•

Interviewing more families and community members from these churches
regarding more children’s experiences and the resulting discernment
processes.

•

Expanding the age range up or down in further research.

•

Comparing findings to psychological developmental stages of children (this
would be particularly beneficial after doing case studies with children that are
older and younger than those of this study).
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•

Conducting research in other communities that are possibly teaching children
to hear from God and discern the validity of their experiences, in the U.S., and
in a variety of cultures and countries.

•

Discussing the research with communities in various cultures and settings to
see how applying the findings from this study might take shape in their
cultures or settings.

•

Look at how theologians and practitioners are working and/or could work
together more to create a more holistic and balanced approach to practice and
related theology.

•

Theologically exploring and expanding upon the foundational definition of
spirituality offered in this study, especially
o Probing deeper into what is involved or included in the
“relational aspect” when referring to God
o Examining how dialogue could best be done with those of
other faiths or no faith while still holding true to a
theological understanding of spirituality.

Our current methods of understanding children’s spirituality do not yet fully have
the tools for understanding the phenomena discussed with the children and their
communities in this study—though the books, The Science and Theology of Godly Love
(Lee and Yong 2012) and Listening to Children on the Spiritual Journey (Stonehouse and
May 2010) are beginning to head in this direction. It may also be a beneficial step to
move from the methods used in this study and the findings garnered, to more legitimate
documentation of children’s spiritual experiences based on the discernment practices of
their church communities. Through future research, new tools will be needed to
understand and study these types of phenomena.

Final Thoughts
I close this study with a deep sense of gratitude for being allowed into the lives
and thoughts of those who participated in this research, either through their materials or
interviews. I am honored to have benefited from their journeys. I hope that through this
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study, the impact of their journeys will carry on and continue to benefit others. I have no
doubt they will.
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Appendix A

Table 20: Creating and Cultivating the Context
KEY
Churches/Children =
A/R = Rose B/J = James and Jenna C/B = Bella
D = Self identified in Direct response to related questions
I = Mentioned by interviewees Indirectly during interviews
- = Not applicable
(blank) = Unknown

Children’s
Ministry

Creating and Cultivating
the Context
Churches A-D
Children’s Initials

D/S = Sarah

Family

Larger
Church
Community

Peers/
Siblings

A B C D A B C D A B C D A B C D
R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S

Expectations, Parent and Teacher Training/Communication
Expect & see children encountering God and ministering
to others as normal
Belief there is no “Jr. Holy Spirit”
Parent Training
Teacher Training
Teacher-parent communication

D I

D D D D D I

I
D D D D D
D
I D
I

- - D

-

-

-

-

-

I

D D D

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

D
- -

-

-

-

-

-

Prayer
Intercessory Prayer for Children
Pray through and/or coach children through seasons of
not hearing from God
Prayed with kids to receive baptism of HS

D
I

I

I

D D
D I

D

Dialogue
Adult-child dialogue/coaching to grow in relationship
with God/hear from God
Church Encourages Parent/Child dialogue re hearing
from God

D I

D I

I

D D I

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

I

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

D D D I
D I I I
D I I I
I

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Priorities and Actions of Adults
Incorporate God in everyday life
God is priority in life
Take to church
Homeschooled

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Send their children to related camp
Special additional classes for kids on ministry,
preaching, character &/or prophetic

I
I

I
I

I

-

-

-

-

D D D D D D D I

-

-

-

-

I

I

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

I

-

D

-

-

D

-

-

I

D

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

D D
D D
D
D
D -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

I
I

-

-

-

-

Opportunities to Experience and Minister & Curricula Used
Provide opportunities to encounter God for themselves
and minister to people other than their peers
Provide opportunities for children to practice hearing
from God for each other
Kids taken on ministry opportunities outside of church
Play worship music/Have worship times
Curriculum used:
Author: Becky Fischer - Various
Author: Hillsong - Various
Author: Jennifer Toledo – Eyes that See
& Ears that Hear
Author: Bethel/Seth Dahl - Various
Teacher or Department Writes Their Own
Led by God: Along the Way or Ahead of Time

D D -

-

I

D
D D

-

-

D

Teaching Topics
Memory verses
Trained to think symbolically
Topics purposefully or indirectly mentioned:
Topic: Bible stories on encounters
Topic: Bible stories general
Topic: Faith
Topic: Love
Topic: God is the same today as in Bible
Topic: Trained to Hear from God
Topic: Ways God speaks
Topic: Training on Prophecy
Topic: Training on Spiritual Gifts
Topic: Importance of the Bible
Topic: Encountering God is normal
Topic: Heaven

D
D
D
D
D
I
D
D
D
D
D
I
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-

-

-

I I
- - - I
D
D D D I

D
D
I
D D D D D
D
D I D
D
I I
D D I I
D D D
D

D
D I
D I

I
I
I

I
I

I

I

Appendix B

Table 21: The Revelatory Experiences
KEY
Churches/Children =
A/R = Rose B/J = James and Jenna C/B = Bella
D = Self identified in Direct response to related questions
I = Mentioned by interviewees Indirectly during interviews
- = Not applicable
(blank) = Unknown

Child

The Revelatory Experience:

Churches A-D
Children’s Initials
Initial discernment attempted by the child
during their experience
Initial discernment attempted by others
during the child’s experience

Children’s
Ministry

D/S = Sarah

Parents

Peers/
Siblings

Larger
Church
Community

A
R
D

B C D A B C D A B C D A B C D A B C D
J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S
D I D - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

-

-

-
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I

I

D

I

Appendix C

Table 22: Coaching through Follow-Up
KEY
Churches/Children =
A/R = Rose B/J = James and Jenna C/B = Bella
D = Self identified in Direct response to related questions
I = Mentioned by interviewees Indirectly during interviews
- = Not applicable
(blank) = Unknown

Children’s
Ministry

Coaching Through Follow-Up
Churches A-D
Children’s Initials

D/S = Sarah

Family

Larger
Church
Community

Peers/
Siblings

A B C D A B C D A B C D A B C D
R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S

Encouraging Atmosphere
Allows child to express in own words
Err on expression and risk vs. perfection
Celebrate & Encourage
Emphasize it’s about God not the child

I

I

I

I I
I
D
D

I
I
I

I

I D
I
I
D D D I
D D D I

I
I
I

I
- I I
D I

I
I

D
I

D
I

I
I

I

I

D

I

-

-

-

I

I

I

I
I
I

I
I

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

I

Dialogue and Records
Teacher-parent dialogue
Church Encourages Parent/Child dialogue re encounter
Opportunity for dialogue with peers and/or siblings
Adult/Family-child dialogue, coaching, discerning and
praying together, helping children learn from what
they’ve experienced
Value learning together along the journey
Keeps records of children’s encounters

I

Negative Examples
Negative = fawn over, make a big deal of child
Negative = laugh at because think it’s so “cute”

I
I
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Appendix D

Table 23: Tests of Discernment
KEY
Communities represented by Children (R=Rose, J=James & Jenna, B=Bella, S=Sarah)
D = self-identified Directly by the interviewees
I = mentioned by interviewees Indirectly during interviews
a = adult’s perception c = child’s perception
o = reference made to someone outside the church

Specific Tests of Discernment:
Fruit Produced by the
Experience
Fruit - word/experience was confirmed by
an observer, recipient or a what was said
ended up happening (healing, prophetic,
or revelatory)
Specifically healing
Fruit – meaningful to life of others or self

Fruit – child’s life changed for the better
Fruit – relationship with God grew/new level
of hunger for God
Fruit – wants to read Bible more
Fruit – new level of faith in child to pray
Fruit – peace vs. anxiety or fear
Fruit – renewed, fresh heart, greater
devotion for Jesus
Fruit – worshipping God
Fruit – want to follow Bible now
Fruit – understood importance of following
Bible
Fruit – God became more real to child
Fruit – unusual courage
Fruit – feels good

Children’s
Ministry

Parents

Child/
Self

Peers/
Siblings

Larger
Church
Community

R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S
D
I D I
I D I I I I I
I I
c c
a
I
I

I

I
I

I

I I
D

I

I
I

D I
D I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I
I

D

I

I

I

I
I
I

I

I

I
a

D
I
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I I
c a
o o

D
I

I

I

Fruit – joy
Fruit – repentance
Fruit – child’s life impacts/convicts others
Fruit – it “felt like there were springs in my
shoes”
Fruit – Good fruit seen in general

Specific Tests of Discernment:
Fruit of Christian Character
Already Evident
Child’s character/gifting is trusted
History/proven record

Specific Tests of Discernment:
Way Revelation Produced

Child appeared tuned in elsewhere/not
present
Light emanating from child
Child spoke with perceived
authority/courage
“Sees” God/Holy Spirit on the child
Felt the Holy Spirit/God’s presence

D

I
a
I
I
D

Children’s
Ministry

Biblical/Theologically accurate
Not sure how knows – but Biblical

Specific Tests of Discernment:
Tradition

Beliefs and practices regarding children’s
experiences reflected charismatic
tradition
Seeing same thing happen to a self or friend

Parents

Child/
Self

Peers/
Siblings

Larger
Church
Community

R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S
I
D I D
D
a
I
D I D
D I
D

Children’s
Ministry

Parents

Child/
Self

Peers/
Siblings

Larger
Church
Community

R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S
D
I
I

I
I

I

D

I
D

I

Fruit – Child in awe/stunned

Specific Tests of Discernment:
Scripture

I

I

Children’s
Ministry

D
a

I

Parents

Child/
Self

Peers/
Siblings

Larger
Church
Community

R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S
I
I
I D I D I
I D
I
D

Children’s
Ministry

Parents

Child/
Self

Peers/
Siblings

Larger
Church
Community

R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S
I I I I I D I I
D D

D
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D

Specific Tests of Discernment:
Experiencing the Holy Spirit
and the Trans-Rational
Intuition of the Holy Spirit
Insight/knowing
Feels like it’s from God
Gained gradual insight over time
Know along the way
One Voice stood out among many
Ask God
God said it was Him
It’s understandable (compared to other
voices)

Specific Tests of Discernment:
Rationality

It was amazing/beyond normal
Logical or “obvious”

Specific Tests of Discernment:
Multiple Confirmations

Multiple confirmations

Specific Tests of Discernment:
Qualities of a Child

Trust that child can discern themselves
Because children’s hearts are more/already
“present” or connected with God
Adult sees similar to own experiences as a
child (Personal Historical precedence?)
Risk and let child try even if adult unsure

Children’s
Ministry

Parents

Child/
Self

Peers/
Siblings

Larger
Church
Community

R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S
D I I
I D I I I D
I
a
D I I I
I
I D
I
I
I
I
I
D
I D
D
I

Children’s
Ministry

Parents

Child/
Self

Peers/
Siblings

Larger
Church
Community

R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S
I I I D D D I
I D
I
a
I D D D I
I
D
a

Children’s
Ministry

Parents

Child/
Self

Peers/
Siblings

Larger
Church
Community

R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S
I I I I I D I D I I I I
I
a

Children’s
Ministry

Parents

Child/
Self

Peers/
Siblings

Larger
Church
Community

R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S R J B S
I
I
I D I D
D
D
D
D I
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D

I

Glossary
Lemniscate

“a closed plane curve consisting of two symmetrical loops meeting at a
node. Equation: ( x ² + y ²)² = a ²( x ² – y ²), where a is the greatest
distance from the curve to the origin. The symbol for infinity (∞) is an
example” (Dictionary.com Accessed: June 07, 2015).
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